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A B S T R A C T
The increasing scale and complexity of computer networks imposes a need
for highly exible management mechanisms. The concept of network virtu-
alization promises to provide this exibility. Multiple arbitrary virtual net-
works can be constructed on top of a single substrate network. This allows
network operators and service providers to tailor their network topologies
to the specic needs of any oered service.
However, the assignment of resources proves to be a problem. Each newly
dened virtual network must be realized by assigning appropriate physi-
cal resources. For a given set of virtual networks, two questions arise: Can
all virtual networks be accommodated in the given substrate network? And
how should the respective resources be assigned? The underlying problem
is commonly known as the Virtual Network Embedding problem.
A multitude of algorithms has already been proposed, aiming to provide so-
lutions to that problem under various constraints. For the evaluation of these
algorithms typically an empirical approach is adopted, using articially cre-
ated random problem instances. However, due to complex eects of random
problem generation the obtained results can be hard to interpret correctly. A
structured evaluation methodology that can avoid these eects is currently
missing.
This thesis aims to ll that gap. Based on a thorough understanding of the
problem itself, the eects of random problem generation are highlighted. A
new simulation architecture is dened, increasing the exibility for experi-
mentation with embedding algorithms. A novel way of generating embed-
ding problems is presented which migitates the eects of conventional prob-
lem generation approaches. An evaluation using these newly dened con-
cepts demonstrates how new insights on algorithm behavior can be gained.
The proposed concepts support experimenters in obtaining more precise and
tangible evaluation data for embedding algorithms.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The increasing complexity of today’s network infrastructures calls for new
methods to facilitate easy deployment and management of networking equip-
ment. Virtualization is a widely employed method to increase exibility in
managing hardware resources. Network virtualization represents the appli-
cation of this concept to network elements—in particular the nodes and links
of a network. This allows network operators to create arbitrary Virtual Net-
works (VNs) on top of a single physical network. Virtual Network Embed-
ding (VNE) describes the task of assigning the available hardware resources
appropriately, in order to realize those VNs. A multitude of algorithms exist,
aiming to optimize this assignment of resources according to various crite-
ria. The experimental evaluation of such algorithms proves to be a dicult
topic with multiple open questions, however.
1.1 experimental evaluation of virtual network embedding
algorithms
Network virtualization has received wide attention in the future internet
research community [8]	1. Due to increased computing power of commod-
ity hardware, system virtualization techniques have been reintroduced and
applied to o-the-shelf hardware to gain increased exibility in computing
resource management. The gains in exibility led researchers to the conclu-
sion that those virtualization techniques, if applied to network resources,
could be the solution of the perceived ossication of the internet [44, 86].
More recently, network virtualization has found application also in other
areas. Data centers have been using virtualization techniques for quite some
time already, and the interconnection between Virtual Machines (VMs) be-
comes more and more important. It is even possible to virtualize an entire
data center [45]. In industrial networks, the compartmentalization provided
by network virtualization can help to separate mission critical communi-
cation from best-eort communication [30]	. And with the rise of popular
technologies such as Software Dened Networking (SDN) [104] and Net-
work Function Virtualization (NFV) [85], even more application areas are
opening for virtualized networks (cf. [50, 137] and [9]	).
By applying network virtualization concepts one can create arbitrary VNs,
consisting of virtual nodes interconnected with virtual links, on top of a
physical infrastructure. Flexibility of network resource management is in-
creased in several ways: The topology of the VN can be modied on demand,
1 In order to indicate previous work by the author of this thesis, throughout this document all
references which are authored or co-authored by the author of this thesis are marked with a
“	” symbol.
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by inserting or deleting nodes and links dynamically, allowing the network
operator to construct a network that closely reects his current needs. The
mapping of virtual resources to physical resources can be performed by the
network operator in a way that maximizes the eciency of the VNs or re-
duces the energy cost of the infrastructure. Finally, virtual resources can
be migrated from one physical resource to another in order to increase re-
silience and eciency of both virtual and physical networks [7, 21]	.
The necessary resource assignment can be performed manually by the
network operator. It is, however, far more convenient (and better reects the
targeted exibility and dynamicity of virtualized networks) to perform this
task algorithmically. Optimizing the resource assignment is a hard problem,
however, for many optimization criteria. The corresponding problem has
become known in the research community as VNE problem: the task of em-
bedding a given set of Virtual Network Requests (VNRs)—that is: requests
for new VNs—in a Substrate Network (SN). A large number of papers has
been published over the last decade, dealing with various ways of optimiz-
ing that assignment [23]	. Unfortunately, the problem has been shown to
be NP-hard in typical application scenarios [43, 42]. Therefore, most algo-
rithms proposed to approach this problem do not provide an exact solution,
but rather make use of various heuristics to provide at least a “good” solution
within reasonable runtime.
It is important for anyone designing or using an algorithm to be able to es-
timate its performance in a realistic setting. For heuristic algorithms this en-
compasses not only the execution time, but also the quality of the computed
solution for a given problem. Unfortunately, testing the algorithms directly
in their intended real-world domain is often not possible and theoretical al-
gorithm analysis is typically limited to abstract statements on worst-case or
average-case runtime and solution quality [131]. Experimental evaluation
with articial problem instances (also called “scenarios”) is, therefore, an im-
portant method for design of heuristic algorithms. In particular, randomly
generated scenarios are a valuable resource that can help to signicantly
extend knowledge about algorithm behaviour in various situations.
Experimental evaluation with random scenarios can be a tricky business,
however. In order to obtain reliable results, a dependable simulation environ-
ment that can support execution of many experiments with various settings
is necessary. Moreover, the scenarios used for a particular experiment have
to be carefully generated to properly highlight a particular aspect of the al-
gorithm under investigation, thereby supporting (or disproving) the hypoth-
esis of the experiment. To facilitate this, close control of the parameters used
to generate these scenarios is necessary.
The goal of this thesis is to shed light on these issues: Not to propose
yet another algorithm trying to improve the solution quality under some
aspect of the VNE problem, but rather to highlight problems in current eval-
uation approaches for VNE algorithms and to provide methodological ad-
vances which facilitate better evaluation. To this end, the scenario genera-
tion process is scrutinized and novel generation approaches are proposed.
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Many researchers proposing new VNE algorithms present empirical data
gathered with experimental evaluation. The scenarios that are generated for
the underlying experiments tend to follow a common structure in which
topologies, resources, and resource demands are generated with indepen-
dent random processes. Multiple simulation environments have already been
proposed, supporting this approach to experimental evaluation of VNE algo-
rithms (cf. Section 2.4).
This thesis demonstrates that it is dicult to generate scenarios that sat-
isfy particular properties with that approach. In particular, it is dicult to
generate scenarios which are known to be solvable but which are hard for
VNE algorithms to solve. The conventional approach leads to scenarios for
which the actual optimal solution is not known and which are potentially
unsolvable. To improve the signicance of results gathered with experimen-
tal evaluation, a new approach to random scenario generation is necessary.
Thus, the fundamental hypothesis of this thesis is:
Current evaluation approaches for VNE algorithms are prone to
misinterpretation due to lack of understanding of the eects of
random scenarios—a structured approach to evaluation and, in
particular, to random scenario generation facilitates more precise
characterization of the behavior and the eects of VNE algorithms.
To test this hypothesis, a novel scenario generation approach which corre-
lates the generation of SNs and VNRs is proposed, based on a exible frame-
work for Monte-Carlo simulation:
correlation of sn and vnr generation In conventional scenario
generation approaches, SNs and VNRs are generated independently.
Here, it is argued that correlation of the generation of these networks
is necessary to be able to guarantee that the nal scenario is solvable.
Novel generation algorithms are developed in which either the VNRs
are generated based on a SN or the SN is generated based on a set of
VNRs.
flexible monte-carlo simulation To support the correlation of SN
and VNR generation, a exible simulation framework is needed. Here,
an existing simulation framework based on Monte-Carlo simulation is
extended to support the necessary experimental exibility regarding
scenario generation and evaluation.
This approach is implemented and compared with conventional genera-
tion approaches to demonstrate the applicability and the additional insights
possible with this approach. The obtained results already exhibit signicant
optimization potential for current VNE algorithms.
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1.3 contributions of this thesis
This thesis extends the current state-of-the-art in the eld of VNE in numer-
ous ways. The most important contributions of this thesis are listed in the
following:
mathematical model A detailed mathematical model of the VNE prob-
lem is proposed in this thesis, going signicantly beyond formulations
found in current VNE literature. The proposed model demonstrates
that the VNE problem can be formulated as a set of matrix operations.
This formulation not only supports thorough understanding of the
VNE problem, but makes it possible for the rst time to provide a for-
mal denition of a solution for a specic problem instance and, further,
to dene the generic signature of a VNE algorithm.
survey on experimental settings An extensive survey of typical ex-
perimental settings for evaluation of VNE algorithms used in the VNE
literature is conducted. The parameters for random scenario genera-
tion are categorized and the predominantly used values are identied.
Moreover, the metrics used for evaluation are identied and ranked
according to their prevalence in current VNE literature.
hidden evaluation effects Based on the collected data, several eval-
uation eects present in the current VNE literature are identied. In
particular, it is pointed out in this thesis that many scenarios used for
evaluation do not actually exhibit signicant resource scarcity. This
makes the generated problems easier than one might originally ex-
pect, thereby potentially limiting their signicance.
simulation architecture A generic architecture to support evalua-
tion of VNE algorithms is presented. The fundamental components of
a VNE simulator are identied and the interfaces necessary to enable
exible extension of the simulator functionality are dened. A partic-
ular focus is put on the random generation of embedding scenarios—a
topic that merits its own sub-architecture.
flexible scenario generation A novel approach to random scenario
generation increases exibility for experimenters. A new architecture,
based on the pipe-and-lter concept, is proposed. It allows experi-
menters to construct a wide variety of scenarios by dening a chain of
scenario generation elements. This is accompanied by a new notation
that supports the clear specication of the scenario generation setup
and, thereby, improves reproducibility of experiments.
specification format for experiments A generic specication for-
mat for conducting experiments with VNE algorithms is dened. This
does not only facilitate rapid evaluation with large numbers of scenar-
ios, but also serves to further support documentation of conducted
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experiments. In combination with the novel scenario generation ar-
chitecture, by controlling the seed of the employed Random Number
Generator (RNG), experiments can be fully recreated at any later time.
filters for unsolvable scenarios Filtering elements of unsolvable
scenarios can improve the quality of a random scenario generator.
Moreover, such lters can also reduce algorithm runtime, provided
the lters themselves do not impose signicant overhead. Two such
lters are proposed in this thesis, one of which is used to demonstrate
the applicability in reducing VNE algorithm runtime.
perfectly solvable scenarios The concept of Perfectly Solvable Sce-
narios (PSSs) is proposed: scenarios with an optimal solution that is
known a priori to the experimenter. These scenarios allow for more
precise statements on algorithm performance. In particular, it becomes
possible to judge how close the solution presented by an algorithm is
to the optimal solution. Three dierent scenario generation elements
are introduced, providing novel means for evaluation of VNE algo-
rithms. All of them extend a partial scenario to construct a PSS—either
from a given SN or from a given set of VNRs. This allows experi-
menters to obtain more precise empirical data on algorithm behavior
in various settings.
1.4 thesis structure
The structure of this thesis follows roughly the solution approach outlined in
Section 1.2. Fig. 1 shows this structure, indicating the logical dependencies
between the individual parts. After this introductory chapter, background
information is given in Chapter 2 and compared with related work in the
respective areas.
In Chapter 3 the concept of VNE evaluation is analyzed in order to gain a
better understanding of the VNE problem itself and to highlight potential ef-
fects and shortcomings. Based on a detailed mathematical formulation of the
VNE problem, the evaluation process for VNE algorithms is specied. An ex-
tensive review of the VNE literature reveals commonly used parameters for
random scenario generation and metrics for VNE algorithm evaluation. Sev-
eral eects occuring in current VNE evaluation approaches are highlighted
and the need for a more structured approach is stressed.
In Chapter 4, a generic architecture for VNE evaluation is proposed. Based
on a set of requirements for such an architecture, the components of a VNE
simulator are dened. Two components—the model for VNE constraints and
the random scenario generation process—are discussed in more detail, due
to their importance for supporting exible evaluation. A generic experiment
specication le is dened, facilitating rapid, well documented experimen-
tation cycles. Finally, an exemplary implementation, based on the ALEVIN
simulator, is presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 5 investigates the issues of random scenario generation more
deeply. First, the causes of generation of unsolvable scenarios are explained.
Such scenarios are likely to be generated when using conventional scenario
generation approaches. Two potential solutions to this problem are discussed:
ltering mechanisms and PSSs. It is shown that, while ltering mechanisms
have a valid application, they can not solve the problem completely. Instead,
the generation of PSSs is necessary. Three dierent scenario generation ele-
ments are proposed and analyzed in this chapter, using either a pre-generated
SN or a set of pre-generated VNRs to create a PSS.
The proposed concepts are then put to the test in Chapter 6. It is shown,
based on a common experimentation strategy, how particular aspects of the
VNE problem can now be highlighted, gaining insights that could not eas-
ily be gained before. Two distinct series of experiments are conducted. First,
the inuence of dierent random SN topologies on embedding results is in-
vestigated. It is shown that, without the use of a PSS, misinterpretations
of results are easily possible. In the second experimental series one of the
proposed scenario generation element makes it possible to isolate scenario
generation parameters. This is used to investigate the respective inuence of
the now isolated parameters on the embedding results, revealing signicant
optimization potential for two VNE algorithms even in seemingly trivial sit-
uations.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes and summarizes this thesis. It recaps the ma-
jor results of this thesis and provides a discussion of the impact and impli-
cations of these results. An outlook is provided to indicate potential future
research building on the results of this thesis.

2
B A C K G R O U N D A N D R E L AT E D W O R K
This thesis aims to extend the evaluation methodology for algorithms deal-
ing with the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem. There are several
research elds connected to this topic. On the one hand, there is the generic
eld of experimental algorithmics, which investigates the behavior of algo-
rithms by collecting empirical data. On the other hand, there is the large eld
of network virtualization, which deals with the methods used to provide an
abstraction layer over physical network hardware.
The VNE problem itself is a sub-topic of the latter eld. It describes the
main resource assignment problem for network virtualization. A large num-
ber of VNE algorithms have been proposed to solve this problem. The em-
pirical evaluation of these algorithms is the topic of VNE simulation. An
introduction and discussion of related work in those four topics follows in
this chapter.
2.1 experimental algorithm evaluation
The experimental evaluation of algorithms—also called “experimental” or
“empirical algorithmics”—provides an alternative to the common theoreti-
cal algorithm analysis. Whereas theoretical analysis is necessarily tied to an
abstract model of an algorithm, empirical evidence is gathered via an ex-
ecutable implementation of an algorithm. Moreover, experiments allow to
evaluate algorithms in specic environments. It will often be easier to gen-
erate a particular type of input to test the algorithm and measure the perfor-
mance on that particular input, rather than to build a theoretical model of
this type of input and reason about the theoretical performance.
Experimental evaluation of algorithms is certainly not a new topic. Mea-
suring the actual performance of an implemented algorithm has always been
a part of algorithm design. Structured approaches to simulation and evalua-
tion of algorithms have been formulated by Catherine McGeoch in her PhD
thesis in 1987 [126] with several follow-up works in the nineties (cf. [127,
128, 129]). More recent work on experimental algorithmics include [130, 135,
101]). By now, there are entire periodicals dedicated to this subject (cf. in
particular the ACM Journal of Experimental Algorithmics (JEA)1). A good in-
troduction on the subject is provided by McGeoch in a recent book [131]. A
good description of the overall experimentation process, including the de-
sign of experiments, is given by Berberich et al. [48].
Experimental evaluation is relevant, in particular, for the classical NP-
problems dened by Karp [102]. In this domain, heuristic approaches play a
major role. Experimental evaluation of heuristic algorithms can help to de-
1 ISSN: 1084-6654; Online: http://jea.acm.org/
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termine real-world behavior of the employed heuristic, thus going beyond
abstract theoretical scenarios such as worst-case or average-case considera-
tions (cf. Rardin and Uzsoy [148]). Care has to be taken, though, to properly
account for the additional inuences introduced by the experimental envi-
ronment (cf. Georges et al. [79] for a more generic discussion focusing on
experimental evaluation of Java programs).
One important aspect of experimental evaluation is the generation of ran-
dom problem instances. Experimental evaluation calls for a signicant num-
ber of problems for the algorithm under investigation to ensure that the
measured results are reliable and stable. Using random problem instance gen-
erators gives experimenters the opportunity to generate large quantities of
suitable problems for the algorithm on demand.
However, several challenges have to be kept in mind: The generated prob-
lem instances should, on the one hand, reect a realistic setting at least to
some extent. On the other hand, there must be enough variation between
dierent generated instances to ensure at least some generality of the mea-
sured results. Moreover, the generated problem instances should be reason-
ably hard to solve for the algorithm, as algorithms trained only on easy in-
stances may under-perform in real-world settings. Good random problem
generators are, therefore, a major advantage for experimental evaluation of
algorithms and merit a discussion of their own.
Examples for such random problem generators can be found for a number
of well known NP-problems. Pilcher and Rardin [143] provide a generator
for the well known traveling salesman problem. Krishnamurthy [108] dis-
cusses problem generation for graph partitioning heuristics. Sanchis [158]
presents generators for the minimum vertex cover problem, the graph col-
orability problem and the dominating set problem. A generator for the bin
packing problem is presented by Schwerin and Wäscher [160].
Unfortunately, these problem generators are not easily adapted to the VNE
problem. Good problem generators would be a major benet for the VNE
community, however. A large number of VNE algorithm have already been
discussed in the literature, most of which have been evaluated with empirical
methods. Yet, current approaches for generation of VNE problem instances
rely on only loosely controlled random processes, without much discussion
on the eects and properties of the generated problem instances. To over-
come this situation, this thesis introduces a more structured approach to
problem generation and evaluation of VNE algorithms.
2.2 virtualization of network elements
The virtualization of computing resources has been in use for a long time to
increase exibility of hardware usage. Hardware virtualization realizes an
abstraction layer, decoupling the real hardware from the hardware as it is
perceived by the user. Virtual hardware is assembled via aggregation and
partitioning of substrate resources. Substrate resources are either physical
or again virtual (the latter case representing nested virtualization).
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(a) Resource assignment (b) Abstract depiction
Figure 2: Three virtual nodes hosted on a single substrate node
The notion of virtual hardware allows administrators to distinguish be-
tween the computing facilities required by users and the actual hardware
available on site. New resource management functions become available,
making administration of hardware more exible. By clever assignment of
resources, hardware usage can be optimized. First discussions of this tech-
nique range more than forty years back (cf. Popek and Goldberg [145, 82]).
With the increase of hardware capabilities, this technique has drawn more
and more interest in the last decade. New virtualization solutions have been
proposed and the resulting exibility has been a major driver of the cloud
computing paradigm. At rst, the focus was only on the computing resources
of individual machines, such as CPU, memory, or hard disk capacity. How-
ever, in the last years the interconnection between services became more
and more important. Therefore, it is increasingly the network itself that is
the centre of attention.
A network in general is a structure that can be modeled by a graph. It
consists of a number of nodes and a number of links connecting the nodes.
A network can be a model for relationships (e. g., a social network) or for the
transport of goods (e. g., a train network). Here, communication networks
are considered - i. e., networks that transport data. In such a network, nodes
and links can be considered to be active and passive network elements. The
nodes are active in the sense that they process data (e. g., by forwarding it
to appropriate neighboring nodes). In contrast, the links don’t process data.
Instead, they “blindly” transport it from one end to another.
According to these two kinds of network elements, dierent resources can
be virtualized. For a node, resources regarding the processing capabilities are
most important. For a link, the focus is on transport capacity or ability.
2.2.1 Node virtualization
Node virtualization builds on the technique of host virtualization. Here, vir-
tualization is typically performed as a partitioning of the available hardware.
The resources of a node are virtualized to support multiple Virtual Machines
(VMs) running on top of a single substrate node. A Virtual Machine Moni-
tor (VMM) virtualizes the available hardware, such as CPU, RAM, or a Net-
work Interface Card (NIC), and assigns appropriate resources to the VMs (cf.
Fig. 2a). Those are then running within the physical host (cf. Fig. 2b).
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(a) Partitioning: Splitting one substrate link into two virtual links
(b) Aggregation: Combining a path in the substrate network to form a single virtual
link
Figure 3: Two variants of link virtualization
Various host virtualization techniques are available today, implementing
the virtualization layer at dierent layers in the Operating System (OS) stack.
An overview of concepts is given by Sahoo et al. [155]. A more in-depth
discussion of techniques is presented by Nanda and Chiueh [136].
For the virtualization of a network node any host virtualization technique
can be used that allows to virtualize the core functionality of a network
node—i. e., routing and forwarding. The similarities between host virtualiza-
tion and node virtualization are discussed by Khan et al. [103]. Going from
host virtualization to full network virtualization is demonstrated by Berl et
al.[7]	, using system virtualization as an exemplary host virtualization tech-
nique.
2.2.2 Link virtualization
The links of a network can be virtualized to achieve two dierent goals: To
connect two nodes which are not adjacent in the network, or to split one
available substrate link into two or more virtual links. Fig. 3 depicts the
two kinds of link virtualization. The rst variant, depicted in Fig. 3a, repre-
sents a partitioning of hardware. Two virtual nodes share the same physical
link. This concept is realized, for example, with Virtual Local Area Networks
(VLANs) (cf. [93]).
The method to connect two non-adjacent nodes is to set up a tunnel. The
packets that should be sent over the virtual link are encapsulated and sent
over a series of links in the Substrate Network (SN). This is shown in Fig. 3b.
The concept represents an aggregation of hardware, as opposed to a parti-
tioning. It is well known and widely used today.
Tunnels are typically set up such that they oer a virtual link layer (i. e.,
encapsulating link layer frames) or network layer (i. e., encapsulating net-
work layer datagrams). To realize this, a lot of protocols are available as a
means of transport, implemented on dierent layers in the network stack,
from network layer [94] up to the application layer [95]. The endpoints of
the tunnel appear as virtual network devices to the user. A typical implemen-
tation for this uses the TUN/TAP device found in many modern operating
systems.
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A Virtual Private Network (VPN) is a special instance of a tunnel, with the
added feature of data encryption. Data sent over the tunnel is encrypted at
the entry point and decrypted once it leaves the tunnel. Thus, the tunneled
data cannot be read by arbitrary nodes on the tunnel. Examples for this are
IPSec (cf. [96]), OpenVPN2, or SSH tunneling (cf. [97]).
2.2.3 Network virtualization
Network virtualization is a combination of node and link virtualization. When
both nodes and links are virtualized it becomes possible to create arbitrary
virtual network topologies on top of a physical network. This is discussed
by Carapinha and Jiménez [53]. A good overview of network virtualization
approaches is given by Chowdhury and Boutaba [62, 63].
Future internet initiatives have been a major motivation for the appli-
cation of network virtualization. Two important articles have outlined the
importance of network virtualization for the future internet: Anderson et
al. [44] describe how the exibility gained through virtualization can help
to remedy the perceived ossication (a good description of the problem is
given by Mark Handley [86]) of the current internet. Feamster et al. [74] out-
line a scenario, indicating how network virtualization can optimize resource
usage when multiple parties interact. A survey on future internet initiatives
is provided by Roberts [153]. Concepts and applications are discussed by
Berl et al. [8]	.
Network virtualization also has a signicant application in data centers.
Hyser et al. [92] discuss an autonomic controller that places virtual machines
in a data center. More comprehensively, Bari et al. [45] provide a survey on
various approaches to virtualize the entire data centre, including the net-
work itself. In particular, the combination with Software Dened Network-
ing (SDN) appears to be a highly promising application area (cf. Blenk et
al. [50]).
2.2.4 A note on graphical terminology
Before continuing with the explanation of the VNE concept, a note on graph-
ical representation of network elements is necessary. In order to ease the dis-
cussion on network virtualization and to facilitate explanations this thesis
uses a consistent graphical terminology to depict substrate and virtual net-
work elements. It has already been used in Figures 2b and 3, and is shown
explicitly in Table 1. A SN topology will always be depicted with empty cir-
cles denoting substrate nodes and empty “pipes” denoting substrate links.
VNs will be shown as colored graphs with virtual nodes depicted as regular
polygons—triangles for the rst VN, squares for the second, pentagons for
the third (no more than three VNs will be needed for explanation in this the-
sis). A VNR—that is: a VN that has not been instantiated, yet—is depicted as
a VN contained within a symbolic sheet.
2 See https://openvpn.net/
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symbol meaning
Substrate Network (SN)
Virtual Networks (VNs)
3
1
2
10 5
5
Virtual Network Request (VNR)
4
0+3+2 Substrate element resource consumption
Table 1: Graphical terminology used throughout this thesis
Where applicable, capacities of virtual and substrate network elements
are depicted with numbers attached to the respective node or link, the num-
ber indicating the units of capacity associated with that element. Capacities
of substrate elements denote resources and capacities of virtual elements de-
note the respective demands. For resources that are already partly consumed,
the notation RemainingVNR1+VNR2+VNR3 is used to denote the remaining resource units
on top and the resource units already assigned to VNRs at the bottom.
This way of depicting SNs and VNs has been used by the author success-
fully in multiple previous publications, starting in [23]. It helps to avoid am-
biguity and depicts embedding problems clearly and, thus, will serve as a
“graphical language” for the purposes of this thesis.
2.3 virtual network embedding
The mapping of virtual nodes and links to substrate nodes and links raises
a basic resource assignment problem: Both substrate nodes and links have
limited resources, whereas their virtual counterparts impose respective de-
mands on those resources. Typical examples for resources are bandwidth for
links and CPU capacity for nodes. This limits the amount of virtual elements
that can be hosted on a single substrate element—node or link. How should
the virtual nodes and links be mapped, then? This problem is commonly
known as the VNE problem.
Fig. 4 shows a problem instance with two VNRs to be embedded in a SN,
with a possible embedding depicted, already. It can be seen that a substrate
node can host multiple virtual nodes. Also, a virtual link may span more
than one substrate link, in which case a hidden hop is introduced. Multiple
solutions can exist to this problem, diering in the way nodes and links are
mapped. In general, the virtual elements are rst mapped to candidate sub-
strate elements. Only if all virtual nodes and links of a VNR have a candidate,
the VNR is embedded and the respective resources are occupied.
While the given example is simple, the generic problem of trying to em-
bed as many VNRs as possible into a given SN with limited resources is NP-
hard [43, 42]. This is even true, if the location of the nodes is xed, provided
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(a) Two VNRs to be embedded into a SN
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(b) A possible solution to the problem above
Figure 4: Embedding two virtual network requests into one substrate network
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that virtual links have to be mapped as a whole. In that case, the mapping
of the interconnecting links can be reduced to the unsplittable ow prob-
lem [105, 106, 107]. Algorithms attempting to solve this resource assignment
problem, therefore mostly use heuristic or meta-heuristic approaches. This
raises the interesting problem of which algorithm can provide better solu-
tions in a given situation.
Andersen [43], motivated by the planning of a research testbed, appears to
be the rst to fully discuss the VNE problem. Several following approaches of
resource assignment for virtual networks have come up around 2006 (cf. [73,
196, 121]). Since then, a very large number of VNE algorithms has been pro-
posed in the literature. Surveys on the topic are provided by Belbekkouche
et al. [47] and Fischer et al. [23].
2.3.1 Common assumptions for the Virtual Network Embedding problem
Resource assignment can be performed in multiple ways. There are, how-
ever, a few basic assumptions that are common in the VNE literature. These
assumptions outline the generic problem. While not all approaches follow all
assumptions named here, they still cover a large number of VNE algorithms
and thus can be considered the common grounds of the VNE literature.
It is assumed that VNs get a xed reserved capacity, according to their
demands. The demands are matched to the available resources in the SN
and, if an embedding is possible, reserved for this particular network. VNs
are only embedded as a whole. If not all demands can be matched, the VNR
is rejected. Embedded VNs are then assumed to remain within their reserved
capacity (cf. [186, 49] for counterexamples).
This also implicates that substrate nodes and links may not be overbooked.
The resources provided by substrate elements pose a strict upper limit to the
amount of virtual elements that can be hosted.
It is also common to assume that virtual network topologies are static.
They do not change over time or, if they do, the respective network is deleted
and then re-embedded with the updated topology.
These generic assumptions are also adopted in this thesis with the goal
to remain as close to the lowest common denominator of the VNE literature
as possible. Several additional assumptions, that are necessary for a precise
mathematical formulation of the VNE problem, are specied in Section 3.1—
along with a discussion on their consequences and potential ways of loosen-
ing them, again.
2.3.2 A conventional problem formulation
To specify the VNE problem, a mathematical formulation is useful. A formu-
lation, as it is typically found in the literature (taken from [23]	), is presented
here (cf. Table 2 for an overview). The formulations found in most papers are
similar and typically focused on the particular VNE algorithm under inves-
tigation.
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Term Description
SN = (N, L) SN is a substrate network, consisting of nodes
N and links L
VNRi = (N i ,Li ) VNRi denotes the i th Virtual Network Re-
quest, consisting of nodes N i and links Li
R =
mQ
j=1
Rj R contains resource vectors for all resources
R1 , ...,Rm
cap : N [ L ! R The function cap assigns a capacity to an ele-
ment of the substrate network (either node or
link)
dem i : N i [ Li ! R The function dem i assigns a demand to an
element of VNRi (either a node or a link)
f i : N i ! N f i is the function that maps a virtual node of
VNRi to a substrate node (VNoM)
gi : Li ! SN ′  SN gi is the function that maps a virtual link
of VNRi to a path in the substrate network
(VLiM)
Table 2: Example of a common Virtual Network Embedding formulation (taken
from [23]	)
A SN is dened as a graph SN = (N, L) with a set of nodes N and a set
of links L. Likewise, each VNRs is represented as a graph VNRi = (N i ,Li ).
The SN provides resources to the VNRs. Multiple resources are possible—
e. g., CPU capacity, memory, or bandwidth. A vector in R is used to denote
those resources. In the simplest case R = R.
Two functions then relate these resources to the SN and VNRs, respec-
tively. The cap function assigns resources to each element of the SN. Like-
wise, the dem i function assigns a resource demand to each element of the
i-th VNR.
VNE then consists of a mapping function that has to be realized by the
VNE algorithms. This function can be divided into virtual node mapping
(VNoM) and virtual link mapping (VLiM). The node mapping function f i :
N i ! N maps nodes from the VNRs to substrate nodes. Likewise, the link
mapping function is dened as gi : Li ! SN ′, mapping a virtual link to a
path in the SN.
Both functions may not exceed the resources of either a node or a link
in the SN. An optimal embedding then is a function that satises all of the
above restrictions and additionally satises a given optimization objective
(e.g. to maximize the spare resources in a SN).
Formulations such as this can be found in many papers on VNE (cf. [196,
179, 59, 176, 57, 47] for examples). However, they leave several concepts un-
dened. The new formulation presented in Chapter 3 signicantly extends
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Figure 5: Relation between simulation engine and VNE algorithm
those formulations, being detailed enough that, for the rst time, the signa-
ture of VNE algorithms and the structure of a solution for a VNE scenario
can be specied. With the help of the Network Weight Matrix (NWM) intro-
duced in this thesis it is shown that VNE can be described as a particular set
of matrix operations. With those the VNE problem can be expressed as an
intuitive inequation.
2.4 vne simulators
Experimental evaluation of VNE algorithm requires appropriate simulation
frameworks. Such a framework can range from a simple encapsulation for a
particular algorithm generating some measurement data during execution to
elaborate simulation environments that will generate appropriate problem
instances and can evaluate a number of dierent algorithms.
2.4.1 Concept of a Virtual Network Embedding simulator
Comparative analysis of VNE algorithms is a major building block of VNE
evaluation (cf. [10]). A VNE simulator is the tool used by experimenters to
generate empirical data about VNE algorithm performance. Fig. 5 shows the
relation between the core simulation engine of such a simulator and the VNE
algorithm. The simulation engine is responsible for setting up appropriate
VNE problems. Those are then handed to the VNE algorithm so that it can
work on solving the problem. During execution, the simulation engine can
monitor the algorithm behavior. After the algorithm is done, the solution (or
failure to nd one) is reported back to the simulator so that evaluation can
take place.
There is a clear advantage in separating the simulation code from the code
of the VNE algorithm. During evaluation, the algorithm becomes a System
Under Test (SUT). If the simulation code were closely intertwined with the
VNE algorithm, the whole system eectively measures itself. It is then di-
cult to separate eects caused by the algorithm from bugs and shortcomings
inherent in the simulation engine.
An important part of VNE algorithm simulation and experimentation is
the appropriate generation of problems for VNE algorithms. Simulation frame-
works that take this into account and provide appropriate means for the
experimenter to generate new VNE problems for algorithms to solve are,
therefore, a valuable tool for experimentation.
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VNE Sim. vineyard cvi-sim alevin
Reference [179] [59] [142] [20, 3]
Type DES DES DES Monte-Carlo
Prog. Lang. ANSI C C++ Java Java
GUI – – X X
Topologies ext. ext. int. (2) int. (11)
Algorithms 2 2 6 12
Metrics 3 4 5 13
Available GitHub3 Author’s HP4 GitHub5 SourceForge6
Table 3: Publicly available VNE simulators
There is a common approach to problem generation found in the VNE
literature, based on varying a common set of generation parameters—with
values often slightly modied. To increase comparability of dierent experi-
ments, Zhu and Wolf [195] propose a common set of values for those param-
eters to serve as a benchmark for VNE algorithms. The more generic issue
of random generation of VNE problems, however, has not been discussed
in detail in the literature, so far. This thesis discusses shortcomings of the
current problem generation approach and shows novel ways of generating
embedding problems that help to shed more light on algorithm behavior.
2.4.2 Publicly available VNE simulators
The need for a reliable code base for VNE simulation sparked the develop-
ment of several projects aimed at providing appropriate frameworks for eval-
uation of VNE algorithms. Multiple homegrown solutions exist, but four
of those simulation frameworks specialized on VNE simulation have been
made publicly available and are described here (an overview is given in Ta-
ble 3):
vne simulator The VNE Simulator presented by Yu et al. [179] was one
of the rst publicly available simulators for the VNE problem. It is
a Discrete Event Simulator (DES) implemented in ANSI C with ad-
ditional UNIX shell scripts and is executed in command line mode.
Topologies are generated with the help of the GT-ITM topology gen-
erator. It supports the three most common metrics, acceptance ratio,
cost, and revenue and has been used in multiple further publications
(cf. [57, 120, 55]).
3 https://github.com/USC-NSL/embed
4 http://www.mosharaf.com/ViNE-Yard.tar.gz
5 https://github.com/chrisap/CVI-SIM
6 http://alevin.sf.net/
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vineyard The Vineyard simulator has been introduced by Chowdhury et
al. [59, 61]. Similar to the VNE Simulator by Yu it is a DES and uses
topologies generated by the GT-ITM tool. It is implemented in C++
with some additional UNIX shell scripts. It comes with the D-ViNE
and R-ViNE algorithms and supports acceptance ratio, revenue, cost,
and stress as metrics. It has been used multiple times to cover various
VNE aspects (cf. [147, 51, 124]).
cvi-sim CVI-Sim [142] is a Java-based DES that allows to evaluate em-
beddings with several implemented algorithms. It can be executed in
graphical or command line mode. It can generate random at VNRs
and SNs topologies. For the SN, a PlanetLab RSpec le can be loaded,
instead. The simulator dierentiates between two types of substrate
nodes: servers and routers. Six algorithms are implemented to perform
embeddings with. The simulator oers acceptance ratio, revenue, cost,
average path length, and utilization as embedding metrics. It has been
used in subsequent publications for further evaluation (cf. [144]).
alevin The author is one of the main developers of the ALEVIN simu-
lator [20, 3]. It supports static Monte-Carlo simulations of various
VNE algorithms. It has been developed from the start for compara-
tive analysis of VNE algorithms [15, 10] and comes with a large num-
ber of algorithms discussed in the literature already. Topologies are
generated either with a built-in topology generator (multiple gener-
ators are available) or imported from various le formats (in partic-
ular, the SNDLib [139] format is supported). Moreover, a large num-
ber of metrics is available for evaluation. It has been used in multi-
ple publications, focusing on dierent aspects of VNE such as energy-
eciency [11, 22] or distributed embedding [2, 4].
All four of those simulators are available online and have been used al-
ready in multiple publications on VNE algorithms. It can, therefore, be as-
sumed that all of these simulators are well tested and reasonably stable.
In this thesis, a generic architecture for VNE simulators is presented. Based
on the observation that experimental evaluation is usually performed with a
very large number of embedding scenarios with widely diering parameters,
a set of requirements for a exible VNE simulator is formulated. The need
for exible generation of embedding scenarios is stressed in particular. The
ALEVIN simulator is used as a basis to implement these new concepts. The
necessary extensions are discussed in Chapter 4.
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A N A N A LY S I S O F T H E V I R T UA L N E T W O R K
E M B E D D I N G P R O B L E M
In this chapter, the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem is discussed
in depth. While a large body of literature already exists on this topic, several
aspects of the problem are still poorly understood. Evaluation of VNE algo-
rithms often relies on “best-practice” approaches with parameters and set-
tings copied from previous related work. In order to derive a more systematic
evaluation methodology, it is necessary to understand how VNE algorithms
can be evaluated, which parameters can be used to generate problems, and
with which metrics algorithms can be ranked against each other. A precise
mathematical formulation serves to better understand the problem itself. A
thorough literature review helps to answer these questions. Based on that
data, particular eects and shortcomings for VNE evaluation can be identi-
ed. All this serves as a foundation for the following chapters in which the
topics of VNE simulators and scenario generation elements are analyzed in
more detail.
Virtualization of resources has enabled more exible design and manage-
ment of networked systems in recent years. Even the network itself can be
virtualized, enabling researchers and practitioners to create highly exible
and tailored network structures for arbitrary communication (cf. [62, 63]
and [8]	). VNE is the primary resource assignment problem in this area
(cf. [47] and [23]	) and has thus become an important topic for network
researchers. Consequently, a large number of VNE algorithms has already
been proposed and discussed in the literature and a large amount of new
work in the area continues to be published with high frequency.
A formal description of the VNE problem helps to clarify the concepts
of VNE. However, while formal descriptions of the VNE problem have been
provided by many authors, they are often specialized for a particular aspect
and fail to capture the entire problem. In this chapter, a thorough denition
of all concepts, from simple graphs to simulation of algorithms, is provided
to better understand the intricacies of the VNE problem itself.
Whenever a paper presents a new VNE algorithm, there is typically an
evaluation part in which the qualities of the new algorithm are discussed.
Most papers provide some comparison with other previously published VNE
algorithms, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of the new algo-
rithm. This is true for a large part of the published literature on the VNE
problem. Considering this, it is worthwhile to analyze the current litera-
ture regarding approaches to VNE evaluation so that a common evaluation
methodology can be derived.
In order to nd a structured approach to VNE algorithm evaluation, it is a
good strategy rst to identify concepts that are common to most or even all
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previous evaluations. Interesting questions to ask are: How did other authors
evaluate their algorithms? How were the VNE problem instances parameter-
ized in those evaluations? How were the algorithms measured against each
other? Any practitioner aiming to perform VNE evaluation will have to de-
ne appropriate problem parameters and algorithm metrics. An in-depth
review of the VNE literature helps to build a basis for better algorithm eval-
uation.
Understanding the state of the art in VNE evaluation also helps to identify
problems and peculiarities in current evaluation approaches. It is shown in
this chapter that naïve parameter selection can lead to experiments that have
an unintended bias. Moreover, shortcomings of popular metrics for VNE
evaluation are discussed in this chapter. This will help other practitioners
to avoid common evaluation pitfalls.
Furthermore, an overview of current evaluation approaches also allows
to identify promising areas for further research. In particular, the goal is to
identify aspects of the VNE problem that have not been covered in full depth,
so far.
Summarizing, there are four main aims of this chapter:
• To get a better formal description of the VNE problem;
• To understand the extent and range of current VNE evaluation ap-
proaches;
• To identify weaknesses and stumbling blocks in VNE evaluation;
• To understand what is currently missing or has only been rarely in-
vestigated in VNE evaluation.
These issues are discussed in the following sections. First, a mathematical
formulation of the VNE problem is presented in Section 3.1. This serves as
the theoretical foundation for the following parts.
Next, the advantages and disadvantages of experimental evaluation are
discussed in Section 3.2. It is argued that experimental evaluation via simu-
lation is the primary method of algorithm analysis. Also, the generic simu-
lation process for VNE evaluation is introduced, detailing the three steps of
problem generation, algorithm execution, and evaluation of results.
In the last decade, a large body of literature has been developed, discussing
the VNE problem. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 discuss and categorize the specic
parameters and metrics, respectively, which are used in a large number of
papers for VNE evaluation. As a basis, the survey by Fischer et al. [23]	 is
used. It is shown that a exible VNE simulation environment is required to
support the range of embedding scenarios found in the VNE literature.
Moreover, the need for a structured approach to VNE scenario generation
is discussed. Close investigation shows that a better understanding of the in-
uence of VNE scenario generation parameters is necessary to avoid misin-
terpretation of results. To this end, Section 3.5 discusses common problems
and eects of experimental VNE algorithm evaluation. Finally, Section 3.6
concludes this chapter.
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3.1 a mathematical formulation of the virtual network
embedding problem
In a very abstract way, the VNE problem can be considered as having a Sub-
strate Network (SN) from which Virtual Networks (VNs) are “subtracted” un-
til the SN is “empty”. In other words: A SN is given, providing resources, and
the task is to select and organize a set of VNs with corresponding demands
such that the sum of the VNs demands does not overspend the resources
provided by the SN. It seems natural to express this with an inequation like
the following:
n∑
i=1
VNi 6 SN
However, a lot of things are yet unclear in this formula. What do the el-
ements SN and VNi look like? How is the sum between two elements VNi
and VNj dened? And what is the exact meaning of the “6” operator in this
context? A thorough mathematical formulation helps to dene and better
understand these concepts.
At its core, VNE is related to graph theoretical problems. Networks can
be described as weighted graphs that have to be matched to each other. This
is already reected in several formulations of the VNE problem which have
been provided in the literature (cf. [179, 59] or [23]	). The formulation pre-
sented here follows these (often more special) proposals, extending them
where necessary and simplifying and generalizing where possible.
3.1.1 Assumptions
The mathematical formulation of the VNE problem presented here is based
on a simple model that allows to capture the basic, prototypical VNE setting—
a “lowest common denominator” of the VNE problem, as it is found in most
papers on the topic. Some particular aspects are deliberately excluded to
increase both clarity and comprehensibility. Limitations and possible exten-
sions of the model are discussed in Section 3.1.6.
same model for virtual and substrate networks Most authors
in the VNE community provide problem formulations that distinguish
formally between the SN and the Virtual Network Requests (VNRs), ef-
fectively making them dierent objects. However, both can be repre-
sented by a particular kind of weighted graph. Moreover, when recur-
sive network virtualization is assumed (i. e., VNs embedded in other
VNs), one VN becomes the substrate of another VN. For this thesis, all
networks are modelled mathematically with the same concepts. Their
interpretation then depends only on the context in which they are
used.
no co-hosting of virtual nodes It is assumed in this thesis that two
virtual nodes from the same VNR may not be mapped on the same sub-
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strate node. In practice, an argument can be made for both approaches.
Allowing co-hosting may lead to better consolidation of resources. On
the other hand, resilience of a VN may be impaired if two Virtual
Machines (VMs) depend on the same hardware. It is also undened
how to handle link resource requirements if two linked virtual nodes
are mapped to the same substrate node. The formulation presented
here will focus on the case where all virtual nodes of a single VNR are
mapped to dierent substrate nodes.
loop-free networks For this formulation, networks are expected to be
loop-free—i. e., there are no links that connect a node to itself. For vir-
tual nodes this has no impact on the model. For substrate nodes loops
could be used to indicate communication capacity within a node—
however, since co-hosting of virtual nodes is excluded, loops will not
be needed in this formulation.
undirected networks The formulation presented here can be made
consistent with both undirected and directed networks. However, for
the sake of simplicity, the focus here will be on undirected networks.
This will avoid the need for duplicate denitions.
resource and demand pairs It is assumed that demands posed by the
VNRs match the type of resources provided by the SN. Demands and
resources either refer to nodes or links. A node demand will be sat-
ised by a node resource and a link demand will be satised by a
link resource. For simplicity it is assumed that resources and demands
are numbers in R+0 such that the value of a demand indicates how
much of its corresponding resource it will occupy. This is consistent
with current VNE literature, where node resources and demands are
commonly interpreted as CPU capacity, whereas link resources and
demands are commonly interpreted as bandwidth capacity—both are
typically represented as real numbers.
unsplittable virtual links For links in the VNRs it is assumed that
the respective demand is unsplittable and has to be matched by SN
resources as a whole. Like with undirected and directed networks, the
formulation can be made consistent with both unsplittable and split-
table links. For simplicity, the unsplittable variant will be discussed
here.
These assumptions sketch out the scope of the considered problem. Based
on this, it becomes possible to formally dene the VNE problem using con-
cepts from graph theory and linear algebra.
3.1.2 Basic concepts: Graph, path, network
VNE is closely tied to graph theory. As such, the following terms and deni-
tions follow common concepts in graph theory (see [66] for a more in-depth
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introduction to graph theoretic concepts). Here, the standard denition of a
graph will be used: A graphG is dened by a tuple (V ,E) with a nite set
of vertices V and a nite set of edges E. The set of edges is simply a set of G = (V ,E)
two-element-sets fu, vg;u, v 2 V, each element representing the connection
between two vertices u and v.
It is clear that any nite graph can be made into an ordered graph by
numbering its vertices in an arbitrary fashion. The set of vertices V of a
graph with n nodes can then also be described as a sequence (v i ) i=1,::: ,n
with the help of an ordering function o : N + ! V. Dierent orderings can
be dened for the same graph G without changing the graph itself, of course.
A tuple (V ,E,o) is then called an ordered graph.
The concept of a path is important for embedding. The intuitive interpre-
tation of a path as a sequence of consecutive edges between two vertices u
and v in a network is used here. Specically, given a graph G = (V ,E), a
pathpGu,v between two nodes u, v 2 V is dened as a consecutive sequence pGu,v
of edges (ei ) i=1,::: ,n ,ei 2 E starting at u and ending at v.
Multiple paths can exist between two vertices u and v of a graph G. The
set of all paths between u and v in G is denoted here as PGu,v . The set of all PGu,v
possible paths between all vertices in G is dened as the union of all those
sets for all pairs of nodes u and v: PG =
S
u,v2V PGu,v . PG
In the literature, the terms “graph” and “network” are often used inter-
changeably. For clarity, and to distinguish pure topological issues from the
concept of network embedding, in this thesis a networkis dened as a graph
with weights on both vertices and edges.
Definition 1 (Network). A network N is dened by a tuple(V ,E,o, w) N = (V ,E,o, w)
such that(V ,E,o) is an ordered graph andw is a functionw : V [ E ! R+0 .
In the context of a network, vertices are also called nodesand edges are
called links. The function w in a network assigns a real-valued, positive
weight to each node and each link. For a SN, the weight represents the avail-
able resource capacity, whereas for a VN it represents the respective resource
demand. For better readability, the sum of all node weights is denoted as
w(V ) = P v2V w(v). Likewise, the sum of all link weights is denoted as w(V ), w(E)
w(E) = P e2E w(e).
It is assumed that dierent networks are disjoint—i. e., for any two net-
works N = (V ,E,oN ,wN ) and M = (U, F,oM ,wM ), M 6=N it holds that
V \ U = ; and E \ F = ;. It is then not necessary to distinguish between
wN and wM . The weight function is, therefore, simply called w henceforth,
with the context being clear from the supplied argument.
The concept of paths transfers directly to networks. To simplify, PNu,v and
PN is used as a short hand to denote the set of paths in the graph G that is
the basis of N. PNu,v , PN
3.1.3 Network Weight Matrix
It is common to represent graphs by an adjacency matrix A = [a i,j ], i, j 2 N
in which a i,j is set to one if there is an edge between the i-th and the j-th ver-
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tex. This can be exploited to nd a more concise mathematical formulation
of the VNE problem by extending the concept to networks. For a network,
node weights and link weights have to be represented, as well. It is common
for graphs with link weights to have them represented by a weighted adja-
cency matrix in which the entries a i,j are set to the respective link weight
(a distance matrix is a well known example of this concept).
A simple observation shows a way to record node weights, as well: Since
networks are assumed to be free of loops, the diagonal of the matrix (i. e., all
entries a i,i ) are not used for links, with all entries a i,j = 0. One can then
use those matrix entries to represent the node weights. It is thus possible to
construct a matrix that stores both node and link weights. Such a matrix is
called Network Weight Matrix (NWM) here:
Definition 2 (Network Weight Matrix). Given a networkN = (V ,E,o, w)
with jVj = n, let (vk )k=1,::: ,n be the enumeration of the vertices inV gener-
ated byo. TheNetwork Weight Matrix of N is dened as then  n matrix
A = [a i,j ] with its entriesa i,j dened as follows:A = [a i,j ]
a i,j =

w(v i ) if i = j
w(fv i ,vj g) if fvi ,vj g2 E
? else
The “?” symbol here indicates a nonexistent node or link in the matrix. It
should be noted that the particular form of this matrix depends on the enu-
meration of vertices. Dierent enumerations will produce dierent NWMs
for the same underlying graph. On the other hand, the construction of the
NWM is bijective—a network can be fully recovered from the matrix. This
bijection is denoted here as # : N 7! A, and its inverse is denoted as# : N 7! A
#-1 : A 7! N.
By denoting nonexistent nodes and links with “?”, any given matrix A =
[a i,j ] of size n can be brought to size n + 1 without changing the semantics
of the underlying graph simply by lling the new line and column with “?”:
8i 2 f1, : : : ,n + 1g: a i,n+1 = an+1,i = ?
This can be repeated to bring the matrix to any desired size m > n. The
n  n NWM of a network with n nodes is thus the smallest representative
of a class of equivalent matrices. In the following, for all operations on two
matrices requiring equal size it is implicitly assumed that the smaller matrix
is extended appropriately.
NWMs can be added and compared by reducing the respective operations
to their elements. Treatment of the “?” symbol with regard to addition is
equivalent to 0:
8r 2 R+0 : ? + r = r + ? = r
Regarding the order of matrix entries, “?” is considered the smallest ele-
ment:
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∀r ∈ R+0 :⊥ 6 r ^ r  ⊥
Addition of two matrices A = [a i,j ] and B = [b i,j ] is then dened intu-
itively as:
A + B = [c i,j ] : ci,j = ai,j + bi,j
Likewise, one can derive a partial order between network weight matrices
by using comparison of the respective entries. Given two matrices A and B
of size n×n it is dened:
A 6 B⇔ ∀i, j ∈ f1, . . . ,ng: ai,j 6 bi,j
Using the bijection between networks and their NWMs, one can then re-
duce addition and comparison of networks to addition and comparison of
their respective NWMs. The sum of two networksN andMwithA = #(N)
and B = #(M) is dened asN+ M = #-1 (A + B). Likewise, a partial order N + M
N 6 Mon networks is dened as N 6 M⇔ A 6 B.
3.1.4 Dening the Virtual Network Embedding problem
Based on the concept of a network as an ordered graph with node and link
weights, it becomes possible to dene VNE as an assignment of nodes and
links of a set of VNRs to their respective SN counterparts. The formulation
here is started with the embedding of a single VNR and then extended to a
set of VNRs.
The problem of matching two networks within certain resource limits can
be decomposed into two basic operations: Assignment of nodes and assign-
ment of links between two networks—a VN and an SN (cf. [179, 59] or [23]	).
A node embedding is simply a function that assigns each virtual node to a
substrate node with ample resources:
Definition 3 (Node embedding). Given two networksN andM with respec-
tive node sets V and U, a node embedding is an injective functionmn : V →
U such that: mn : V → U
∀v ∈ V :w(v) 6 w(mn (v))
A function that is injective1 but does not fulll the inequality is simply
called a node mapping. It is clear that, while a node mapping can be found
for every pair of networksN andM, providedN does not have more nodes
thanM, the same is not true for node embeddings.
The inverse function of a node embeddingmn identies the virtual node
a particular substrate node hosts. It is denoted with mˆn : U → V . This mˆn :U→ V
function is not guaranteed to be total. In particular this is the case, if jUj >
jV j.
1 This property of being injective reects the “no co-hosting” assumption made before.
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Link embedding is somewhat more complex: Instead of matching nodes
from one network with nodes from the other network, a link from one net-
work is matched with a path such that the weight of the link does not surpass
the weight of any of the links in the path:
Definition 4 (Link embedding). Given two networks N with nodes V and
links E, and M with nodes U and links F, a link embedding is dened as
an injective function ml : E → PM, e 7→ pMui,uj that fullls the followingml : E→ PM
condition:
∀e ∈ E : ∀f ∈ ml(e) : w(e) 6 w(f)
It should be noted here that, using this embedding function, a single link
in the network M may serve to host more than one link of the network N.
This is contrary to nodes, where each virtual node is required to be mapped
to a dierent substrate node. The notation mˆl(f) : F → E ′ ⊆ E is used tomˆl(f) : F→ E ′
denote the set of virtual links mapped on a single substrate link.
Using these denitions, it now becomes possible to dene an embedding
of a VN into a SN:
Definition 5 (Network embedding). Given two networksN = (V ,E,oN,w)
andM = (U, F,oM,w), a network embedding ofN intoM is a pair of func-
tions emNM = (mn,ml) such that mn : V → U is a node embedding and
ml : E→ PM is a link embedding for which holds:
∀{vi, vj} ∈ E : ml({vi, vj}) ∈ PMuk,ul ⇔ {mn(vi),mn(vj)} = {uk,ul}
The condition ensures that the link embedding is consistent with the node
embedding, i. e., the source and destination of the link match the source and
destination of the found path. If the context is clear, “embedding” is used as
a short hand form of “network embedding”.
An embedding emNM = (mn,ml) induces a modied NWM ofN that rep-
resents the part ofM that is used to embedN. This NWM can be constructed
as follows:
ai,j =

w(mˆn(ui)) if i = j∑
e∈mˆ(f)w(e) if {vi, vj} = f ∈ F
⊥ else
The function producing this matrix from a network N under an embed-
ding emNM is denoted as #|emNM : N 7→ A. It should be noted that in general#|emNM : N 7→ A
#(N) 6= #|emNM(N). Even more importantly, ifA = #(N) and B = #|emNM(N),
then, in general:
#−1(A) = N 6= #−1(B)
This means that the embedded VN, described by the NWM B, is dierent
from the network requested in the original VNR, described by the NWM A.
While this may seem strange at rst glance, it is, however, logical, as the
primary goal of VNE is exactly to restructure a given VNR such that it “ts”
into a particular SN. It also holds, therefore, that B 6 #(M). The notation
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#−1
|emNM
is used henceforth as a short hand form of #−1 ◦ #|emNM , denoting the #
−1
|emNM
function that produces the modied graph after embedding.
If an embedding for a particular VNR has been found and the SN still has
resources left, embedding of a further VNR may be attempted. For this, the
concept of a Residual Network is important:
Definition 6 (Residual network). Given two networks N and M and an
embedding emNM of N inM. The residual network after embedding N inM
is the network RNM that satises the equation: R
N
M
RNM +N =M
In other words, the Residual Network contains the resources that are left
after embedding the VN. Provided that there are enough resources left, an-
other VNR may be embedded in the Residual Network, continuing recur-
sively until there are no resources left. This gives rise to the concept of em-
bedding multiple networks: Let (Ni)i=1,...,n be a sequence of ordered net-
works. Then emNiM describes a sequence of embeddings (emi)i=1,...,n with em
Ni
M
corresponding Residual Networks (Ri)i=0,...,n such that:
1. R0 =M
2. ∀i : emi = emNiRi−1
3. ∀i > 1 : Ri = RNiRi−1
With all these concepts in place, nally the equation presented at the start
of this section can be revisited and the overall VNE problem that considers
multiple VNRs is properly dened:
Definition 7 (Virtual Network Embedding problem). Let SN denote an
ordered network and let (VNRi)i=1,...,n denote a sequence of ordered net-
works. The Virtual Network Embedding problem is the problem of nding
a sequence of embeddings emVNRiSN such that—with VNi = #
−1
|em
VNRi
SN
(VNRi)
denoting the i-th network as modied after embedding—the following equation
holds:
n∑
i=1
VNi 6 SN
If such a sequence of embeddings can be found, the given instance of the
VNE problem is solvable. Otherwise it is unsolvable, and some VNRs have to
be rejected. A VNE algorithm is an algorithm that either nds a (complete)
solution to a given problem instance or decides which networks should be
rejected, presenting a solution for the correspondingly reduced problem. The
particular characteristics of such algorithms are discussed next.
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3.1.5 Virtual Network Embedding algorithms
Using the formulation above, it is now possible to dene the signature of
a VNE algorithm. Since it is possible that for a particular problem instance
there is no solution, an algorithm is not guaranteed to return an embedding
for a given VNRN. The notation erNM is used here to specify an embeddingerNM
result, with erNM = emNM if a solution has been found and ⊥ otherwise.
Based on this, one can dene an elementary VNE algorithm that only embeds
a single VNR:
Definition 8 (Elementary VNE algorithm). An elementary VNE algorithm
is a function that takes two networks N andM and returns an embedding re-
sult: vne1 : (N,M) 7→ erNMvne1
The VNE problem deals not with a single VNR, however, but attempts to
nd a solution emNiM for a sequence (Ni)i=1,...,n of VNRs. Similar to the
case of a single VNR, it is possible for a problem instance that not for all
VNRs an embedding can be found. The notation erNiM is used, therefore, toer
Ni
M
denote a sequence of embedding results, indicating which VNRs could be
embedded and which had to be rejected.
It is already straightforward to attempt a solution for the VNE problem
with an elementary VNE algorithm vne1 by recursively running the algo-
rithm with the arguments (Ni,Ri−1), where Ri is the Residual Network of
the i-th embedding attempt with erNi−1Ri−1 = ⊥ ⇒ Ri = Ri−1 and R0 = M.
However, an algorithm that operates this way does not take full advantage
of its available knowledge. An “unfortunate” previous embedding may block
the way for a later VNR. Still, due to the simplicity of this approach, many
algorithms presented in the VNE literature employ this mode of operation. A
rst improvement that is often made to avoid the blocking situation is to sort
the VNR before embedding, trying to embed the VNRs which are perceived
as “most dicult” rst. In general, it is better to take all VNRs into account
and try to compute a static optimum, or at least a good approximation of
that optimum. Such a static VNE algorithm is dened as:
Definition 9 (Static VNE algorithm). A static VNE algorithm is a function
that takes a sequence of networks (Ni)i=1,...,n and another networkM and
returns a sequence of embedding results: vne+ : ((Ni)i=1,...,n,M) 7→ erNiMvne+
A static algorithm can internally embed VNRs in any order, potentially
attempting rst a solution for the VNRs that are perceived most dicult
before approaching the easier VNRs. Any algorithm vne+ is, of course, triv-
ially also an elementary algorithm vne1 if the sequence of networks (Ni)
contains only a single element.
There is a middle ground here. An algorithm may embed one network af-
ter the other—like an elementary VNE algorithm—but dynamically change
the embedding of a previous network if the current network could not be
embedded otherwise. Such a reconguring algorithm takes not only the cur-
rent VNR but also the previous mapping solution into account:
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Definition 10 (Dynamic VNE algorithm). A dynamic VNE algorithm is
a function that takes two networks Ni+1 and M and a sequence of pairs
(Ni, er
Ni
M )i=1,...,n and returns a modied and extended sequence of pairs:
vner : (Ni+1,M, (Ni, er
Ni
M )i=1,...,n) 7→ (Ni, eˆrNiM )i=1,...,n+1 vner
Again, it is straightforward to convert an elementary VNE algorithm into
a dynamic VNE algorithm by just carrying the generated results along. In
that case it holds that ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} : erNiM = eˆrNiM . In other words: It
does not actually perform any reconguration. It is also trivial to convert a
dynamic VNE algorithm into an elementary VNE algorithm by providing it
with an empty sequence of pairs.
It is, furthermore, straightforward to convert a dynamic VNE algorithm
into a static VNE algorithm by just providing it with the VNRs one by one, let-
ting it build the solution “on the way”. Interestingly, it is also possible to con-
vert a static VNE algorithm into a dynamic VNE algorithm by performing the
trivial operation (Ni+1,M, (Ni, erNiM )i=1,...,n) 7→ ((Ni)i=1,...,n+1,M),
thereby ignoring all previous embedding results, and handing the result to
the algorithm.
If algorithms are so easily converted from one type to another, the sig-
nature of the algorithm species not a characteristic of the algorithm but
rather a way of operating. If VNRs are handed one by one to the algorithm,
the mode of operation is called online. If, on the other hand, the algorithm
works on the entire problem at once, the mode of operation is called oine. A
dynamic algorithm is likely to focus more on minimizing changes to already
computed embeddings, whereas a static algorithm likely strives to achieve
the best overall solution each time it is called, irrespective of all previous em-
beddings. A true elementary VNE algorithm is ignorant of both other VNRs
and other embeddings. This has the advantage of being less complex and
avoiding oscillating behavior. Once a particular virtual element is bound to
a particular (set of) substrate element(s), the mapping is never changed until
the respective VNR is deleted and the respective substrate resources can be
reused again. However, with this approach substrate resources are bound to
become more fragmented as VNRs arrive and leave. This can make it increas-
ingly dicult for the VNE algorithm to embed further VNRs, even if ample
resources are available in total.
Regardless of the particular focus of an algorithm, due to the NP nature
of the VNE problem most VNE algorithms found in practice apply heuristics.
They can dier in the quality of the found solution as well as the time taken
to nd it. The experimental evaluation of these algorithms is, therefore, the
primary topic of this thesis.
3.1.6 Limitations and extensions of the formulation
The presented formulation is dened in a very rigid way. Real networks are,
of course, more complex than that. The particular limitations of this model
follow largely from the assumptions made in section 3.1.1. The respective
consequences and potential ways forward are discussed here.
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3.1.6.1 Directed networks
The mathematical problem formulation presented above focuses on undi-
rected networks. However, in some cases directed networks may be prefer-
able. For example, one may consider networks in which the available band-
width depends on the direction of the link. Also, specialized networks in
which the ow of information is strictly directed may call for a dierent
model. Directed networks are better suited in this case, potentially provid-
ing more realistic embedding scenarios for such situations.
Embedding with directed networks is qualitatively dierent to embedding
with undirected networks. Indeed, an embedding scenario with undirected
networks is not quite isomorphous to the same scenario in which all undi-
rected links are replaced with symmetrical directed links: Whereas in the
undirected case the virtual link between two virtual nodes has to follow one
physical path in the network, in the directed case the paths for uplink and
downlink may dier.
The extension of the mathematical formulation to directed networks is,
luckily, straightforward. In case of directed networks, the underlying graph
is directed, meaning the set of edges is a set of tuples (u, v) instead of a set
of two-element sets. Each edge thus has a specied sourceand destination.
Likewise, a path pu,v becomes a directed path, originating from one vertex
u and continuing over a consecutive sequence of directed links to a vertex
v such that for each intermediate link its source equals the destination of
the previous link. The resulting NWM is then asymmetrical—however, the
concepts of addition and order of matrices do not change. Neither do the
concepts of node, link, and network embedding change. The formulation is,
thus, compatible with both directed and undirected networks.
3.1.6.2 Splittable virtual links
It may not be required in all situations to force a virtual link on a single path
in the SN. If the capacity of substrate links does not suce to host the vir-
tual link, its demand may be split among multiple paths in the SN, instead.
This signicantly eases the search for an appropriate link embedding. In-
deed, while the original problem is NP-hard [105], with splittable links this
part of the problem can be solved in polynomial time [113] (though optimal
embedding of nodes stays NP-hard, nevertheless).
Splittable virtual links change the way link embedding works. In that case,
the weight assigned to a virtual link is not assigned to a single path, but to
a set of paths in the SN. The denition of link embedding then changes:
Definition 11 (Splittable link embedding). Given two networksN andM
with N = (V ,E,oN ,w) andM = (U, F,oM ,w), a splittable link embedding
is dened as an injective functionm l : e 7! (p i ,w i ) i=1,::: ,n with e 2 E andm l : e 7!
(p i ,w i ) i=1,::: ,n 8i 2 f1, : : : ,ng : pi 2 PMu i ,u j ,w i 2 R+0 subject to the following conditions:
1.
P n
i=1 w i = w(e)
2. 8i 2 f1, : : : ,ng : 8f 2 pi : w i 6 w(f)
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The corresponding network embedding then has to make sure that all of
the paths pi are consistent with the node embedding. Otherwise, the for-
mulation stays the same. Compatibility with the concept of splittable virtual
links is, therefore, easy to achieve.
3.1.6.3 Co-hosting of virtual nodes
In some settings it might be desirable to allow two virtual nodes from the
same VNR to be mapped to the same substrate node. This means that the
node embedding function is not injective, anymore. One special case has to
be regarded: Two virtual nodes u and v that are mapped to the same sub-
strate node may have an edge e = {u, v} connecting them. One has to dene
how to handle the demand on such edges. An easy (and common) way to
remediate this issue is to ignore the demand, assuming that any commu-
nication limits within a node are negligible for all practical purposes. The
problem formulation then has to be changed in two places:
• A virtual link may be mapped to the empty path. In that case, the
network embedding must ensure that both endpoints of the link are
mapped to the same substrate node. The weight condition of the link
embedding then simply collapses.
• The sum of the weights of all virtual nodes mapped to a single sub-
strate node must not surpass the weight of that substrate node.
More complex ways may be considered to handle the virtual link demand,
of course. For example, some of the node capacity may be bound by the addi-
tional communication overhead. To some extent, the mathematical formula-
tion may still be adjusted to cope with the modied problem—the particular
modications, however, depend on the specic denition of link demands
and how they are satised in this case.
3.1.6.4 Resource and demand pairs
The formulation presented here focuses on a model of resources and de-
mands as it is common in current VNE literature. Both are expressed as
numbers in R+0 . Moreover, the relation between resources and demands is
strictly linear: a demand is simply subtracted from its resource to calculate
the remaining capacity.
Reality is a lot more complex, of course. Multiple diverse resources and
their respective demands, such as hard drive, memory, or processing cores
can be considered in computing nodes. Resources and demands may inter-
act in complex, non-linear ways. Other types of constraints—quantitative
or qualitative—may be present that do not easily lend themselves to the
“resource-demand” model. A more extensive discussion of this is provided
in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.
To some extent this can be alleviated by making resource/demand ele-
ments more complex. An easy extension to the formulation is to use vectors
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in Rn as weights on the graph elements. There are two basic requirements
on the set from which weights are drawn: Addition of elements has to be de-
ned and the set has to come with a partial order. The Rn vector space fullls
both these conditions. In that case, multiple dierent resource/demand pairs
can already be considered, while the formulation stays the same. There are,
however, also more complex constraints (e. g., delay) that are not reected
by this and have to be modeled dierently. Likewise, complex interactions
between resources and demands (e. g., a virtual link demand decreasing the
substrate node resource on a hidden hop—cf. [12]	 ) are not supported by this
formulation.
3.1.7 Application considerations
The mathematical formulation of the VNE problem presented in this sec-
tion helps to be precise when talking about concepts related to VNE. Al-
though some limitations remain with the formulation above, it is still ver-
satile enough to cover the majority of cases and allows for more precise
denitions of common VNE concepts. In particular, the rigid denition of
the basic elements already made it possible to provide a generic signature
of VNE algorithms—something not attempted in current VNE literature to
the best of the authors knowledge. The signature of VNE algorithms made
it clear that any algorithm can operate in an online as well as in an oine
environment. Which environment to chose and how to evaluate a particular
algorithm is discussed in the following sections.
3.2 the experimental evaluation approach
Arbitrary algorithms can be devised to attempt to solve the problem sketched
out in Section 3.1. They can range from very simple algorithms, just trying
solutions at random, over intricate heuristics trying to balance runtime and
solution quality up to exact algorithms trying to nd the real optimal solu-
tion. Evaluation of these algorithms is necessary to be able to judge which
one performs better in a given situation.
This section presents the overall approach for algorithm evaluation, rst
arguing why simulation is the preferable method, and then discussing the
generic simulation process. Evaluation can happen in an online or in an of-
ine environment. The dierence between online and oine evaluation is
dened and analyzed at the end of this section.
3.2.1 Using simulation for experimental evaluation
Whenever a new algorithm is designed, a fundamental question must be an-
swered: Does the algorithm solve the problem it was designed to solve in a
goodand timely manner? This holds in particular for heuristic algorithms—
a class that encompasses most VNE algorithms, due to the NP nature of
the problem. There are various options of getting an answer to this ques-
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tion. The rst option typically is to throw a few sample problems at the
algorithm, small enough that they can be cross-checked by hand. However,
this is of course not sucient to get authoritative testimony for particular
algorithm characteristics. A more structured approach is needed—either by
performing theoretical algorithm analysis or by gathering empirical evidence
to make claims about an algorithm.
theoretical analysis Theoretical analysis requires an abstract model
of an algorithm. Based on that model, algorithm behavior in depen-
dence of its input is analyzed. Theoretical analysis is a valuable tool
that can provide universal statements that are independent of any ex-
ternal inuence. However, although widely used for algorithm run-
time estimation, it may be hard to get results for other performance
characteristics. Moreover, the results obtained are abstract and may
be hard to relate to a particular real-world scenario without further
experimentation (cf. McGeoch [131]).
experimental evaluation Experimental evaluation relies on a partic-
ular implementation of an algorithm and is necessarily limited to a
restricted set of problem instances. Generalization of results, there-
fore, depends on extrapolation of the gathered data. This can be hard,
as measurements will depend to some extent on external inuences—
in particular the characteristics of the experimentation environment
(e. g., active background processes during runtime measurements) may
skew the results and measurements may prove to be only valid for the
specic problem instances the algorithm was tested with.
Nevertheless, due to its reliance on actual measurements, experimet-
nal evaluation can provide more tangible statements in some aspects,
as the generated data is concrete, not abstract, and relates directly to
a particular problem instance. Moreover, a wide selection of dierent
metrics can be conceived for measurement. This makes it possible to
get data even for aspects where it may be hard to get theoretical results.
As such, empirical evaluation via experimentation is a necessary tool
to complement and extend formal analysis of algorithms (cf. Berberich
et al. [48]).
Experimental evaluation can be further divided, depending on whether
experiments are conducted live in a real-world environment or via simula-
tion:
real-world evaluation An algorithm may just be employed in a real-
world scenario. This can be a test-bed (e. g., PlanetLab—cf. Shamsi and
Brockmeyer [162, 163]) or even a production environment. Measure-
ments can then be directly taken on real-world data. However, there is
the danger of overtting the algorithm to the particular environment
it is employed in. While this is a reasonable approach if the algorithm
is designed to operate only in that environment, it is problematic if
results are supposed to transfer to other environments, as well.
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Figure 6: The three steps of VNE simulation
simulation In simulation, an algorithm is implemented and providedwith
a large number of artificially generated problem instances. These in-
stances can be hand-crafted, but more typically they are created using
a RandomNumber Generator (RNG) and are parametrized to allow for
sufficient variety in the instances.
Simulation is advantageous, as it can provide concretemeasurementswith
reasonably realistic data, while still allowing to explore a wide range of prob-
lem instances. It is, therefore, the predominant approach to experimental
evaluation in current VNE literature and is discussed in detail in this thesis.
3.2.2 Generic Virtual Network Embedding simulation process
This subsection is an extended version of Section II.C of “Generating Virtual
Network Problems with Guaranteed Solutions” by Fischer and De Meer [17]

Simulation of VNE algorithms allows for a generic process of problem gener-
ation, algorithm execution, and evaluation of results. It can be performed in
two different ways, depending on whether the algorithm is evaluated in an
online or an offline environment. In an offline environment, the algorithm
has full knowledge, and temporal aspects (apart from algorithm runtime)
are not in the focus of evaluation. In online evaluation, the problem changes
over time, as VNRs enter and leave the system (cf. Fischer et al. [23]

).
Simulation of VNE algorithms consists of three distinct stages: Problem
generation, algorithm execution, and evaluation of results2. Figure 6 depicts
these three stages.
stage 1: problem generation First, problems have to be generated.
In the context of VNE this means that substrate and virtual topologies
have to be created, and resources and demands have to be assigned to
2 McGeoch lists six stages for experimental algorithmics: Formulating a question, building
tools, designing an experiment, running the experiment and gathering data, analyzing data,
and publishing the results [131, page 10]. The focus here is on designing the experiment (i. e.,
problem generation), executing the experiment (i. e., algorithm execution) and analyzing the
data (i. e., evaluation of results).
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create the respective SNs and VNRs. Typically, the problems will be
randomly generated. In that case, a number of parameters drives the
generation of all networks (e. g., number of nodes in a network).
stage 2: algorithm execution Once the networks have been gener-
ated, they are fed to the VNE algorithms that should be evaluated. The
experimenter has to specify which algorithm should be tested and (po-
tentially) with which parameters the algorithm should run. The algo-
rithm will then either try to come up with a solution, showing an em-
bedding for the VNR (or the VNRs), or will report a failure when no
embedding could be found.
stage 3: evaluation of results After the algorithm is done, evalua-
tion takes place. This encompasses, in particular, the computation of
various metrics for any found solution. Data has to be collected for the
entire experiment. The experimenter here has to specify which met-
rics should be computed. It is important at this step to pair the results
with the parameters chosen initially, so that the inuence of particu-
lar parameters on embedding results can appropriately be determined.
The generated data then has to be interpreted by the experimenter—
for example, with the help of data visualization tools.
It is worthwhile to clearly distinguish between those three stages. The rst
stage, problem generation, implicitly contains part of the hypothesis for the
experiment. The various problems that are generated serve to answer the
question:
Under what conditions will the behaviour of the algorithm change?
This is complemented by the third stage, evaluation of results, which should
answer the question:
How does the expected change in algorithm behaviour manifest in
the generated results?
As an example, the hypothesis “Increased scarcity of resources will lead to
increased rejection of VNRs” is tested by generating problems with varying
scarcity of resources (stage 1) and checking the number of accepted and re-
jected VNRs (stage 3). Keeping these concepts separate thus can help the ex-
perimenter to retain a clearer understanding of the hypothesis to be tested.
3.2.3 Oine and online embedding
When conducting performance evaluation of VNE algorithms, there are two
options available to researchers for evaluation: They can perform experi-
ments either in an online or an oine environment. In an oine environ-
ment, all expected VNRs are handed to the algorithm at once. The algorithm
will then attempt to compute an optimal embedding, assigning resources to
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VNs that can be embedded, and rejecting those VNRs that can not be accom-
modated. On the other hand, in an online environment, the algorithm has
to take each VNR one by one as they arrive, and try to embed each with the
resources remaining from previous embeddings.
This relates directly to the dierent types of VNE algorithms presented
in Section 3.1.5. In an oine environment, algorithms are likely called with
their static signature vne+, whereas in an online environment the dynamic
signature vner is more appropriate.
3.2.3.1 Oine embedding
An oine environment represents a Monte-Carlo simulation where an SN
and a set of VNRs are randomly generated a priori from a small set of param-
eters. Each combination of an SN and a particular set of VNRs constitutes
an oine scenario:
Definition 12 (Offline scenario). An oine scenario is represented by a
tuple (SN, (VNRi)i=1,...,n) consisting of a network SN and a sequence of
networks (VNRi) to be embedded into SN.
A simulation that provides an oine scenario to the algorithm is consid-
ered to represent an oine environment. In an oine environment, the algo-
rithm has complete knowledge of each scenario. The order in which VNRs
are embedded by the algorithm is irrelevant. It can try to embed VNRs in
any order. This allows the VNE algorithm to prioritize the VNRs. An algo-
rithm may, for example, try to embed the most dicult or the most important
VNRs rst, to minimize their probability of being rejected. Another strategy
for a VNE algorithm that is facilitated by an oine environment is to apply
heuristics and remove VNRs which are unlikely to be successfully embed-
ded, before even trying to embed them, in order to signicantly decrease
algorithm runtime. An application of this strategy is shown in Chapter 5,
Section 5.2.
The three stages of VNE simulation represent a distinct sequence in an
oine environment. At rst, at least one scenario is generated. Then, the
VNE algorithm tries to nd a solution for this rst scenario. Depending on
the experiment, further scenarios may follow. At the end of the experiment
results are gathered and metrics are evaluated for all scenarios.
3.2.3.2 Online embedding
Online embedding takes the temporal aspect into account. While the SN re-
mains unchanged, the VNRs may enter or leave the system at any time. It
is evaluated with the help of a Discrete Event Simulator (DES). For online
evaluation, the concept of a scenario is extended to include temporal infor-
mation:
Definition 13 (Online scenario). An online scenario is represented by a tu-
ple (SN, (VNRi, tini , t
out
i )i=1,...,n), such that (SN, (VNRi)i=1,...,n) is an
oine scenario and the following conditions hold:
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Figure 7: Online embedding (ignoring link resources)
 8i 2 f1, : : : ,ng : t ini , t outi 2 R+
 8i 2 f1, : : : ,ng : t ini < t outi
 8i 2 f2, : : : ,ng : t ini-1 < t ini
The pairs t ini , t outi assign entry and exit times to each VNR, relative to
a simulation time that starts at t 0 = 0. A simulation that provides online
scenarios to the algorithm is considered to represent an online environment.
Most typically, in this kind of environment VNRs arrive in random time
intervals and are assigned a random lifetime. A common approach, adapted
from the eld of performance modeling, is to generate new VNRs according
to a Poisson process and assign an exponentially distributed lifetime to each
new VNR. Whenever a new VNR arrives, the algorithm then tries to embed
it into the SN, making use of the remaining resources. Whenever the life-
time of an already embedded VNR expires, it is deleted from the SN and the
resources assigned to it are made available, again (cf. Figure 7).
In an actual implementation of an online VNE simulation, the generation
of VNRs may be more closely intertwined with the execution of the algo-
rithm. However, the principle remains essentially the same as in an oine
environment: Either all VNRs are generated in advance. In that case, each
VNR is assigned not only a lifetime, but also an entry time, specifying at
which point in simulation time the VNR will enter the system. Alternatively,
VNRs can be generated on demand by the simulator. Again, from the per-
spective of the VNE algorithm there is no dierence—the algorithm does
not know (or care) when the VNR was generated.
An interesting aspect to consider for online evaluation is how to deal with
the time the VNE algorithm takes to complete the next embedding. It is im-
portant to note that this is dierent from simulation time (which is typically
increased by the VNE simulator in discrete steps). A simulation can choose
to ignore the time spent for embedding, eectively assuming that the result
will always be calculated instantaneously. However, when the embedding
time is taken into account as well, relevant questions such as “Will the algo-
rithm be overloaded with a particular VNR arrival rate?” can be answered.
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3.2.3.3 Applications of online simulation
Since VNE algorithms can operate both in an oine and in an online man-
ner, it is worth considering which environment to use for evaluation. Online
evaluation bears the advantage of representing a more realistic environment,
modeling a highly dynamic interaction between a VN provider and its cus-
tomers. However, the high dynamicity is not needed in all situations and an
argument can be made as well for oine evaluation.
An interesting aspect to consider here is reconguration cost (i. e., the cost
in terms of resources and time spent for migrating a virtual node or link).
This is relevant, in particular, since without reconguration cost a VNE al-
gorithm is free to recompute the entire embedding whenever the current
conguration changes. Oscillation can become a problem in such a situa-
tion. Individual virtual elements may be disproportionately often migrated
back and forth as the current set of VNRs changes. In a real environment re-
conguration cost is never zero—migrating a VM costs time and network re-
sources [64]. Minimizing reconguration cost and avoiding oscillating states
then become new optimization objectives for a VNE algorithm.
Evaluation with online embedding provides additional insight only if such
temporal aspects are in the focus of the evaluation. An elementary algorithm
vne1 that neither uses reconguration nor reordering of VNRs performs
equally well in an oine and in an online environment. One can still eval-
uate the fragmentation caused by the repeated deletion of VNRs—however,
this is arguably an eect that depends on the VNR generation process as
much as on the VNE algorithm. If neither resource fragmentation nor any
further temporal aspect is investigated in the evaluation, an online environ-
ment only adds more random inuence (i. e., “noise”) to the experiment and
the experimenter will be better o to just use an oine Monte-Carlo setup.
This approach is assumed from now on, if not specied otherwise. In partic-
ular, scenarios are assumed to be oine scenarios unless an online aspect is
specically considered.
3.3 common scenario generation parameters
For experimental evaluation, a large number of embedding scenarios is nec-
essary. These are created based on parameters that steer the generation of
appropriate SNs and VNRs. Since this generation relates directly to the hy-
pothesis to be tested, the selected parameter values are the basis of any VNE
evaluation.
While not all papers on VNE algorithms present experimental evaluation
results, most of them do. It is informative to have a look at the range of
evaluation settings used in the literature to understand which parameters
are used and how their values are chosen. In this section, evaluation set-
tings are collected from all papers listed in the survey by Fischer et al. [23]	
where the respective information was available. This is extended by a list of
newer papers on VNE, so that in total 89 papers performing experimental
evaluation on VNE algorithms, ranging from 2006 to 2015, are investigated.
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substrate virtual
No. of networks – X
Network topology X X
No. of nodes X X
Node & link constraints X X
Table 4: Overview of Virtual Network Embedding parameters
Topology
Generated
Structured
Star,
Ring,
Tree,
. . .
Unstructured
Hierarchical
Transit-Stub,
Hub-Spoke,
. . .
Flat
Erdös-Rényi,
Waxman,
. . .
Pre-dened
Hand-craftedReal-world
Figure 8: Topology generation methods
While this list is not exhaustive, it still serves as a representative selection,
giving a good overview on the range of evaluation parameters chosen in the
literature.
A large number of inuencing factors can be considered regarding the
VNE problem (cf. Stezenbach et al. [165]). There is, however, a particular set
of parameters that are used by almost all experimenters. On the one hand,
there are parameters that further specify the problem itself, like splittable
virtual links or co-hosting of virtual nodes (cf. Section 3.1). Those parameters
change the nature of the VNE problem itself and an VNE algorithm has to
be specially adjusted to take them into account.
On the other hand, there are parameters that steer the random scenario
generation process—i. e., the generation of SNs and VNRs. Table 4 gives an
overview of these parameters. Common for both types of networks are: the
network topology, the number of nodes generated per network, and node and
link constraints. For the VNRs, the number of VNRs to be embedded is an
additional parameter. Those parameters will be discussed here in detail.
3.3.1 Network topologies
The rst element to be generated for VNE simulation experiments are topolo-
gies for both substrate and virtual networks. Topologies represent a qualita-
tive parameter of problem generation. They can be generated in a number of
ways, as depicted in Fig. 8. Topologies are either pre-dened or articially
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generated. Pre-dened topologies can be real-world topologies (used, e. g.,
by Lu and Turner [121]) or topologies that are designed by experimenters to
illustrate the workings of their VNE algorithm (cf. Chen et al. [55]).
In most experiments described in the literature, however, topologies are
articially generated either by a dedicated topology generator (two popular
choices are the GT-ITM [184] and BRITE [132] tools) or by the simulation
software itself. Some experimenters generate structured topologies for eval-
uation. In experiments focusing on data centers the SN may be best mod-
eled by a tree structure. As an example, Fuerst et. al [77] use fat tree topolo-
gies [110] for SNs. The VNRs may be modeled with structured topologies
like rings, stars, or trees, as well to better reect expected communication
patterns (see Lu and Turner [121] or Razzaq and Rathore [149] for examples).
Most authors focus on only one type of topology for the SN and one for the
VNRs. Zhang et al. [191] are among the few to investigate multiple dier-
ent kinds of SN and VNR topologies. This is somewhat unfortunate, as the
inuence of dierent topologies on embedding results remains unclear. In
Chapter 6, Section 6.2 an experiment is discussed, aiming to shed light on
this issue.
The vast majority of researchers employ unstructured random at topolo-
gies for their experiments. The two most popular choices are Erdös-Rényi
networks [67, 81], which are dened purely by the probability of a connec-
tion between two arbitrary points, and network topologies using the Wax-
man model [174], in which the probability of a connection between two
points depends on their geographic distance.
In some cases, the substrate network may be generated as Erdös-Rényi
network, as well (cf. Chowdhury et al. [59]), or the VNRs are also Waxman
networks (cf. Zhu and Wolf [195]). Few authors, however, use other types
of random at topologies in their experiments (a notable exception is pro-
vided by Bays et al [46] with a scale-free network using the Barabasi-Albert
model [41]).
3.3.1.1 Directed vs. undirected networks
One rarely covered aspect of network generation is the dierence between
directed and undirected networks. Independent of the topology generation
method, links can either be undirected or directed. In case of a directed net-
work, links may be generated symmetrically—i. e., for each link connecting
node A to node B another link connecting B to A is generated, as well. Sub-
strate and virtual networks should be either both directed or both undirected,
as the semantics of mixing the two concepts—i. e., embedding an undirected
network in a directed network or vice versa—are ambiguous.
In current literature most scenarios are either built with undirected topolo-
gies or do not mention the type of links used—in which case the likely as-
sumption is that undirected links were used. Few authors use directed net-
works explicitly in their experiments (cf. Inführ and Raidl [98]). The inu-
ence of the dierent concepts on VNE algorithm performance has not been
investigated, so far.
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3.3.1.2 Network connectivity
For random topologies, connectivity can become an issue. In particular, for
random topologies based on few nodes it is easy to come up with a discon-
nected or—in the case of a directed, unsymmetric network—a weakly con-
nected graph. Random topology generation for small networks is, therefore,
prone to generate a signicant number of single isolated nodes. This will be
undesirable for most experiments. Preventing such degenerate topologies
requires additional measures by the experimenter (i. e., addition of links or
removal of nodes). Unfortunately, only some authors discuss this issue (e. g.,
Fuerst et al. [77]). One can only assume that many other authors are in dan-
ger of overlooking this problem.
3.3.2 Network size
In the case of articially generated network topologies, network size can be
scaled by the experimenter by changing the number of nodes with which to
generate the networks. This will for most network topologies implicitly also
aect the number of generated links (e. g., for a network with a pairwise con-
nection probability the number of links will grow quadratically in relation
to the number of nodes).
There is an interesting relationship between the size of the SN and the
size of the VNRs. Increasing the size of the SN in relation to the size of the
VNRs allows for more possible solutions to embed a given number of VNRs.
While it will be easier to nd a possible solution, it will take longer to nd
an optimal (or near-optimal) solution. It seems that both algorithm runtime
and solution quality should be expected to increase with the size of the SN.
Interestingly, this expecation—in particular with regard to solution quality—
does not always hold, as demonstrated in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.
3.3.2.1 Size of the substrate network
Fig. 9 shows the dierent sizes (in terms of number of nodes) of SNs used
in the literature. In this gure, SN sizes reported in the literature are shown,
each with its respective reference. References are stacked bottom to top with
each column representing a bin of width 10, i. e., networks from size 5 to size
14 are depicted in the same column, and so forth3. This forms a histogram
of the various SN sizes that gives an indication of their distribution in the
literature. References may appear more than once if the authors performed
multiple experiments with diering SN sizes.
One can see that a lot of work is concentrated on networks with either 50
or 100 nodes. Moreover, a lot of work is focussing on SN sizes of less than 50
nodes. On the other hand, networks larger than 100 nodes are only sparsely
investigated. Indeed, only few works investigate a SN larger than 200 nodes.
3 In order to retain the maximum information, each reference is rendered at its precise location
on the X-axis, and references within one bin are in increasing order. Therefore, the columns
appear “slanted to the right” where multiple values fall into the same bin.
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Figure 9: Substrate network sizes used in the literature
Examples include Fuerst et al. [77] with 432 nodes, Zhu et al.[195] with 500
nodes, Fan and Ammar [73] with 1400 nodes, or [4]	 with 400-1000 nodes.
To maintain readability, these are not shown in the gure.
In some cases, not a single network but a hierarchical combination of net-
works was investigated [60, 156]. Also, some authors do not report the size
of the SN (e. g., Yu et al. [176] or Lv et al. [122]). These have been left out of
the gure, as well, to maintain comparability.
3.3.2.2 Size of the Virtual Network Requests
Contrary to the generation of the SN, most authors choose to set the size
of VNRs (in terms of “number of nodes”) to a random value within a given
interval. Thus, while the number of nodes in the SN is xed, the number
of virtual nodes will vary, depending on the RNG. It is interesting to note
that, although the size of VNRs in this case is varied within an experiment,
the average VNR size is not necessarily varied over dierent experiments.
This would require testing various intervals. Only some authors follow that
strategy (cf. [149, 80, 55, 58, 172, 170, 193]).
Figure 10 shows the various intervals chosen by VNE experimenters. For
each interval reported in the literature, the respective references are illus-
trated. The intervals are sorted by the expected average amount of nodes
generated by that interval, in increasing order. A very common parameter
setting chosen by a majority of authors is to set the number of nodes between
2 and 10 with random uniform distribution. Almost half of all investigated
papers are using this setting—in most cases without varying the interval
over dierent experiments. Setting the upper node limit to 20 gives a second
popular interval. Almost all other intervals are specic to a single paper only.
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Figure 10: Intervals for random VNR sizes used in the literature
Dierent network sizes used in experiments
one two three or more
Substrate 59 10 17
Virtual 57 10 19
Table 5: Number of papers varying network sizes in experiments
This means that VNE evaluation seems to be mostly focused on small VNRs.
Few papers investigate VNRs larger than 20 nodes (e. g., [73, 89, 115, 60, 98,
109, 156]).
3.3.2.3 Variation of network sizes
Table 5 shows, out of a total of 89 investigated papers, the respective number
of papers evaluating only a single network size, two dierent network sizes,
or three or more network sizes, both for the SN and the VNRs4. Most authors
focus on just a single size of networks for both the SN and the VNRs. Virtual
network size is variated slightly more often than the SN, but the majority
of authors still focuses on a single set of parameters. Taken with the data
presented above, it follows that scenarios where VNRs with 2–10 nodes are
to be embedded into SNs with 50 or 100 nodes are well investigated, but
more eort could be spent on testing the stability of these results when the
size of networks changes.
4 Not all authors give numbers for the size of the SN or the size of the VNRs. Therefore, the
numbers do not add up to 89.
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3.3.3 Number of Virtual Network Requests
Apart from the size of VNRs, experimenters can also increase the total amount
of virtual demands by varying the number of generated VNRs. The total
number of VNRs is determined explicitly by the experimenter in case of a
Monte-Carlo simulation. In case of a DES there is, on the one hand, the total
number of VNRs generated and, on the other hand, the number of VNRs to
be embedded at any point during the simulation. It is the latter value that
concerns the VNE algorithm.
3.3.3.1 Online simulation
Most experimenters follow the early works on VNE and implement a DES
to perform online simulation. By taking the given arrival rate λ and lifetime
Wi for the VNRs the average number L of active VNRs at any simulation
event (i. e., VNR arrival or departure) can be obtained by using Little’s Law:
L = λ ·W [116]. The majority of experiment seem to focus on parameter
values that result in an average number of 40 or 50 VNRs at each event,
with λ = 0.04,W = 1000 (originally proposed by Chowdhury et al. [59])
or λ = 5,W = 10 (originally proposed by Yu et al. [179]). The latter is
equivalent to the values of λ = 0.05,W = 1000, as used, e. g., by Butt et
al. [51].
3.3.3.2 Oine simulation
In an oine simulation setup, the number of VNRs is explicitly dened a
priori by the experimenter. Unfortunately, several papers do not give the re-
spective numbers—possibly only a single VNR was generated in those cases
(cf., [121, 73, 176, 65, 52, 60, 189, 190, 167, 122, 109, 168, 156, 170]). In all other
cases, there is no clear trend in the literature. The number of VNRs chosen
by the experimenters vary from only one [89, 90] or two [123, 171, 125] up
to 1000 VNRs [172]. Only few researchers vary the number in their experi-
ments (examples being Pages et al. [141] or Razzaq et al. [150]).
3.3.4 Node and link constraints
Node and link constraints are the basic elements which make the VNE prob-
lem dicult. Without constraints, any assignment of virtual elements to sub-
strate elements would be a valid one and the VNE problem would become
trivial. Two types of constraints are possible: Qualitative and quantitative.
For qualitative constraints, virtual elements may only be mapped to a partic-
ular type of substrate element. An example would be distinguishing between
routers and servers (see, e. g., Pittaras et al. [144]). Quantitative constraints
on the other hand are, for the most part, used to model resources of substrate
elements and demands of virtual elements. In this case, a mapped virtual el-
ement uses up the resources provided by the substrate element it is mapped
to.
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Resources in the SN and demands in the VNRs are typically expressed as
node and link weights of their respective topologies. In the case of a pre-
dened topology, node and link weights may already be assigned before sce-
nario generation. Moreover, some experiment ignore node or link weights
altogether, thereby simplifying the VNE problem. In all other cases, weights
have to be assigned during scenario generation.
In some cases, multiple weights may be assigned. This can be used to
model multiple resources (e. g., both CPU and memory on nodes—cf. Bays
et al. [46]). It may also be used to model other types of constraints, like link
delay—which is dierent in the sense that it poses a constraint on the com-
bined substrate path a virtual link is mapped to, as opposed to each substrate
link individually (see Soares and Sargento [164] for an example). Here, how-
ever the focus will be on one type of constraint for each, nodes and links. In
the VNE literature, these are commonly interpreted as CPU and bandwidth
capacities. Those two constraints are employed almost universally by the
VNE research community.
For articially generated node and link weights, some experimenters set
a constant value for all weights. E.g., Marquezan et al. [123] in the SN set
all node resources to 100, all link resources to 1000, and in the VNRs all
node demands to 50 and all link demands to 500. In that case, there is no
distinction resource-wise between nodes and solutions will have to focus on
topological characteristics, instead.
Most experimenters, however, select a uniformly distributed random value
within a certain interval. For the SN, the two predominantly used intervals
for both node and link resources are [0, 100] (c.f. Yu et al. [179]) and [50, 100]
(c.f. Chowdhury et al. [59]). Only few experimenters choose dierent inter-
vals for node and link resources (examples are Yun et al. [182] or Cai et
al. [52]).
For the VNRs, dierent intervals for node and link demands are chosen
more often, typically with link demands being higher than node demands.
The values by Chowdhury et al. [59], setting node demands in the interval
[0, 20] and link demands in the interval [0, 50], are very popular.
Using such an approach, resources and demands are assigned completely
irrespective of the underlying topology. This may create some unintended
problems, however. It is possible, for example, that—provided the intervals
for resources and for demands overlap—virtual elements are created with a
demand larger than any resource in the SN. In such cases, additional mea-
sures need to be taken to lter out nonsensical scenarios.
It is interesting to note that there is almost no further investigation on the
distribution of resources and demands in current VNE literature. Modeling
the respective weights with a random uniform distribution, irrespective of
node and link type, is hardly a good model of reality. Still, few papers inves-
tigate other methods of setting constraints (Inführ and Raidl [98] provide an
exception here, assigning weights in dependence of topological characteris-
tics) and there are no works so far investigating the eects of dierent types
of distributions.
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parameter yu et al. [179] chowdhury et al. [59]
Substrate
Topology Waxman (α = 0.5, β = 0.2) Erdös-Rényi (p = 0.5)
# Nodes 100 50
Node resources 0-100 (random uniform) 50-100 (random uniform)
Link resources 0-100 (random uniform) 50-100 (random uniform)
Virtual
# VNRs 50 (λ = 5,W = 10) 40 (λ = 0.04,W = 1000)
Topology Erdös-Rényi (p = 0.5)
# Nodes 2–10 (random uniform)
Node demands 0 or 25 0–20 (random uniform)
Link demands 25 or 50 0–50 (random uniform)
Table 6: Frequently repeated scenario generation parameters
3.3.5 Standard set of scenario generation parameters
It can be seen from the above discussion that values of VNE parameters are
often repeated. One can derive from the literature a set of standard scenario
generation parameter values that allow to compare with evaluations per-
formed by other authors. Indeed, most authors follow either Yu et al. [179]
(who takes some of the values from the earlier work by Zhu and Ammar [196])
or Chowdhury et al. [59] in choosing their parameter values, with the pri-
mary rationale of keeping some level of comparability (although some values
are still often slightly varied).
Table 6 shows an overview of the two parameter sets. The substrate topol-
ogy is generated with either a Waxman generator using 100 nodes or as an
Erdös-Rényi graph using 50 nodes. Node and link resources are not dier-
entiated and chosen for each entity randomly either between 0 and 100 or
between 50 and 100.
For the virtual networks, arrival rate and lifetime are chosen as either
λ = 5/W = 10, leading to an average of 50 VNRs at each point in simulation
time, or λ = 0.04/W = 1000, leading to an average of 40 VNRs. As virtual
topology, an Erdös-Rényi graph with a number of nodes chosen randomly
between 2 and 10 is generated. Yu et al. use node demands of either 0 or
25 and link demands of 25 or 50—these values are seldom replicated. Most
authors go with randomly chosen node and link demands, either using the
values by Chowdhury et al. (0–20 and 0–50, respectively) or choosing their
own values.
While most researchers conducting VNE experiments vary at least some
of these parameters, replicating those two parameter sets still serves to pro-
vide a good base of comparison to contemporary VNE literature. However,
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while comparison with the literature is valuable, it is also important to ex-
plore the available parameter space. More variation would be desirable for
all listed parameters: Exploring other kinds of topologies for SNs and VNRs,
investigating the eects of dierent network sizes, varying the amount of
VNRs or changing the distribution of node and link constraints. This, how-
ever, requires a exible simulation environment that oers an appropriate
interface to allow experimenters to easily change parameter settings—both
qualitative and quantitative. A possible approach for such a simulation en-
vironment is presented in Chapter 4. Moreover, Chapter 6 investigates the
stability of embedding results when parameter values are varied.
3.4 evaluation of virtual network embedding algorithm per-
formance
Along to the parameters of scenario generation, it is equally informative to
check with which metrics VNE algorithms are commonly evaluated in the
VNE literature. This gives insight on which aspects of the VNE problem algo-
rithms are optimizing for. The same set of papers that was used in Section 3.3
for parameters is used here to compile information about the use of metrics.
After scenarios have been generated with appropriate parameters and a
VNE algorithm has been set to nd solutions, evaluation takes place. The two
primary aspects to investigate for VNE algorithm evaluation are algorithm
runtime and quality of the embedding solution. To put it in the words of
Catherine C. McGeoch:
The performance metric of interest in most algorithm research
projects is that old devil, time – how long must I wait for my
output to appear? Running a close second is solution quality –
how close to optimal is the answer produced by my algorithm?
(McGeoch [131, page 50])
Regarding the solution quality, the main question is: How should it be
measured? A number of metrics5 exist, aiming to answer that question. Some
are generic to the VNE problem, whereas other metrics are more tailored
towards a specic aspect of the problem. Even for algorithm runtime—which
seems rather straightforward at rst glance—there is more than one way to
measure it.
Table 7 gives an overview of commonly used metrics for VNE evaluation.
On the one hand, there are metrics focussing on execution time. The straight-
forward approach to this is to just take the time until the VNE algorithm
nishes. On the other hand, there are metrics judging the quality of the em-
beddings. This depends very much on the particular optimization objective
5 It should be noted that, in mathematical terminology, the concepts discussed here are actu-
ally measures—i. e., functions that will assign a numerical value to a particular embedding
solution. Current VNE literature uses the term metric, however, similar to the concept of a
software metric. In order to remain consistent with current literature, these functions will be
called metrics here, as well.
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type metric description
Time Runtime (1 VNR) Time spent by a VNE algorithm for
embedding a single VNR
Runtime (total) Time spent by a VNE algorithm for
embedding a set of VNRs
Quality
(global)
Acceptance ratio Ratio of succesfully embedded VNRs
to total number of VNRs
Cost Sum of all substrate resources spent
for embedding VNRs
Revenue Sum of all demands in successfully
embedded VNRs
Quality
(local)
Path length The length of all paths used to realize
virtual links
Stress (node / link) The number of virtual nodes or links
mapped on a substrate node or link
Utilization (node /
link)
The ratio of substrate resources re-
served by demands on each node or
link
Table 7: Overview of common Virtual Network Embedding metrics
of the algorithm. As such, there exist a variety of dierent metrics measuring
quality in the VNE literature.
3.4.1 Time complexity: Runtime
Algorithm runtime is the time a VNE algorithm takes to nd a solution to a
given problem. It is generally measured as a whole, since any further gran-
ularity (e. g., time spent for individual steps of the algorithm) would depend
strongly on the type of algorithm deployed and, therefore, limit compara-
bility between dierent algorithms. Still, runtime can be measured in two
dierent ways: Either one measures the time an algorithm takes to embed a
single VNR, or one measures the time an algorithm takes to embed all VNRs.
Both approaches have their respective advantages and disadvantages.
3.4.1.1 Runtime for embedding one VNR
The time for embedding a single VNR can be taken by restarting the timer
for every new embedding. Results are more granular when taking the time
this way. This may be the preferred option when running the simulation as
a DES, since it is easier then to clearly distinguish between time taken by the
VNE algorithm and time taken by the simulation environment (used, e. g., by
Yun et al. [183]). However, this approach is not appropriate in all cases. In par-
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ticular, when the VNE algorithm performs reconguration (i. e., it changes
previous embeddings in order to better t the current VNR), the problem
arises that the time measured for embedding one VNR depends more on the
previously embedded VNRs than on the VNE algorithm or the characteris-
tics of the current VNR. Moreover, in case multiple VNRs are embedded, it
is somewhat questionable to compare the time taken to embed a VNR into
an empty SN with the time taken to embed a VNR into a SN that is on the
border of its capacity. The latter problem is very likely to be more dicult
and, thus, to take more time.
3.4.1.2 Runtime for embedding all VNRs
The other option to measure runtime is to measure the time taken by a VNE
algorithm for embedding all VNRs in a scenario. This may be the total num-
ber of VNRs generated in a DES over the entire simulation time (i. e., measur-
ing the time to complete the simulation—used, e. g., by Cheng et al. [57]), or
the number of VNRs generated for one scenario in case of a Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation (used, e. g., by Houidi et al. [89]). In both cases, the timer is started
when the experiment starts and stopped after the last VNR is embedded—
whether successful or not.
There is no dierence in diculty in this case, and repeated experiments
with similar scenarios are more likely to produce similar results. This also
circumvents the interpretation problem for reconguring VNE algorithms.
However, it does not give individual times per VNR. One can, of course, still
divide the total time measured by the number of VNRs to get an estimation
for the average amount of time spent per VNR. Information about the vari-
ation of embedding times for individual VNRs is lost, however.
3.4.2 Embedding quality
There are a number of dierent metrics that aim to judge the embedding
quality of a VNE algorithm. Depending on the context (in particular, the
optimization objective), embedding quality can focus on dierent aspects.
Regardless, all metrics on embedding quality are based on the embedding
solution produced by a VNE algorithm:
Definition 14 (Embedding solution). Given a VNE scenario in form of a
sequence of networks (Ni)i=1,...,n and a network M. An embedding solution
S, as produced by a VNE algorithm, is the tuple S = (M, (Ni, er
Ni
M )i=1,...,n) S
that combines the problem with the calculated results.
The set of all possible embedding solutions is denoted as S. For every em-
bedding solution S there is also a corresponding sparse embedding solution
S− = (M, (Nj, em
Nj
M )j=1,...,m), containing only the successfully embed- S−
ded networks. If S = S−, the solution is called complete. Based on this, the
signature of an embedding quality metric can be dened:
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Definition 15 (Embedding qality metric). Let S be an embedding solu-
tion: S = (M, (Ni, er
Ni
M )i=1,...,n). An embedding quality metric is then a
function eqm : S→ R; S 7→ eqm(S).
3.4.2.1 Embedding quality (global)
One set of metrics for embedding quality focuses on the nal solution as
a whole. Very prominent metrics in this set are acceptance ratio, cost, and
revenue.
acceptance ratio An often used measure of embedding success is the
acceptance ratio (cf. Chowdhury et al. [59]). This ratio is dened as the num-
ber of successfully embedded VNRs divided by the total number of VNRs. In
this context, a VNE algorithm is more successful if it manages to t more
VNRs into a given SN.
Definition 16 (Acceptance ratio). Let S be an embedding solution: S =
(M, (Ni, er
Ni
M )i=1,...,n). Let (Nj)j=1,...,m be the sequence of successfully em-
bedded networks in the corresponding sparse embedding solution S−. Then, the
acceptance ratio is dened as:
acr(S) =
m
n
There are some semantically equivalent metrics, such as giving just the
total number of successful embeddings, or reporting the number of failed
embeddings. The rejection rate, which is sometimes used (e. g., by Yeow et
al. [175]), is the inverse of the acceptance ratio.
There is one caveat of this metric: It does not distinguish between VNRs.
A VNE algorithm that is successful in embedding a lot of “small” VNRs (i. e.,
VNRs with few nodes and small demands), but neglecting all larger VNRs
will be rated more successful than an algorithm that actually tries to embed
large VNRs and then has to reject many smaller ones. If VNRs dier in size
and amount of demands, other metrics should be considered, as well, by the
experimenter.
cost Another way of measuring embedding quality is to focus on the
cost incurred by satisfying the demands of the embedded VNRs. For this
metric it is assumed that each resource generates cost in proportion to the
demands satised by the resource. Since resources and demands are abstract,
unit cost is assumed by most authors, such that the cost for each resource—
link or node—is equal to the total amount of demands supported by this
resource (see Yu et al. [179] for an example). The cost of a single VN is then
dened as:
Definition 17 (Network cost). Given two networks N andM and an em-
bedding emNM ofN inM. LetN
′ = (V ′,E ′,oN ′ ,w) be the modied network
after embedding: N ′ = #−1
|emNM
(N). Then the network cost is dened as:
costn(N,M, emNM) = w(V
′) +w(E ′)
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Based on this, the total embedding cost can be dened as the sum of the
individual costs of all embedded networks:
Definition 18 (Cost). Let S be an embedding solution and S− the correspond-
ing sparse embedding solution: S− = (M, (Nj, em
Nj
M )j=1,...,m). Then, cost is
dened as the sum:
cost(S) =
m∑
j=1
costn(Nj,M, em
Nj
M )
When cost is assigned in this way, the metric actually counts the number
of spent node and link resources either accumulated over time (in case of
online evaluation) or after the embedding process (in case of oine evalua-
tion). When the same VNRs have been embedded, an algorithm will perform
better if it produces lower cost.
revenue The complement to the cost metric is revenue. It is assumed
that each demand generates revenue proportional to its value. Similar to
cost, the respective value is generally assumed to be equal to the value of
the demand (cf. Yu et al. [179]). Revenue is then dened as follows:
Definition 19 (Revenue). Let S be an embedding solution and S− the corre-
sponding sparse embedding solution: S− = (M, (Nj, em
Nj
M )j=1,...,m). Let the
elements of Nj be dened as: Nj = (Vj,Ej,oj,w). Then, revenue is dened
as the sum:
rev(S) =
m∑
j=1
w(Vj) +w(Ej)
Revenue complements cost in the sense that it takes into account what is
achieved with a certain cost. Indeed, looking only at cost may be misleading,
as an algorithm that embeds only few VNRs will likely generate lower cost
than an algorithm that embeds more VNRs. If this were the only measure,
an algorithm that does not embed any VNRs would be best, as it would also
generate zero cost. Thus, an algorithm is more successful in this context if
it can provide high revenue for low cost.
In order to make the relationship between cost and revenue clearer, it is
often actually the ratio rev(S)cost(S) that is taken as metric for comparison
6. If
unit cost and unit revenue are assumed, an optimal value can be derived:
the embedding is optimal with regard to cost and revenue, if and only if
the revenue/cost ratio equals one. In that case, every demand is satised by
exactly its minimum amount of required resources.
3.4.2.2 Embedding quality (local)
A more ne-granular way of measuring embedding quality requires look-
ing at the individual network elements—nodes and links—of the SN and the
VNRs. Local values such as path length and delay for virtual links, or stress
6 Sometimes the inverse ratio cost(S)rev(S) is used—the dierence is purely cosmetic.
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and utilization for substrate nodes and links can be obtained and compared
among experiments. Comparison in that case will be based on aggregate
values. The computation of the metric depends on a function that, taking
a solution S, assigns a value either to all virtual nodes, all substrate nodes,
all virtual links, or all substrate links. From these numbers, an aggregate
is obtained as the nal metric—most often the average, but in some cases
maximum and minimum will be relevant, as well.
path length An alternative to the cost metric is to measure the path
length(also called “hop length”, cf. Yu et al. [178]) of a virtual link—that is,
the length of the path in the SN used to realize a virtual link:
Definition 20 (Path length). Given a virtual linke and its corresponding
embeddingm l (e) = (f i ) i=1,::: ,n , its path length is dened as: pl(e) =n.
Ideally, the path length of all virtual links would be one, with all adjacent
virtual nodes being mapped to adjacent substrate nodes. However, if nodes
that are adjacent in the VNR are mapped to substrate nodes that are not
directly connected, the respective virtual link has to traverse hidden hops.
In general, an algorithm is better if it manages to map adjacent virtual nodes
to near-by substrate nodes.
When using this metric, one has to consider that the path length will be
inuenced by the chosen SN topology. In particular in graphs with low av-
erage distance between any two nodes (such as generated by most random
at topology generators) it is likely that for most virtual nodes a tting sub-
strate node can be found within one or two hops. In that case, the average
path length rarely goes beyond a value of two even in very constrained sce-
narios.
Apart from the overall average, the maximum can be interesting for this
metric. It reports the longest path experienced by any virtual link. This can
serve as an estimation of worst-case delay experienced by a virtual link—
assuming that delay is relevant for the experiment and each hidden hop in-
troduces some additional processing time.
node and link stress Another way to judge embedding quality is to
consider the amount of virtual entities (i. e., nodes or links) mapped onto a
substrate entity. This is measured with the node stressand link stressmetrics
(rst used by Zhu and Ammar [196]). For each substrate node, the number
of virtual nodes mapped onto this node is counted:
Definition 21 (Node stress). Letu be a node of networkM and letemN iM
be a set ofembeddingsin networkM with the associated sequence of node
embeddings(m n,i ). LetV be the set of virtual nodes mapped tou, dened as
V = fvj9i 2 N : mn,i (v) = ug. Then, thenode stress of u is dened as
ns(u) = jVj.
Likewise, for the stress of a substrate link the number of virtual links
mapped to this substrate link is counted:
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Definition 22 (Link stress). Let f be a link of network M and let emNiM
be a set of embeddings in network M with the associated sequence of link
embeddings (ml,i). Let E be the set of virtual links mapped to f, dened as
E = {e|∃i ∈ N : e ∈ mˆl,i(f)}. Then, the link stress of f is dened as
ls(f) = |E|.
In combination with the total amount of entities created, this gives an
indication of how evenly the virtual entities are distributed within the SN.
Moreover, minimum and maximum values can be given to provide an idea of
the variation of stress throughout the network. It should be noted that this
metric—since it ignores the resource and demand values—is more relevant
when resources and demands are uniform (or even disregarded completely).
For this metric, the maximum is more relevant than the average. An al-
gorithm should aim to minimize the maximum node and link stress. The
assumption is that an even distribution of virtual entities throughout the SN
is optimal. The cost imposed by the VNRs is ignored by this metric. Taking
the cost also into account leads to the concept of utilization.
node and link utilization Similar to the stress metrics, the utiliza-
tion (used, e. g., by Chowdhury et al. [59]) sheds light on the distribution
of load throughout the SN. However, other than the stress metrics, the fo-
cus lies on the amount of reserved resources on each substrate node or link,
rather than on the number of virtual entities. Utilization for each entity is
calculated as the amount of resources reserved by the demands of the sup-
ported entities, divided through the total amount of resources available on
that entity. For nodes the utilization is dened as follows:
Definition 23 (Node utilization). Let u be a node of network M and let
emNiM be a set of embeddings in networkM with the associated sequence of
node embeddings (mn,i). LetV be the set of virtual nodes mapped to u, dened
as V = {v|∃i ∈ N : mn,i(v) = u}. Then, the node utilization of u is dened
as nu(u) =
∑
v∈Vw(v)
w(u) .
Likewise, for links the utilization is dened as follows:
Definition 24 (Link utilization). Let f be a link of networkM and let emNiM
be a set of embeddings in network M with the associated sequence of link
embeddings (ml,i). Let E be the set of virtual links mapped to f, dened as
E = {e|∃i ∈ N : e ∈ mˆl,i(f)}. Then, the link utilization of f is dened as
lu(f) =
∑
e∈Ew(e)
w(f) .
Like with the stress metrics, minimum and maximum values are of inter-
est. Additionally, the average value is relevant here, as well. An algorithm
is supposed to achieve a low average utilization and, preferably, a relatively
even utilization throughout the entire SN. In some settings it may be helpful
as well to have a look at the utilization of all active entities (i. e., substrate
nodes and links with at least one virtual entity mapped on them).
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Figure 11: Use of metrics in VNE literature
3.4.3 Application of metrics in the Virtual Network Embedding literature
Fig 11 shows a histogram of which metrics are used by authors of VNE algo-
rithms in the literature. Only metrics that are used at least in ve dierent
papers are listed here. For reference, the revenue/cost ratio has also been in-
cluded, as it is used quite often in the literature—sometimes along with cost
and revenue.
Acceptance ratio appears to be the most universally used metric. The cost
and revenue group of metrics is also quite popular. Metrics focusing on local
embedding quality are used more seldom, with node and link utilization be-
ing the most prominent among those. For runtime, there seems to be a slight
preference on measuring it as a whole (i. e., for the entire scenario).
Some more specialized metrics are not included in the gure. For example,
algorithms optimizing with regard to energy eciency or network resilience
will often be evaluated with a metric that captures a particular aspect of
these optimization goals. Since those metrics are not universal, they are not
included in this discussion. The delay and active nodes metrics sometimes
found in evaluations are generic, but are used only seldom—they have been
left out of the gure, as well.
Clearly, it would be good for evaluation, if VNE algorithms could be eval-
uated with any metric. This requires, of course, a exible evaluation envi-
ronment which can support a large number of dierent metrics. Still, only
evaluation with various metrics can highlight the characteristics of a VNE
algorithm under dierent aspects.
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3.5 effects of current virtual network embedding evalua-
tion approaches
There are some interesting aspects to the approaches to VNE evaluation
which are described above. On the one hand, scenario generation is guided
by a number of independent random variables: topologies, resources and de-
mands, amount of VNRs and even the number of nodes (at least for VNRs) are
generated by independent random processes. In many cases this can lead to
scenarios where resources are not as scarce as initially expected. Moreover,
there are some aspects to the evaluation metrics that should be considered
by experimenters. Care has to be taken in order not to misinterpret results.
This section highlights these issues.
3.5.1 Resource provisioning bias
VNE deals with the ecient assignment of resources. Thus, for random gen-
eration of a large number of scenarios it is worthwhile to think about how
to generate scenarios where resources are actually scarce. The primary ques-
tion is: How should simulation parameters be set to generate scenarios that
are dicult to solve?
3.5.1.1 Estimating resource scarcity
A simple check of the generated scenarios can already be made by just sum-
ming up the resources provided by the SN and putting them into relation
with the summed up demands of the VNRs. This relationship provides an
approximation of the resource scarcity:
Definition 25 (Approximate Resource Scarcity). Let (M, (Ni)i=1,...,n)
be a scenario with Ni = (Vi,Ei,oi,w) and M = (U, F,o,w). Then the
Approximate Resource Scarcity for this scenario is dened as a vector (x,y)
with x =
∑n
i=1w(Vi)
w(U) and y =
∑n
i=1w(Ei)
w(F) .
The two components of this vector allow to distinguish between node
scarcity and link scarcity. If one of the two values is above 1.0, it is impossi-
ble to embed all of the VNRs—some will have to be rejected. Values less than
one do not guarantee the problem to be solvable—in a random scenario the
resources might still be distributed in an unfortunate way, such that no em-
bedding can be found. The approximation does not reveal such a situation.
Nevertheless, the lower the two values, the more likely a valid embedding
of all VNRs can be found.
With node scarcity and link scarcity being the two components of a vec-
tor, the Approximate Resource Scarcity (ARS) of each randomly generated
scenario can be calculated and entered in a coordinate system. This produces
an ARS diagram that can provide a graphical overview of whether a scenario
is likely to be easy, dicult, or impossible to solve.
Fig. 12 shows the dierent important areas of such a diagram. Scenarios
that are located near the origin would be expected to be easy to solve. On
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Figure 12: Approximate resource scarcity diagram areas
the other hand, scenarios approaching a value of one in their x or y compo-
nent will become harder and harder to solve. Scenarios with an x component
larger than one are impossible to solve completely due to their node demands
exceeding the available node resources. Likewise, scenarios with a y compo-
nent larger than one are impossible to solve completely due to their link
demands exceeding the respective resources. One would expect the most in-
teresting scenarios to be located around the (1.0, 1.0) coordinates, exploring
the difference between hard-to-solve and impossible-to-solve scenarios.
3.5.1.2 A simple example
To illustrate the application of the ARS vector, a simple example is provided
here, with values taken from Chowdhury et al. [59], as depicted in Table 6.
Thirty different scenarios are generated randomly. With those, a simulation
is conducted, using the algorithm presented by Lischka and Karl [115] as an
example7.
Fig. 13 shows the ARS of the thirty generated scenarios. All of the VNRs
are embedded successfully by the algorithm. This is due to the SN being
significantly overprovisioned both in terms of nodes and links. The overpro-
7 A different algorithm has been selected for this experiment, since the original “D-ViNE” al-
gorithm by Chowdhury et al. caused a large number of VNRs to be rejected. One could then
mistakenly be led to the conclusion that the generated scenarios were not solvable—this is
demonstrated to be false, however, by the solutions found by the employed algorithm by
Lischka and Karl.
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Figure 13: Example approximate resource scarcity
visioning is indicated by the location of the generated scenarios in the gure.
One particular aspect is interesting in that regard: The node scarcity is much
more signicant than the link scarcity in the given example (though neither
of them are really scarce). This particular eect arises because of the gener-
ated network topologies: the number of links increases quadratically with
the number of nodes in random at topologies. So, typically a large number
of VNRs with few nodes each will have far fewer links than a single network
with a large number of nodes—even when the total number of nodes is equal
in both cases. It follows that it is misleading to scale experiments in only the
number of nodes.
Summarizing, there are two notable eects for that particular selection
of parameters: First, the problem is not especially dicult and, while some
algorithms may experience problems, others will solve it easily. Second, the
selection of the scenario generation parameters causes the problem to be
biased towards node embedding. This raises the question of how current
VNE literature deals with this problem.
3.5.1.3 Comparison with the literature
It is clear from the above discussion that care has to be taken during scenario
generation, when resources are supposed to be scarce. Looking into the exist-
ing literature, one will nd that this problem indeed exists in many published
experiments. It should be noted that, while the particular scenarios used in
dierent papers may not be available, it is still possible to take the employed
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experimentation parameters and estimate the respective demand/resource
ratios by calculating averages. In particular, the average total node and link
weights have to be calculated for each parameter setting.
computing substrate resources For the SN the computation of
the sum of all resources tends to be rather straightforward in most cases.
LetN = (V ,E,o,w) be the SN. Node weights are typically assigned within
a random uniformly distributed interval ∀v ∈ V : w(v) ∈ [wlown ,whighn ]. The
average assigned weight for each node is then:
w
avg
n = w
low
n +
w
high
n −w
low
n
2
The average total node resources can now simply be computed by multi-
plying the number of nodes |V | with the average assigned node weight:
avg(w(V)) = |V | ·wavgn
Likewise, the average total link resources can be calculated by multiply-
ing the average assigned link weightwavgl , which is calculated analogous to
w
avg
n , with the average number of links. For Waxman-generated topologies
the average number of links depends on the spatial distribution of nodes
(in particular the pairwise node distances). Luckily, most authors using the
Waxman model already give an estimate of the number of links generated
in their experiments. For Erdös-Rényi topologies that are generated by a
random connection probability pc, the average number of links will be the
number of possible connections times the connection probability (cf. Erdös
and Rényi [67]):
|E| =
|V | · (|V |− 1)
2
· pc
The average total link resources are computed as:
avg(w(E)) = |E| ·wavgl
To compute the ARS it only remains to calculate the average weights for
the VNRs.
computing virtual resources To compute the average sum of all
resources of the VNRs one rst needs the value for a single VNR, then mul-
tiplies it by the number of VNRs to be embedded concurrently. For online
simulations, this number can typically be calculated from the VNR arrival
rate λ and the lifetimeW by using Little’s law (cf. Section 3.3.3)
Care has to be taken, though, to estimate the number of links correctly.
Most authors create virtual topologies as Erdös-Rényi graphs with a random
connection probability pc and a random uniformly distributed amount of
nodes (e. g., |V | ∈ [2, 10]). In this case, it may be tempting to estimate the
average amount of links by rst computing the average amount of nodes
Vavg (six in this example) and computing the average amount of links Lavg
for networks of this size with the same formula as above (in the example,
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with pc = 0.5: Lavg = 6·52 · 0.5 = 7.5). However, since the number of
links increases quadratically in the number of nodes, this will underestimate
the number of links actually generated. With the number of nodes chosen
randomly from the interval [V low,Vhigh], the actual average number of links
is more correctly estimated as:
( Vhigh∑
i=Vlow
i · (i− 1)
2
· pc
)
/(Vhigh + 1− Vlow)
Average node and link weights are otherwise calculated similar to the SN.
With the averages for the number of nodes and number of links, the overall
weights of a VNR are calculated by multiplication of averages. In particular,
for nodes: avg(w(V)) = Vavg ·wavgn (and likewise for links). Multiplying
this once more with the amount of generated VNRs, the total node and link
demands are obtained.
computing approximate resource scarcity vectors Taking
all this together, one can compute the average total amount of both resources
and demands for both nodes and links, provided the authors of a paper are
reporting all of their experimentation parameters (unfortunately, this is not
true in all cases). For the example taking the values of Chowdhury et al. [59]
(as taken in Fig. 13), this will lead to the following calculation:
For the SN, |V | = 50 and |E| = 50·492 · 0.5 = 612.5. Node and link re-
sources are uniformly distributed in the interval [50, 100]. Thus, the total
amount of node resources will be about 3750 units and the total amount of
link resources will be about 45 937.5 units on average.
For the VNRs, the average number of networks is estimated with Little’s
law to be 40. For each VNR, a random number of nodes |V | ∈ [2, 10] is
generated. Taking the formula above, this leads to about 9.17 links on aver-
age. With node demands taken randomly from the interval [0, 20] and link
resources taken randomly from the interval [0, 50], the total average node
demands will be about 2400 and the total average link demands will be about
9170. This leads to an ARS vector of:(2400
3750
,
9170
45937.5
)
= (0.64, 0.1996190476)
This corresponds perfectly with Fig. 13, where scenarios are placed in
direct vicinity of the (0.6, 0.2) coordinates.
A similar calculation can be performed for any paper that provides the
relevant data for experimentation parameters. Fig. 14 shows the results of a
number of papers from current VNE literature. Out of the 89 papers speci-
fying experimental settings, 31 papers give appropriate information to cal-
culate the two ratios (the other papers either do not specify all parameters
or have scenarios where the ratios cannot be easily calculated). Each indi-
vidual parameter setting is depicted by a reference to the respective paper.
Some authors may only test a single set of parameter values. Therefore, the
paper will appear only once in the gure (e. g., [51] or [57]). In other works,
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Figure 14: Approximate resource scarcity values for experiments described in the
VNE literature
a larger set of parameter values is evaluated, and the paper will appear mul-
tiple times—once for each parameter setting (e. g., [117] or [100]).
While the overall situation is certainly more varied than in Fig. 13, it is
still striking that there seem to be few examples that attempt to exhaust link
resources8. Yuan et al. [181] are among the few exhausting link resources be-
fore node resources. Moreover, a lot of experiments are located in the lower
left corner of the gure—an area where resources are not scarce at all, and
nding an embedding should not be too hard for any algorithm.
This means that in many cases, resources are either not scarce at all or fo-
cused largely on scarcity of node resources. Thus, the VNE problem, which is
actually a combination of two dicult problems—node and link embedding—
is actually biased in many experiments. With careful parameter selection it
is possible to generate scenarios which are demanding on both, node and
link mapping. This is relevant for VNE evaluation, unless the algorithm un-
der investigation is designed to work only in a particular environment (e. g.,
where it is known that link resources are vastly overprovisioned).
8 It should be noted, however, that some authors place both node and link demands signi-
cantly higher than the provided resources. For example, Lischka and Karl [115] perform two
more experiments that would be put at (6, 9.0668) and (12, 18.1336), respectively. This does,
however, not necessarily shed more light on the performance of algorithms when resources
are scarce, but a solution might be possible. Therefore, and to keep readability, these points
have been left out of the gure.
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VNR no. (demand) Metrics
1 (40) 2 (50) 3 (100) Acc. ratio Cost R/c ratio
Alg 1 X X — 66% 150 0.6
Alg 2 — — X 33% 140 0.714
Table 8: Example of two incomparable embedding results
3.5.2 Caveats in evaluation
There are three particular points to consider during VNE evaluation. First,
the experimenter should be careful when evaluating scenarios with failed
embeddings, using both acceptance ratio and revenue/cost-based metrics for
the same set of simulations. Second, when choosing between revenue/cost-
based metrics and path length, there is a compelling argument to use the
latter, if unit cost is assumed in the scenario (as is the case in most VNE
evaluations). Finally, there is the problem that optimal solutions are often
not known, making the interpretation of metrics more dicult.
3.5.2.1 Interpreting cost and revenue of scenarios with failed embeddings
It is important to note for evaluation purposes that one has to be careful
about experiments with failed embeddings. If a VNE algorithm does not
manage to gather sucient resources for a VNR, the VNR will be rejected
and embedding will continue with the next VNR. However, it is likely that
two dierent VNE algorithms will reject dierent VNRs in an experiment. In
fact, this is the basic assumption of the acceptance ratio metric. In that case,
a problem arises when additional metrics (e. g., the cost metric) are used to
compare two VNE algorithms under the same simulation settings.
In particular when comparing two VNE algorithms, it is unclear how an
algorithm that embeds less VNRs but has low cost should be rated against
an algorithm that embeds more VNRs but has higher cost. Results may not
be directly comparable in this situation.
As an (hypothetical) example, assume a scenario in which two dierent
VNE algorithms are confronted with the task to embed three VNRs into a
SN with the rst VNR having a total demand sum of 40, the second VNR a
sum of 50, and the third VNR a sum of 100. If the rst algorithm manages
to embed the rst two VNRs with a total cost of 150 substrate resources, but
fails to embed the last VNR, its acceptance ratio will be rated at 66% and its
revenue/cost ratio will be calculated as 90150 = 0.6. If the second algorithm
then fails to embed the rst two VNRs, but manages to embed the third one
with a total cost of 140 substrate resources, its acceptance ratio will be rated
at 33% and its revenue/cost ratio will be calculated as 100140 ≈ 0.714. An
overview of the values is given in Table 8.
In this example, one cannot make a clear statement on which algorithm
did better or worse than the other. The rst algorithm preferred to embed
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more VNRs albeit at higher cost and lower revenue/cost ratio, whereas the
second algorithm decided to embed the larger network despite the resulting
lower acceptance ratio. In absence of a particular reason to value one metric
higher than the other, the two results are eectively incomparable.
Lacking an appropriate weighting of the two metrics one has to make sure,
instead, that equivalent embeddings are compared. A good way of achieving
this is to make sure the same set of VNRs are embedded by all algorithms.
This levels the playing eld for the experiment and allows to directly com-
pare cost and revenue values. However, the acceptance ratio is of course
identical for all algorithms in this case.
In order to make sure the same set of VNRs are embedded, one can discard
all experiments where the set diers between algorithms. This is, however,
quite expensive in terms of experimentation time. Lots of simulation runs
will be wasted this way. An easier way is to ensure that embedding of all
VNRs is possible for all algorithms (i. e., ensure a 100% acceptance ratio for
all algorithms). The drawback to this solution is that the total amount of
demands will be low compared to the total amount of resources in this case.
The best approach will then be to conduct two series of experiments: one
which evaluates and compares revenue and cost under low load conditions
and one which evaluates acceptance ratio under high load conditions.
3.5.2.2 Cost and revenue vs. average path length
One property of the cost and revenue metrics is that they mix node and link
resources and demands without further distinguishing them. Common ex-
perimental settings assume unit cost for both node and link resources, such
that the cost metric actually becomes a metric that simply counts all sub-
strate resources spent for a particular embedding. Link and node resources
contribute equally to the metric. Likewise, revenue becomes a metric that
simply counts all realized demands in all VNRs with virtual nodes and links
contributing again equally to the metric.
This, however, neglects the fact that nodes and links behave quite dier-
ently with regard to cost. Since virtual nodes are always mapped onto ex-
actly one substrate node, cost and revenue both equal the realized demand.
On the other hand, virtual links may be mapped over multiple substrate links
(i. e., a path in the SN). In this case, the cost for a virtual link is calculated
once for every substrate link which supports this virtual link. It follows that,
for any given VNR, algorithms can only improve on the revenue/cost ratio
by changing the mapping of virtual links, not by changing the mapping of
virtual nodes.
This raises the question of whether revenue/cost is really a good metric
for measuring the embedding quality of VNEs algorithms. The inclusion of
node cost dilutes the dierences between algorithms. Measuring only link
cost may be a better way of evaluating the embedding quality. If unit cost is
assumed, this becomes equivalent to the path length metric.
Indeed, path length is more focused on the eect that causes dierences
in resource usage between VNE algorithms. In typical scenarios, the aver-
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Figure 15: Correlation between average path length and revenue/cost
age path length is strongly correlated to the embedding cost. This is shown
in Fig. 15: Evaluating a large number of random scenarios, one can plot the
average path length for each solution on the X-axis and the revenue/cost
ratio belonging to this solution on the Y-axis. The correlation is clearly visi-
ble. Indeed, the Pearson correlation coecient between average path length
and the revenue/cost ratio is about -0.97 in that experiment—i. e., an almost
perfect negative correlation.
One can conclude that, compared to revenue/cost, average path length is
actually better suited to measure embedding quality if cost and revenue are
identical for resources and demands. It measures the same eect in a more
direct way.
3.5.3 Optimal solutions
There is a problem in understanding and interpreting the metrics used for
evaluation of VNE algorithms. Often, the optimal solution for a particular
scenario is not known in advance. For some metrics, a theoretical optimum
is available. For example, in the cases of the revenue/cost ratio, average path
length, or the acceptance ratio, the theoretical optimum would be exactly
one9 (or 100% in the latter case). However, in all three cases it is typically
unclear whether that theoretical optimum can actually be reached. Typically,
it will only serve as an upper or lower bound.
9 It should be noted that an average path length of one indicates also a maximum and minimum
path length of one, as paths have to traverse at least one link
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This is obvious for the acceptance ratio. If there are too many VNRs, it
is impossible for any algorithm to embed all of them in the SN. For the rev-
enue/cost ratio—although maybe less obvious—similar restrictions apply. It
is unclear whether a revenue/cost ratio of 1.0 is even possible in a particu-
lar scenario. The situation is similar for path length: it is unclear whether
all virtual links in a given scenario can be mapped to a single physical link
(i. e., whether it is possible to map adjacent virtual nodes only on adjacent
substrate nodes).
A possible remedy to this situation is to compute the optimal solution
in advance with an exact VNE algorithm. However, this is not practical in
most situations due to time constraints. This approach is therefore limited
to a small number of scenarios with limited scope.
A better approach would be to construct random scenarios such that the
real optimum is known a priori. This requires coordination between the dif-
ferent sources of randomness for scenario generation parameters: Topology
generation, number of nodes, and resource and demand distribution. Such
an approach has not been discussed in the literature, so far. Chapter 5 of
this thesis presents novel scenario generation elements that aim to construct
such scenarios.
3.6 chapter summary
It is shown in this chapter that evaluation of VNE algorithms is a wide and
diverse matter worth investigating. A thorough, formal problem description
helps to understand the actual problem and identify the particular proper-
ties of the individual concepts and their respective relationships. The formu-
lation with NWMs provides a novel view on the VNE problem and allows to
formulate several aspects more precisely. Moreover, although lots of prob-
lem formulations exist in the VNE literature, the particular types of VNE
algorithms have remained undened, so far. By providing a formal deni-
tions it is shown in this chapter that any algorithm can be used both in an
online as well as in an oine context.
Experimental evaluation via simulation is the preferred method of VNE
algorithm evaluation. It allows to cover a wide range of possible application
contexts without becoming infeasible. Simulation can be performed either
in an oine Monte-Carlo experiment or online in a DES. It is argued here
that, unless particular time-dependent aspects of the VNE problem are in-
vestigated, both approaches can be used interchangeably—the static Monte-
Carlo approach then has the advantage of generating less random noise for
the experiment.
A literature review of current VNE evaluation approaches is provided, de-
picting both a wide range of parameter settings and evaluation metrics. It is
shown that there is only little variation in the parameters used in VNE liter-
ature. On the one hand, parameters are often repeated from previous work.
On the other hand, however, authors tend to change at least some parameter
values, thereby limiting full comparability between experiments. This raises
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the question of whether the parameter space is actually adequately explored
in the literature. In particular, it is shown that scarcity of link resources is
not as well investigated as could be expected.
For metrics, there are some stumbling blocks that should be avoided dur-
ing evaluation. Evaluating scenarios with rejected VNRs with revenue and
cost may lead to incomparable results. This means that the scenarios used
to evaluate revenue and cost have to be dierent from the scenarios used to
evaluate the acceptance ratio. Moreover, it is shown that the average path
length may actually serve better than cost to describe algorithm behavior—
in particular if unit cost is assumed. In general, there is also the problem
that optimal solutions for a particular scenario are usually unknown for any
metric. This may make it dicult to interpret results correctly.
The range of parameters and metrics used in generation of VNE scenarios
highlights the need for a exible simulation environment. Such an environ-
ment should not only support a number of dierent VNE algorithms, but
also be exible with regard to setting scenario generation parameters. More-
over, it should support arbitrary metrics to support proper evaluation. An
example of such a simulator is presented in Chapter 4.
Moreover, it is clear that a more structured scenario generation approach
could be helpful. Current state of the art depends on a large amount of
randomness which may lead to unintended bias in particular aspects. Also,
it is often unclear whether the generated scenarios are actually solvable.
Chapter 5 presents novel scenario generators that produce scenarios with
a known optimal solution.
Some important questions remain unanswered: What inuence do dier-
ent parameters have on the simulation result? Which parameters are more
inuential than others? Do particular parameters inuence various evalua-
tion metrics in dierent ways? Such questions can only be answered by a
structured approach to VNE evaluation. Chapter 6 presents an example for
such a structured approach, utilizing the concepts presented in Chapters 4
and 5.

4
A N A R C H I T E C T U R E F O R V I R T UA L N E T W O R K
E M B E D D I N G S I M U L AT I O N
As discussed in Chapter 3, simulation is the preferred method of Virtual Net-
work Embedding (VNE) algorithm evaluation. For evaluation via simulation,
an algorithm is implemented and extended with simulation code—namely a
VNE simulator. Such a simulator supports the conduction of experiments by
implementing the VNE simulation process—in particular, taking care of gen-
erating appropriate VNE problems, setting up the algorithm environment,
supervising algorithm execution, reading the solution from the algorithm,
and providing the results to the experimenter for further analysis (cf. Sec-
tion 3.2).
Although it is possible to write specialized simulation code for each exper-
iment, in order to ease extensive evaluation of VNE algorithms a more exi-
ble approach is preferable. Having a structured approach to simulation with
a well tested simulation code base also facilitates more reliable evaluation,
as bugs in the simulation code become less likely. Moreover, the exibility
is needed to fully support application of the various parameters and metrics
discussed in Chapter 3. Ideally, the VNE simulator should allow addition and
investigation of even further parameters and metrics.
This chapter presents a exible and extendible architecture for VNE sim-
ulation. The focus is on oine embedding, which provides a good starting
point for evaluation for most cases already (cf. Section 3.2). Using the pub-
licly available ALEVIN1 simulator as an example, generic guidelines for im-
plementing a VNE simulator are developed. ALEVIN has been developed
from the start to facilitate comparison of VNE algorithms. However, the
novel evaluation concepts discussed in this thesis require a new approach to
VNE algorithm simulation. In particular, a more exible scenario generation
process and a fully automated simulation process are required. The respec-
tive necessary modications to ALEVIN made by the author to increase sim-
ulation exibility and enable more streamlined evaluation are highlighted in
particular in this chapter.
First, a set of requirements for VNE simulation is formulated in Section 4.1.
Based on those requirements, in Section 4.2 the major components of a VNE
simulator are identied and their potential interfaces for extension by the
experimenter are discussed. A particular focus is made in Section 4.3 on the
modeling of constraints, as these form a central part of the VNE problem. The
structured generation of random embedding scenarios is a highly relevant
topic for VNE algorithm evaluation. In Section 4.4 two possible approaches
for scenario generation are analyzed and compared, and a concise notation
describing the generated type of scenarios is introduced. Section 4.5 presents
1 The author of this thesis is one of the main developers of ALEVIN
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a generic le format for specifying experiments that allows the experimenter
to preserve ne-grained control over each aspect of VNE evaluation. Sec-
tion 4.6 provides an overview of the architecture of the ALEVIN simulator
as an example for implementation of the discussed concepts. Finally, Sec-
tion 4.7 summarizes and concludes this chapter.
4.1 reqirements of a virtual network embedding simula-
tor
The wide range of simulation and evaluation settings discussed in Chapter 3
indicate that evaluation of VNE algorithms is performed for a large variety
of experiments. Multiple parameters can be varied in those experiments—
either isolated or concurrently. Several metrics are commonly used for eval-
uation, and many more can be devised for evaluating specic aspects of the
VNE problem. These facts indicate a set of requirements for a generic VNE
simulation framework.
The primary requirement for every VNE simulator, of course, is to nd an
appropriate software model for the VNE problem. This model has to cover a
large variety of VNE problem instances. It also has to be detailed enough to
allow thorough evaluation. However, this alone does not yet capture the ex-
ibility that is often necessary for VNE evaluation. A generic VNE simulator,
therefore, ideally supports the following additional requirements:
flexible generation of scenarios An investigation of various types
of scenarios is necessary to be able to fully explore algorithm behav-
ior in its intended application domain. This means that it has to be
possible to generate a sucient variety of scenarios from a set of key
parameters. Appropriate scenario generators that can be parameter-
ized by the experimenter support this requirement.
support of various constraints Although the common approach to
VNE simulation is to just set real-valued constraints for nodes and
links (i. e., node and link resources and demands), still several exper-
iments introduce additional constraints—both quantitative and quali-
tative. Indeed, investigating the VNE problem in a particular context
may require special constraints, e. g., to distinguish between forward-
ing and computing nodes. Support of various constraints thus not only
enables a fair comparison with the literature, but also facilitates re-
search on novel aspects of the VNE problem. The constraint model of
the simulator therefore has to support extension via additional con-
straints.
support of various vne algorithms Comparison of various VNE al-
gorithms is necessary to demonstrate improvements made in the em-
bedding process. This applies to algorithms with dierent embedding
strategies as well as to variants of a single algorithm (e. g., by varying
a specic algorithm parameter such as backtracking depth). A VNE
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simulator thus has to support easy conguration and exchange of algo-
rithms. Moreover, the simulator has to make sure that each algorithm
is evaluated with the same set of problems—otherwise the compara-
bility of results would suer.
support of various metrics Application of various metrics is neces-
sary to be able to evaluate and compare algorithms that optimize ac-
cording to dierent criteria. One algorithm might, for example, focus
on maximizing the amount of spare resources in the Substrate Net-
work (SN) to facilitate the embedding of more Virtual Network Re-
quests (VNRs), whereas another algorithm might try to minimize the
amount of active substrate nodes to minimize energy consumption of
the SN. To compare both algorithms on a fair basis, both eects should
be measured for the respectively provided solution.
batch processing of experiments Another challenge arises from the
amount of data needed to obtain conclusive results for an experiment,
and the time needed to get such data. In order to obtain sucient em-
pirical evidence, a large number of scenarios is typically generated
randomly. Some parameters will be xed, some will be varied by the
experimenter, and some will be randomized. When the inuence of
several parameters should be tested, it is easy to end up with thou-
sands of problems to solve (e. g., varying 2 independent parameters in
10 discrete steps, and repeating each instance 10 times for condence
already results in 1000 problems to be generated). Considering the run-
time complexity of the VNE problem itself, evaluation of such a large
number of problems likely takes a signicant amount of time—even if
heuristics are used. If experiments are performed on a single machine,
experience shows that it is quite possible to wait hours, or even days,
for the results. Since neither manual generation of problems nor con-
stant supervision of the execution are feasible in this situation, it is
therefore advisable for a simulator to have an option for batch gener-
ation and processing of problems.
All of these aspects should be easy to control by the experimenter. This
poses a challenge to the architecture of a VNE simulator. On the one hand,
a high level of exibility is needed to enable the experimenter to modify
whatever is needed for a particular experiment. On the other hand, it is de-
sirable to avoid changes to the core simulation code base as much as possible,
as such changes may jeopardize the comparability of dierent experiments
and introduce new bugs. It follows that a clear experimentation workow
with well-dened interfaces is necessary.
In this chapter an architecture for a generic, exible VNE simulator is pre-
sented. As a basis, the ALEVIN simulator is used and extended where neces-
sary. ALEVIN was implemented to compare VNE algorithms on a common
ground. Its main focus was from the start to support comparability between
dierent VNE algorithms and their evaluation under various conditions. Spe-
cial care was taken to ensure easy extensibility via clearly dened inter-
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faces. Extensibility was focused on development of new algorithms, eval-
uation with new metrics, and formulation of new constraints in the form of
resource/demand pairs.
4.2 components of a virtual network embedding simulator
To implement a versatile VNE simulation tool, it is helpful to identify its
primary functional blocks. In general, a VNE simulator is comprised of ve
fundamental components:
• The VNE model, with classes representing the substrate and virtual
networks and their respective resources and demands;
• The problem generation, where scenarios are created and assembled;
• The algorithm execution, where a particular VNE algorithm is loaded,
congured, and set to work on the generated scenarios;
• The evaluation, where various metrics are applied to the result com-
puted by the VNE algorithm;
• And, nally, the export of the algorithm results and evaluation data
for further information processing.
These components reect the three steps of scenario generation, algo-
rithm execution, and result evaluation already discussed in Section 3.2, with
the addition of the underlying VNE model and appropriate data export mech-
anisms for further analysis. Each VNE simulator will have an implementa-
tion of these ve components to some extent. They are complemented in
the simulation engine by code that orchestrates the interaction between the
ve components. Together, this allows to conduct experiments as a series of
simulation runs. These two concepts can be dened as follows:
Definition 26 (Run). A simulation run is a tuple (S, vne,M,S, res) such that
S is a scenario, vne is a VNE algorithm,M is a set of embedding metrics, S is
an embedding solution, and res is the set of corresponding metric results.
A simulation run represents a single execution of a Monte-Carlo experi-
ment. It pairs a particular scenario with a VNE algorithm. It provides data
structures to record how the scenario was generated (along with all relevant
scenario generation parameters), which metrics were used for evaluation,
and which results were achieved by the algorithm.
Scenarios may be reused in a further experiment to facilitate evaluation
with multiple algorithms. Thus, a scenario is uniquely identied by the pa-
rameters with which it was created, whereas a simulation run is uniquely
identied by the combination of a scenario and an algorithm. Multiple sim-
ulation runs then comprise an experiment:
Definition 27 (Experiment). An experiment is a sequence of runs (Ri)i=1,...,n
with the same VNE algorithm vne and set of metricsM.
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Figure 16: Components of a VNE simulator and their interfaces
Giving experimenters the ability to inuence all ve components of a
VNE simulator in order to perform specic experiments can greatly enhance
evaluation exibility. As already mentioned, it is not advisable to manually
change the code base for each experiment, as this easily leads to code du-
plication, lack of modularization, and lack of repeatability of experiments.
Instead, having clearly dened interfaces for specic functionality supplied
by the experimenter for each component allows to dierentiate between
experiment-specic code and core simulation code. This not only increases
trust in the experimentation code but also facilitates faster experimentation.
Fig. 16 shows the interactions between the main components of a VNE
simulator and the interfaces with which particular functionality can be pro-
vided by the experimenter. The model component is extended by specic
constraints. The problem generation uses generators provided by the exper-
imenter. Algorithm execution requires an interface for the VNE algorithms
to be investigated. Evaluation uses the metrics specied by the experimenter.
Finally, data export uses exporters to report experimental data in an appro-
priate format. These components are hereafter described in more detail.
4.2.1 Virtual Network Embedding model
The VNE model component provides an appropriate data model to repre-
sent VNE problems. It is, therefore, referenced by all other components. In
order to enable VNE simulation, two basic concepts have to be modeled in
software:
1. The substrate and virtual topologies with nodes and links
2. The constraints of the problem, in particular resources and demands
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Substrate and virtual topologies can be modeled as graphs, using com-
mon data structures applicable for graphs. If the only constraints considered
are real-numbered node and link weights, an implementation of a Network
Weight Matrix (NWM), as presented in Chapter 3, may already suce. The
model component then only has to provide appropriate functions to allow
other components to create and modify NWMs.
However, in some cases the experimenter may want to add more specic
constraints, e. g., to investigate how VNE algorithms behave in the face of
multiple resource/demand pairs or to evaluate a more specialized variant of
the VNE problem. In that case, these constraints have to be modeled as well,
along with appropriate functions to create them and to determine whether
they are satised. This requires a exible constraint model that can support
various dierent constraints—ideally allowing to incorporate any additional
constraints provided by the experimenter. An example of such a model is
presented in Section 4.3.
4.2.2 Problem generation
The problem generation component is responsible for creating appropriate
scenarios. It uses the data structures provided by the model to build and
prepare a scenario for experimentation. Since evaluation calls for a large
number of scenarios, a random generation process is needed, controlled by
a set of generation parameters.
Here, the experimenter may want to extend the functionality by provid-
ing custom scenario generation or modication code. This is, in particular,
required if additional constraints have been added to the model, as they need
to be generated for the scenarios to be used. Moreover, experiments may re-
quire to vary specic parameters of the problem. For example, if the VNE
algorithm under investigation is expected to operate as part of a data cen-
ter architecture, the generated SNs topologies should reect this (e. g., using
fat tree topologies [? 45]). For this, the problem generation component has
to support various generators that are specied by the experimenter. This
makes the denition of an architecture for problem generation a challenging
task. Two possible approaches for such an architecture for scenario genera-
tion are presented in Section 4.4.
4.2.3 Algorithm execution
The algorithm execution component hands the problem to the VNE algo-
rithm and reads the result after completion of the algorithm. Here, allowing
execution of various algorithms is necessary—otherwise comparison to the
state of the art in VNE is not possible. For this component, an interface is
therefore advisable, allowing experimenters to freely plug in and evaluate
new VNE algorithm.
Once the scenarios have been generated, the VNE algorithm under inves-
tigation is started to solve the problem. The VNE simulator is responsible for
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initializing the algorithm specied by the experimenter. Additional param-
eters may have to be set to initialize the algorithm properly (e. g., setting a
limit for backtracking steps). The algorithm tries to calculate an embedding
for all VNRs in the scenario, reporting the result of successful embeddings.
Before the evaluation of each scenario, the simulator may start a timer to
capture the time taken for embedding.
During the embedding process, an algorithm is only allowed to change
the mapping of nodes and links in the scenario. After the algorithm nishes,
the simulator may check the validity of the calculated embedding. The em-
bedding has to be consistent. A few things to check by the simulator:
• Are all virtual nodes of a VNR embedded?
• Are all virtual links of a VNR embedded?
• Does every virtual link start at the substrate node that hosts the vir-
tual source node and end at the substrate node that hosts the virtual
destination node?
• Are the paths taken by virtual links consecutive?
• Are all constraints being kept?
Only if all those conditions are met is the embedding considered valid.
Once the embedding is nished, the time taken is recorded. If the embed-
ding is a valid one, the result is stored and the algorithm continues with the
next scenario. At the end of the experiment, all scenarios together with the
generated mapping information are collected and evaluation takes place.
4.2.4 Evaluation of Virtual Network Embedding algorithm performance
Once the VNE algorithm is nished with calculating the embeddings, the
result is evaluated. The evaluation component applies a variety of metrics to
the result that was computed by the VNE algorithm. Dierent experiments
will call for dierent metrics. To fully support this, the evaluation component
needs an interface for the experimenter to provide custom metrics. A support
for arbitrary metrics in the evaluation component allows the experimenter
to focus on and investigate any aspect of the solution found by an algorithm.
At this point, the simulator has to collect and aggregate data for all met-
rics that are selected by the experimenter. The value for every metric is cal-
culated, using the scenario together with the embedding result. This can
either be done within the simulation framework itself or—provided results
can be exported appropriately—performed by external tools. The calculated
values are then stored along with the VNE algorithm, the scenario, and the
parameters used for its generation.
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4.2.5 Data export
The data export component allows the experimenter to extract data from the
experiment for further analysis. After all metrics have been calculated for all
scenarios, the results have to be presented to the experimenter. The exper-
imenter can then investigate the generated data and process it for further
use.
Data analysis is an important aspect of evaluation. The evaluation of VNE
algorithms via simulation can generate a large amount of data. Quick data
exploration is necessary to provide guidance for further experimentation.
This requires the export of the results computed by the metrics and the al-
gorithm. It is advisable to have a well-dened le format such that the or-
ganization of data does not change from one experiment to the next. Other-
wise, the use of fast data exploration approaches would be seriously impeded.
Moreover, data processing scripts could not be easily reused in that case, but
would have to be changed whenever the experiment is modied. In contrast,
a generic export format containing the initial parameters that generated the
scenario, the mapping information, and the evaluation results enables the
experimenter to streamline the evaluation process and focus on the inter-
pretation of the generated data. Being able to perfectly recreate previously
generated scenarios supports focused and streamlined analysis even further.
Providing the possibility for the experimenter to extend this component
with custom functionality can enable a wider range of analysis by exporting
data in formats that are easy to use by third party tools for data analysis.
While it is certainly possible to simply generate a few standard gures for
each experiment, experiments can dier drastically in both their setup and
their results, and often the actual trends in data may not be easily visible
in generic gures. One can, of course, just extend the types and amount of
gures generated. A more exible approach, however, leaves the choice to
the experimenter, providing an interface that enables insertion of code that
will export the results to any format suitable for further evaluation.
4.2.6 Simulation orchestration
Orchestration of the simulation ties the individual components together. To
perform an experiment, the appropriate classes are initialized, such that the
generic process of scenario generation, algorithm execution, and result eval-
uation can be performed. Afterwards, results are exported, as specied.
The simulation orchestration component oversees and organizes the cor-
rect execution of such an experiment. It identies and generates the individ-
ual runs that have to be performed, based on the specication by the experi-
menter. For each run, it controls the correct sequence of the experimentation
process, initializing and executing each simulator component appropriately.
Full automation of the orchestration process, therefore, is a prerequisite for
unattended batch processing of experiments.
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Figure 17: Resource/demand pairs for a substrate node and one virtual node
4.3 modeling of constraints
Constraints are what makes the VNE problem actually dicult. They dene
the borders of the solution space. One possibility to model constraints is
to see them as a combination of properties of substrate network elements
and respective requirements of virtual network elements. Only if all require-
ments by all virtual elements are satised with the appropriate properties
can a VNR be embedded. While the most widely used constraints are CPU
cycles for nodes and bandwidth capacity for links (cf. Section 3.3), more con-
straints are conceivable and, indeed, also used in the literature.
The ALEVIN approach for constraints is based on pairing resources with
demands [20]	. Each substrate entity provides a set of resources and each
virtual entity poses a corresponding set of demands. Each demand is satis-
ed by a particular resource and each resource satises a particular demand
(cf. Fig. 17). This approach already allows to extend the simple “CPU cy-
cles/link bandwidth” model to also include further types of resources like,
e. g., memory on nodes. For exibility, ALEVIN requires the experimenter to
specify for each resource/demand pair two functions, the rst one dening
the condition under which a given resource satises a given demand, and
the second one dening how the embedding will change the resource (e. g.,
subtract the demand from the remaining available resource).
In general, constraints can be quantitative (i. e., referring to a countable
entity) or qualitative (i. e., referring to a characteristic trait) in nature. It is
argued here that the “resource/demand pairs” model adopted in ALEVIN is
versatile enough to cover several use cases for very dierent types of con-
straints.
4.3.1 Quantitative constraints
Quantitative constraints represent countable properties of substrate nodes
and links and the respective demands of virtual nodes and links. The most
typical type of quantitative properties are node and link resources. A re-
source is a scarce property of a network node or a link that is consumed by
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virtual network elements. Resources are spent when a VNR is embedded and
can not be reused for another VNR.
The canonical example of using CPU cycles and link bandwidth as re-
sources can be easily extended to consider more than a single type of re-
source for substrate nodes and links. For example, substrate nodes may also
have limited memory and disk capacity, whereas virtual nodes pose a respec-
tive demand on each of those resources. A VNE algorithm then has to make
sure that the node mapping satises all constraints—CPU cycles, memory,
and disk capacity. It should be noted that the theoretical complexity of the
embedding problem stays the same even if multiple types of resources are
considered. Whereas node embedding with a single resource is related to the
bin-packing problem, node embedding with multiple resources is related to
the vector-packing problem instead—both being NP-complete problems.
Beyond resources, there are also numerous other quantitative constraints.
While it is impossible to list all constraints that can be considered for VNE
evaluation, three examples that are used multiple times in the literature
are given here: geographic distance, link delay, and energy consumption
(cf. [165] and [20]	). For each example, a discussion on whether and how
it can be modeled with the resource/demand pair approach is provided.
geographic distance Geographic distance puts a limit on how far a
virtual node may be mapped from its desired location. For this con-
straint, each substrate node is annotated with a geographic location
(two-dimensional coordinates on a plane in the most simple case) and
each virtual node has a respective desired location. The VNE algorithm
should try to map the virtual node as close as possible to its desired lo-
cation. Virtual nodes may have, in addition, a maximum distance they
are willing to diverge from this location.
Although distance is not a resource, the resource/demand pairs ap-
proach of ALEVIN can be used to model this constraint. The location
of a substrate node is modeled as a “resource” and the desired location
of a virtual node is modeled as a “demand”. The demand is satised
when its maximum distance from the desired location is not exceeded.
Embedding does not change the resource in this case.
link delay Link delay represents another quantitative constraint that is
considered several times in the literature. Communication within a
VNR may require low link delay. Virtual links then require to be mapped
on a path that does not exceed a given maximum delay. In the SN, the
dierent causes of delay—i. e., processing, queueing, transmission, and
propagation delay—have to be considered. Transmission and propaga-
tion delay are often static and can be modeled by annotating substrate
links with a value that indicates the sum of both delay types experi-
enced by data sent over that link. Processing and queueing delay are
more complex, depending on the load of substrate nodes, and are often
ignored for VNE evaluation.
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Similar to geographic distance, the combination of transmission and
propagation delay can be modeled with the resource/demand pairs ap-
proach. The maximum delay of a virtual link is modeled as a demand,
and the combined transmission and propagation delay of a substrate
link is modeled as resource. Care has to be taken, however, for satis-
fying a demand: A “delay demand” is not satised by a single “delay
resource”, but has to take all “delay resources” on the entire path over
which the virtual link is to be mapped into account. The sum of all
these resources then must not surpass the demand. Again, embedding
does not change the resource.
energy consumption Energy consumption is yet another type of quan-
titative constraint. It is a property of substrate nodes or links. It can be
modeled in two ways: Either energy consumption is static with a xed
value for every “active” node and link, or energy consumption depends
on the current load of the substrate element. In the rst case, a value
indicating the total energy consumption of the respective device is as-
signed to each substrate element. The second case requires dynamic
recalculation of energy consumption as the embedding changes dur-
ing the simulation.
Static energy consumption is easily modeled with the ALEVIN ap-
proach by assigning an “energy resource” to each substrate element.
For this type of constraint, there is no respective “demand” other than
the fact that a mapping of a virtual entity to a substrate entity requires
the latter to be active (and, therefore, to consume energy). To conform
to the ALEVIN approach, an empty demand is used, which is satised
by every energy resource. Again, resources are not changed by the
embedding.
All three of these examples have already been used for experimentation
and are implemented in ALEVIN (cf. http://alevin.sf.net/). In
summary, although the ALEVIN approach focuses on resources and demands,
it is to some extent still possible to evaluate other types of quantitative con-
straints by appropriately reinterpreting the semantics of the resource/de-
mand pairs model. In particular, the model is versatile enough to cover the
most commonly used constraints of VNE evaluation.
4.3.2 Qualitative constraints
Qualitative constraints serve to dierentiate nodes from each other, both in
the SN and the VNRs. They typically reect particular functional require-
ments of the VNRs. There are various applications for such dierentiation.
For example, one might dierentiate between nodes that serve as routers
from server nodes that can perform further computation on data. In that
case, the attribute “server” is demanded by those virtual nodes requiring
computation functionality.
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There are interesting applications of this concept for security-aware em-
bedding approaches. For example, security-critical virtual nodes may require
particular software to be present on the substrate node, such as a trusted
hypervisor or a virus scanner. Virtual nodes may also require a particular
operating environment of a substrate node. This does not just apply to the
Operating System (OS) itself: virtual nodes may, for example, also require
their communication to be protected by a Network Intrusion Detection Sys-
tem (NIDS), or virtual links may require to be protected by a rewall. Like-
wise, resilience concepts can be realized with qualitative constraints. Vir-
tual nodes may, for example, demand hardware redundancy measures like
a Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) system, or demand to be
protected by a data backup mechanism.
All these constraints can be modeled by attaching a “tag” to a node. Multi-
ple tags may be present at any one time. A virtual node can only be mapped
to a substrate node with the corresponding set of tags (i. e.the set of tags on
the substrate node has to be a superset of the set of tags on the virtual node).
In ALEVIN the resource/demand pairs model can be used to realize qualita-
tive constraints. For each tag, a respective resource/demand pair is created.
Each demand is satised by any corresponding resource and embedding does
not change the resources.
4.4 scenario generation
This section is an extended version of Section IV of “Generating Virtual Network
Problems with Guaranteed Solutions” by Fischer and De Meer [17]
	
Flexible scenario generation is a key requirement for a VNE simulator. Sev-
eral dierent parameters such as network size, number of VNRs, or resource
and demand ranges have to be supported. Moreover, experiments will typi-
cally focus on dierent aspects of the VNE problem. For example, one exper-
iment may investigate the eects of increasing the SN size, whereas another
experiment may vary the distribution of resources and demands. This has
to be reected in the scenarios that are generated for evaluation. To cover
a sucient range of possible congurations and to gain trust in evaluation
results, scenarios are typically generated in large numbers with a random
generation process.
It is helpful to identify components that can be reused by dierent experi-
ments. For example, generators for Waxman [174] and Erdös-Rényi [67, 81]
topologies are likely to be used in many dierent experiments. Likewise,
a random distribution of node and link resources and demands will have
to be implemented in many experiments, as well. Identifying those compo-
nents and exporting a common interface to the experimenter allows him to
rapidly set up new experiments with minimal change to the code base. Ide-
ally, the experimenter should be able to provide code that inuences only
a small, specic aspect of scenario generation without changing the rest of
the generation process at all. Here, two architectural approaches to scenario
generation are compared, regarding how well they support this idea.
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Figure 18: Random scenario generation process using dedicated generators for
topologies, resources, and demands
4.4.1 Using topology, resource, and demand generators
The primary challenge for a exible scenario generation architecture is to
support the decomposition of functionality into well-dened parts, while
still supporting complex scenario generation processes. The conventional
approach to scenario generation works by rst using topology generators to
create a set of topologies as a basis. One of these topologies becomes the SN,
the others are taken for the VNRs. Constraints (i. e., resources and demands)
are then randomly assigned to the generated nodes and links.
This scenario generation process is depicted in Fig. 18. SNs and Virtual
Networks (VNs) are generated separately, with each respective generator
controlled by its own parameters. The substrate topology is extended by a
resource generator, which assigns resources to nodes and links. Likewise,
each virtual topology is extended by a demand generator, assigning node
and link demands. The result in both cases is the generated network.
Typically, several VNR are generated by repeating the process for the VNs
multiple times. Also, resource and demand generators may actually be split
into multiple more specialized generators, e. g., to be able to control the ran-
dom value ranges for node and link weights separately. At the end, substrate
and virtual networks are combined to form the nal scenario, which is then
handed on to the VNE algorithm.
This approach can, in particular, be identied in all four VNE simulators
presented in Section 2.4. Topology generation is either delegated to an exter-
nal tool like, e. g., the GT-ITM [184] or BRITE [132] topology generators, or
is an internal part of the simulation framework. While the approach serves
well for common VNE evaluation purposes, there are still some shortcom-
ings that provide ample motivation to consider a dierent approach:
• The independent random processes make it very hard to inuence par-
ticular aspects like, e. g., avoiding the generation of scenarios that are
impossible to solve completely.
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• The correlation of virtual and substrate network generation is not sup-
ported by this approach.
• Changing any part of the generation process is intricate and requires
changes to the simulation code base.
To overcome these shortcomings, an approach is called for that can sup-
port in particular a more exible combination of arbitrary functional gener-
ation elements. An example for such an approach is proposed next.
4.4.2 Using a chain of generation elements
The conventional approach to random scenario generation is limited in that
it supports only particular kinds of generators that are executed in a xed,
predened order. Here, a more exible approach to random scenario gener-
ation is presented that avoids this limitation by introducing arbitrary gener-
ation elements that can—in principle—be executed in any order. To this end,
the concept of a pipe-and-lter architecture (cf. Hohpe and Woolf [88]) is
adapted to random scenario generation. Arbitrary scenario generation ele-
ments (or “lters”) are specied by the experimenter and combined for the
experiment to form a chain of scenario generation elements. Upon each in-
vocation this chain then generates a new, dierent scenario.
To support arbitrary ordering of these elements, a simple interface speci-
es that a scenario generation element takes a scenario and returns a modi-
ed scenario. Thus, a scenario generation element is dened as follows:
Definition 28 (Scenario generation element). Let Sin be a scenario, R
be a RandomNumber Generator (RNG), andP be a sequence of parameters rep-
resented as key-value pairs. A scenario generation element is then a function
CE : (Sin,R,P) 7→ Sout that modies a scenario according to the specied
parameters with the help of the RNG, and returns the modied scenario.
Each individual element implements a specic part of the scenario genera-
tion process. Parameters are supplied by the experimenter to further control
element behavior. A single, common RNG is used for all scenario genera-
tion elements to allow generation of multiple dierent scenarios for each
parameter combination. Assuming that this RNG is an implicit parameter
to each scenario generation element, a given element CE with parameters
p1,p2, . . . can simply be denoted as CE(p1,p2, . . . ) or also CE , if param-
eters are clear from the context.
Scenario generation elements can be arbitrarily simple or complex, as long
as the basic interface of taking, modifying, and returning a scenario is ad-
hered to. This architectural simplicity allows to concatenate an arbitrary
number of these elements, similar to the “pipes” concept used in UNIX shell
programming (cf. Ritchie [152]), where, based on the “universal” interface
of exchanging character streams, an arbitrary number of programs are con-
catenated to form complex commands. In a similar way, the concatenation
of scenario generation elements can produce a complex scenario generation
chain. Such a chain is dened as follows:
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Figure 19: A chain of scenario generation elements
Definition 29 (Scenario generation chain). Given a sequence of scenario
generation elements (CEi)i=1,...,n, a corresponding sequence of parameters
(Pi)i=1,...,n and a RNG R, let S0 be the empty scenario. A scenario gen-
eration chain is then the functional composition of the individual scenario
generation elements, generating intermediate results (Si)i=1,...,n such that
∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} : Si = CEi(Si−1,R,Pi).
Each element processes a single scenario which is taken from the preced-
ing element in the chain and handed on to the next element after modica-
tion. The nal result, Sn, is the scenario that is then evaluated by the VNE
algorithm. This allows for a very concise notation, describing the type of
generated scenarios precisely. A given scenario generation chain with ele-
ments (CEi)i=1,...,n can be written as: CE1 CE2 . . . CEn
Figure 19 demonstrates this concept. The experimenter species a chain
of scenario generation elements, a set of parameters to congure those el-
ements, and the initial seed for the internal RNG. Each time the chain is
invoked, a new scenario is generated. The chain is started with an “empty”
scenario and, after passing all elements, produces the nal scenario which
is used for evaluation of the VNE algorithm by the VNE simulator.
4.4.3 Replicating a conventional scenario generation process
The chain-based generation approach can fully replicate an approach based
on specialized topology, resource, and demand generators, such as the one
discussed in Section 4.4.1. The respective generators just have to be modied
such that the signature of a scenario generation element is adhered to. By
then chaining the generators in the right order, the same type of scenarios
can be generated. As an example, to replicate a scenario such as the one
used by Chowdhury et al. [59] with Erdös-Rényi networks and randomly
assigned CPU and bandwidth resources and demands, the following scenario
generation elements are needed:
erdös-rényi (sn) This element generates an Erdös-Rényi topology for
the SN. It takes the number of nodes n to be generated, and a parame-
ter pl indicating the probability for a link between two nodes as input.
As a scenario generation element, it is denoted here as: ERS(n,pl)
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erdös-rényi (vnr) This element generates multiple Erdös-Rényi topolo-
gies for the VNRs. Unlike its substrate counterpart, a random number
of nodes to be generated is chosen within an interval [nl,nh]. These
nodes are then connected with link probability pl. Additionally, the
numberm of topologies to generate is taken as a parameter. As a sce-
nario generation element, it is denoted as: ERV (nl,nh,pl,m)
cpu and bandwidth resources These two elements assign CPU re-
sources to each substrate node and bandwidth resources to each sub-
strate link. The respective values are taken from a random interval
[rl, rh]. The interval may dier for CPU and bandwidth—therefore,
two elements are actually dened: CPUS(rl, rh) and BWS(rl, rh)
cpu and bandwidth demand Similar to the resource elements, these
elements assign CPU demands to each virtual node and bandwidth
demands to each virtual link. Virtual nodes and links are considered
from all previously generated VNRs topologies. Again, the respective
value is taken from a random interval [rl, rh], which may dier for
CPU and bandwidth. The respective notations are: CPUV (rl, rh) and
BWV (rl, rh)
Using this notation, a scenario generation chain generating the same type
of scenarios as the much cited example by Chowdhury et al. [59] (using the
values from Table 6) can be described as follows (line broken for readability):
ERS(50, 0.5) CPUS(50, 100) BWS(50, 100) . . .
. . . ERV (2, 10, 0.5, 40) CPUV (0, 20) BWV (0, 50)
This notation suces to fully describe the type of scenarios generated.
The only remaining variable is the randomness introduced by the RNG. If
the provided seed for the RNG is identical, the generated scenario will be
identical, as well. The notation, therefore, can serve to document the type
of scenarios generated for a particular experiment. This helps to increase
reproducibility of experimental results.
In order to replicate, instead, the experimental settings by Yu et al. [179],
another element is needed:
waxman (sn) This element generates a SN with a Waxman topology. It
takes as input the number of nodes n and two parameters α and β,
controlling the Waxman topology generator (cf. [174]). As a scenario
generation element it can be described as: WS(n,α,β)
The respective scenario generation chain for this type of scenario (with
values taken again from Table 6) is then described as:
WS(100, 0.5, 0.2) CPUS(0, 100) BWS(0, 100) . . .
. . . ERV (2, 10, 0.5, 50) CPUV (25, 25) BWV (50, 50)
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With these elements in place, no functionality is lost compared to the con-
ventional approach and the same type of scenarios can be generated. More-
over, the exibility of this approach is demonstrated by the fact, that only
one element of the entire chain had to be exchanged to switch from one type
of scenario to another. Multiple other scenario generation elements can be
conceived to further diversify the possible types of generated scenarios.
4.4.4 Further types of chain elements
There is a number of possible scenario generation elements. Some straight-
forward examples include import elements, topology generators, topology
modication elements, and constraint generators. However, more elements
can be thought of and implemented. Indeed, the advantage of the proposed
architecture lies exactly in the exibility of dening novel functional blocks
and composing them into a whole. Elements can be roughly categorized as
follows:
4.4.4.1 External import elements
For some experiments, scenarios may be imported from les. This can be
scenarios saved from a previous experiment or (partial) scenarios from an-
other source. For example, topologies may be read from popular graph le
formats such as Graphviz2 or GraphML3. Also, external topology generation
tools like the BRITE or GT-ITM generators may be used. In some cases, net-
works can be imported with appropriate resource descriptions (e. g., when
importing networks from the SNDlib [139]). It has to be specied whether
an imported network or topology is supposed to be the basis of the SN or of
a VNR. In the latter case, resources may have to be converted to demands.
The most important parameter for this kind of scenario generation element
is the le to read.
4.4.4.2 Topology generators
Topology generators that are implemented as scenario generation elements
can add new articial topologies to the scenario. It has to be specied by the
experimenter whether the topology will become the SN or a VNR. Topolo-
gies can be either random (e. g., Erdös-Rényi, Waxman, Barabasi-Albert, . . . )
or structured (e. g., stars, rings, trees, . . . ). Parameters for this kind of scenario
generation element are the number of topologies to generate, the number of
nodes per topology, plus any parameters that are specic to the topology
generator (e. g., the edge probability for an Erdös-Rényi generator).
2 cf. http://graphviz.org/
3 cf. http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/
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4.4.4.3 Topology modication elements
In some cases, some rening of the generated topologies may be desirable.
In particular, random topologies might have to be adjusted to ensure they
are t for VNE evaluation. For example, one often will want to make sure
that all generated topologies are fully connected. This can be done either by
inserting additional links or by removing isolated nodes. Another require-
ment might be for directed topologies to make them fully bi-directional (i. e.,
ensure that links are always present in both directions). Obviously, some
topologies have to be generated before for this kind of element to have any
eect.
4.4.4.4 Constraint generators
For bare topologies, further constraints have to be generated to prepare them
for the embedding process. This type of element will add a particular con-
straint to substrate or virtual elements. Examples include a particular set of
resources or of demands which are added to the SN or the VNRs, respec-
tively. Resource generation elements are dierent from demand generation
elements, since for quantitative constraints resources and demands are not
necessarily symmetrical. Qualitative constraints can be realized by provid-
ing nodes and links with particular tags chosen from a predened set. Dis-
tribution of the respective values throughout the network can be performed
randomly (e. g., uniform distribution) or deterministically (e. g., constant val-
ues or setting values according to topological characteristics). An important
parameter for this kind of element is the value range. Like with topology
modication elements, topologies have to be present in the scenario for this
kind of element to have an eect.
4.4.4.5 Other elements
Scenario generation elements can be arbitrarily complex, up to a single ele-
ment generating an entire scenario (although the advantage of this architec-
ture lies rather in the decomposition than in the integration of functionality).
An example for further elements are elements that eliminate part of the
scenario. For example, VNRs that are obviously impossible to embed may
be removed. An example of this is shown in Section 5.2. Also, the amount
of generated VNRs may be limited to a predened value. A particular type
of a more complex element is an element that will generate from a partial
scenario a full scenario with a guaranteed solution that is known in advance.
Three such elements are presented in Chapter 5.
4.4.5 Comparison of the two architectures
Comparing the two architectures, there are several advantages to the sce-
nario generation chain based approach: Additional functionality for gener-
ation is now easy to introduce, using the concept of scenario generation
elements. A multitude of possible elements can be implemented, supporting
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novel, unforeseen approaches to scenario generation. The chain structure
for a particular experiment can be specied by the experimenter as needed,
providing increased exibility for experiment design. Moreover, by dening
appropriate interfaces, specic functionality can be injected into the chain
by the experimenter without having to change the simulation code base.
An additional advantage of this approach is the easy repeatability of ex-
periments. The type of generated scenarios is already fully specied by the
order of scenario generation elements and their respective input parameters.
The RNG remains the only source of non-determinism. If a pseudo-random
number generator using a known initialization seed is used, experiments be-
come fully deterministic and the generated scenarios can be perfectly recre-
ated on demand. This can be used not only to conrm previous results, but
also to verify whether any change to another part of the simulation (e. g.,
improving the VNE algorithm) changes the results or not.
The ALEVIN simulator provides an implementation for both architectures.
In particular, the novel scenario generation chain concept, along with several
of the scenario generation elements dened above, has been implemented
by the author in the ALEVIN simulator. The results are publicly available
online.
4.5 specifying virtual network embedding experiments
In order to perform experiments, the experimenter has to specify the rele-
vant parameters, algorithms, and metrics for evaluation. This can be done in
various ways. One option is to let the experimenter congure everything
step-by-step in an interactive dialog (e. g., via a Graphical User Interface
(GUI)). However, this rapidly becomes cumbersome when performing nu-
merous experiments, each potentially with a large number of scenarios. By
specifying everything instead in advance in an experiment specication le,
batch processing of a large number of scenarios becomes possible. Here the
advantages of such an experiment specication le are discussed and an Ex-
tensible Markup Language (XML) structure for such a le is proposed.
4.5.1 Experiment specication les
It is preferable for the experimenter to have inuence on every aspect of VNE
simulation. The generation process has to be described and provided with
parameters, the algorithm has to be selected and initialized appropriately,
the metrics have to be dened, and the export format has to be specied.
While it is possible to guide the experimenter step by step through this pro-
cess, it is much more convenient to let the experimenter specify the entire
experiment via a single experimentation le.
This was a lesson learned in particular during the continued development
of the ALEVIN simulator. ALEVIN was initially focused on execution of a sin-
gle scenario where one SN and a number of VNRs are generated by the user
via the GUI. The user can then select an algorithm to solve the scenario, eval-
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uate a set of metrics, and export the embedding result for later investigation.
However, while the GUI serves well to provide an intuitive understanding of
the VNE concept, the evaluation of a large number of scenarios is both cum-
bersome and error-prone when one has to enter all parameters manually. A
framework for large-scale experiments trying to explore the parameter space
was initially missing in ALEVIN. The GUI was, therefore, often bypassed in
practice by creating specialized code for particular experiments.
This led to a lot of experimentation code with parameters hard-coded into
specialized classes. Specifying the experiment in code, closely intertwined
with the core simulation classes, also meant that the interface to the exper-
imenter was not clearly dened. This caused a signicant amount of code
duplication and loss of exibility. Repeating an experiment required that
none of the underlying classes had changed.
In contrast, a clearly dened interface that exports all relevant experimen-
tation parameters facilitates easier repeatability of individual experiments,
since the same parameter set will always lead to the same results. Moreover,
it increases trust in the simulation code, since the actual simulation code re-
mains stable when designing experiments. Driving the VNE simulator via a
single le has three specic advantages:
1. The simulation process can run as batch process without further in-
teraction by the experimenter. This is helpful, as VNE experiments
can take a signicant amount of time, in particular if many parameter
combinations are to be evaluated.
2. The le itself serves as documentation about the performed experi-
ment. It can be archived alongside with the generated experimentation
results and allows to replicate the experiment at a later stage.
3. Using such a le, it becomes very easy for the experimenter to spec-
ify similar experiments with only small changes to the parameters by
just making appropriate copies of the le. Only the experiment cong-
uration is duplicated where necessary, whereas the code base of the
simulator remains separated from the specic experiment.
A major challenge for an experiment specication le is the fact, that parts
of the simulation code are not known in advance. The experimenter may
have provided new elements for the scenario generation chain, a new VNE
algorithm, or new metrics. In particular for the rst two, the number and
type of parameters needed to initialize the respective software components
are not known. The denition of an experiment specication le format has
to be exible enough to take this into account.
4.5.2 An XML-based specication format
The XML standard is suited well to serve as a basis for an experiment speci-
cation le. It can easily be checked for syntactic correctness before the start
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Figure 20: Elements of an VNE experiment specication le
Listing 1: XML denition of a scenario generation chain element
< Genera to rE l ement name= " WaxmanSubstrateElement " >
< Parameter name= " a l p h a " v a l u e = " 0 . 5 " / >
< Parameter name= " b e t a " v a l u e = " 0 . 2 " / >
< Parameter name= " nodes " v a l u e = " 50 " / >
< Parameter name= " nodes " v a l u e = " 100 " / >
< Parameter name= " b i d i r e c t i o n a l " v a l u e = " t r u e " / >
< / Genera to rE l ement > 
of the experiment. Moreover, it is well supported by a large number of pro-
gramming languages. Therefore, an XML structure is dened here to serve
as a generic experiment specication le format.
XML documents are organized in a tree structure. Fig. 20 shows the main
elements of the tree for an experiment specication format (the correspond-
ing XML Schema Denition (XSD) is provided in Appendix A). The general
structure follows the simulation process and the simulator components de-
scribed in Section 4.2. An experiment consists of generators, which generate
a scenario, an algorithm to evaluate, an evaluation part specifying the met-
rics to apply, and exporters for the results.
The “generators” part of a scenario specication encompasses parameters
for the RNG plus the specication of any further elements for the scenario
generation chain. The RNG is provided with appropriate seeds—these implic-
itly specify how often a particular parameter combination should be tested.
This is done either by specifying an explicit list of seeds, or by specifying a
number of seeds that should be generated from a starter seed.
The structure of the scenario generation chain is dened implicitly by the
order in which scenario generation elements are specied in the le. Each
element is dened by its unique name, allowing the simulator to select and
initialize the correct class. A list of parameters can be provided for each
element, specifying how this particular element should be initialized. As an
example, an element that generates a Waxman topology for the SN may be
dened as shown in Listing 1.
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Listing 2: XML denition of an evaluation section
< E v a l u a t i o n >
< M e t r i c name= " Runtime " / >
< M e t r i c name= " A c c e p t a n c e R a t i o " / >
< M e t r i c name= " Cost " / >
< M e t r i c name= " Revenue " / >
< / E v a l u a t i o n > 
Typically, an experimenter will want to vary one or multiple parameters
in an experiment. This is supported by repeating parameter denitions for a
particular parameter with dierent values. In the given example, for varying
the number of substrate nodes, the nodes parameter in the WaxmanSub-
strateElement specication is specied twice with the values 50 and
100.
The next part of the le species the VNE algorithm. It is again identied
by name and may come with a list of parameters that detail further how this
algorithm should be initialized. The list of parameters is optional, however,
and several algorithms may not need one.
The following evaluation part species the metrics that should be evalu-
ated. As metrics are not expected to need additional parameters, this part is
simply a list of metrics, each of which is identied by its name, again. An
evaluation section which enables a few common metrics may be described
as shown in Listing 2.
Finally, a list of exporters is specied. This list tells the VNE simulator
how to export the generated results. Exporters may have parameters which
may specify further which data to export or how the exported data should
be formatted.
4.5.3 Integration with the simulator
After reading an experiment specication le, the simulator then has to ini-
tialize the simulation environment to perform the actual experiment. For
this, rst the various parameter combinations for the scenario generation
process have to be determined. Each variation of parameters multiplies the
number of necessary runs. Specically, if (pi)i=1,...,n is the sequence of sce-
nario generation parameters and no(pi) indicates the number of distinct
values specied for parameter pi, then a total of
∏n
i=1 n
o(pi) individual
parameter combinations have to be considered.
For each individual parameter combination, the simulator generates a
number of runs with varying random seeds. It is clear that the total number
of runs can easily grow very large. It is, therefore, advisable for the simula-
tor to generate and execute the runs sequentially, freeing memory after each
run lest the simulation machine run out of memory during the experiment.
For each simulation run, the simulator has to locate and initialize all rel-
evant classes. This poses a challenge, in particular for those classes that are
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supplied by the experimenter: scenario generation elements, the algorithm,
the metrics, and the exporters. The mechanism of adding and exchanging
these classes at runtime uses a plug-in system [75]. The VNE simulator has
to search for all classes that are named in the experiment specication le
and initialize them with their respective parameters. To support this, the ser-
vice locator pattern [76] is used in ALEVIN, populating a central registry of
all user supplied code when the simulator is started4. This registry is then
searched for the classes named in the experiment specication le. Each
identied class is initialized with the parameters read from the le. It is the
responsibility of the experimenter to provide all parameters that are neces-
sary to initialize the selected classes.
4.6 implementing a virtual network embedding simulator
Based on the concepts described in this chapter a highly exible VNE simu-
lator can be implemented. Here, as an example the approach that has been
applied to the ALEVIN framework in order to ensure its experimentation
exibility is presented.
During the development and continued application of ALEVIN, a number
of shortcomings became obvious. Experimentation focused on evaluation
of a single scenario and a framework for execution of a large number of
scenarios was missing. Moreover, lacking a common le format, evaluation
results were exported individually for each experiment. Finally, evaluation
focused on only a single type of topology, initially.
Here, the necessary steps to overcome these shortcomings are discussed.
The ALEVIN simulator has been modied to t the requirements formulated
above, applying the concepts discussed in the previous sections. This serves
as an example here, to demonstrate a generic architecture for VNE.
4.6.1 The ALEVIN data model for VNE problems
The VNE model, as discussed in Section 4.2, has to provide data structures
for networks and the constraints of the problem. The concept of resource/de-
mand pairs—as discussed in 4.3—is used to model constraints. Networks—
either substrate or virtual—can be modeled as graphs, as introduced in sec-
tion 3.1. They consist of nodes and links, each of which can be associated
with a list of resources or demands. ALEVIN makes use of the JUNG graph
framework 5 to represent the topologies of substrate and virtual networks.
Fig. 21 shows a simplied Unied Modeling Language (UML) diagram
of the classes used to model networks and their associated constraints. A
Network consists of a number of NetworkEntity objects. A Net-
workEntity is either a Node or a Link. Nodes and links can be sub-
strate or virtual. Likewise, a Network is either a SubstrateNetwork
4 An alternative solution would have been to use dependency injection [76, 146]. The service
locator pattern was chosen here for simplicity
5 cf. http://jung.sourceforge.net/
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NetworkEntity
Node
SubstrateNode
VirtualNode
Link
SubstrateLink
VirtualLink
Constraint
Resource Demand
Network
SubstrateNetwork
VirtualNetwork
Figure 21: UML diagram of networks and constraints
or a VirtualNetwork. Each NetworkEntity has one or more Con-
straint instances associated with that entity. The constraints of the prob-
lem are modeled as Resource for substrate entities and Demand for vir-
tual entities.
4.6.2 Core simulation classes
The simulation engine in ALEVIN is responsible for the correct execution of
a particular experiment. It reads the experiment specication from the user,
loads and initializes the appropriate generation and evaluation code, sets up
the VNE algorithm, organizes generation of scenarios, and coordinates the
entire VNE evaluation process.
In the initial implementation of ALEVIN, four main interfaces were al-
ready devised as an Application Programming Interface (API) to facilitate
easy extensibility. TheAbstractAlgorithm interface allows to develop
and evaluate new VNE algorithms. Algorithms get a scenario and implement
a method to calculate an embedding. The EvaluationMetric interface
allows to implement new evaluation metrics. A metric gets a solved scenario
and returns a number that rates the solution found by the algorithm. Finally,
the AbstractResource and AbstractDemand interfaces allow to
implement new resource/demand pairs. Each resource can be occupied by
a particular type of demand. On the other hand, each demand accepts only
a particular type of resource. A virtual element (node or link) can only be
assigned to a substrate element, if the correct type of resource is available
and not already overbooked. Substrate elements can provide an arbitrary
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amount of dierent resources and virtual elements can likewise pose an ar-
bitrary amount of dierent demands.
Fig. 22 shows a simplied UML diagram of the core simulation classes of
the ALEVIN simulator. The classes map directly to the previously dened
concepts. They are described shortly as follows:
experiment The Experiment class represents the description of a par-
ticular experiment. It reads the information from an XML le that is
provided by the experimenter.
registry TheRegistry stores information about various user-provided
classes. It serves as a database with which a particular class can be
looked up by name. It is initialized when the VNE simulator is started
and lled with all scenario generation elements, algorithms, metrics,
and result exporters that are found in the class path.
scenariogeneratorchain This class represents the scenario genera-
tion chain. It is initialized, as detailed by the experiment specication
le, with a list of scenario generation element and their parameters.
Once initialized, it can generate a new scenario by creating an empty
scenario and feeding it to every scenario generation element in turn.
scenario The Scenario class represents a single VNE scenario. It con-
sists of a SN and a list of VNRs.
orchestrator The Orchestrator is the central component of the
VNE simulator. It controls the execution of the simulation, directing
the control ow between the individual components. It reads the ex-
periment specication from the user and sets up an appropriate envi-
ronment, initializing all components with their respective parameters.
run A Run represents a single execution of a particular experiment. It
serves as an umbrella to keep context information for a number of
things. In particular, it records:
• the scenario generation chain along with the parameters used to
create a particular scenario;
• the algorithm along with the parameters used to initialize it;
• the mapping information generated by the algorithm;
• and the metrics and their values, as calculated during the evalu-
ation.
abstractalgorithm TheAbstractAlgorithm class represents the
interface responsible for including new VNE algorithms. Algorithms
implementing this interface get a Scenario to work on and must
provide a performEmbedding method that starts the actual em-
bedding process.
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Figure 22: UML diagram of the core simulation classes in ALEVIN
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ichainelement TheIChainElement interface is implemented by ev-
ery scenario generation element. Each element can be initialized with
a set of parameters. It has to provide a method for processing a sce-
nario. This method takes a Scenario object as an argument and
returns the modied object.
iresultexporter Objects implementing the IResultExporter in-
terface can be used to export results once evaluation has nished. They
have to implement a single method that takes aRun object containing
the data about a complete run of an experiment.
evaluationmetric TheEvaluationMetric interface has to be im-
plemented by objects that should measure a particular aspect of an em-
bedding. Two methods allow to set up internal structures before and
after the embedding process (e. g., for the runtime metric to stop the
time). A third method is called with the Scenario as an argument
when the scenario should be evaluated.
Several of these classes have been created as a result of enabling batch
processing of scenarios in ALEVIN. In particular, the scenario generation
chain, the registry, the orchestrator, and the concepts of a run and an experi-
ment have been added to the original implementation. Moreover, in addition
to the four interfaces originally present in ALEVIN two new interfaces have
been dened to allow experimenters to extend the scenario generation chain
with specialized elements and to export results in the desired format6.
While the ALEVIN simulator as a whole is a lot more complex, these
classes represent the core architecture needed for a exible VNE simulator.
The discussion here, thus, not only serves to understand the principles be-
hind ALEVIN, but can also be used to create a new VNE simulator that im-
plements the concepts discussed in this chapter.
4.7 chapter summary
In this chapter, an architecture for a exible VNE simulator is proposed. A
set of requirements is formulated, specifying the types of exibility needed
for VNE experimentation. Dierent VNE algorithm must be supported and
evaluated with various metrics for multiple kinds of scenarios. A mechanism
for batch processing of scenarios is fundamental, as the expected number of
simulation runs will be high in order to provide condence to results coming
from randomly generated scenarios.
From a high level perspective, the ve basic components of a VNE simula-
tor are identied. They are present to varying degrees in any VNE simulator.
For each component, an interface is specied that allows the experimenter to
extend and inuence the evaluation process with experiment-specic code.
6 The resource and demand interfaces are not shown in this diagram, as they are already de-
picted in Fig. 21.
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Realizing those interfaces, thus, is of high importance for a exible VNE sim-
ulator.
Two of the components are more complex and merit further investigation.
The modeling of user specic constraints is challenging and is discussed
in detail here. The approach taken for the ALEVIN simulator realizes the
resource/demand pair model. It is shown that, although this model has some
limitations, it can still be used to cover a large set of possible constraints to
be checked and provides a good interface for experimenters to supply their
own constraints for an experiment.
The second component worth further investigation is the problem gener-
ation component. Problem generation—in particular, the generation of em-
bedding scenarios—is central to VNE evaluation. To allow full exibility, this
component merits its own sub-architecture. Two variants are described and
compared. It is shown that an architecture based on the pipe-and-lter pat-
tern provides higher exibility than the conventional separation into special-
ized generator parts. This architecture also enables a new, concise notation
to describe the type of generated scenarios.
To facilitate the entire experimentation process, a way has to be found for
the experimenter to specify an experiment for the VNE simulator. Here, an
XML format is proposed that allows to control all aspects of the experiment.
This is backed by functionality that localizes and initializes the respective
simulation code, setting up simulation runs and pairing parameters with the
correct simulation components.
The concepts have been realized in the ALEVIN simulation framework
and a description of the implementation is provided here. This required sig-
nicant extension of the existing ALEVIN code base. The results have been
integrated with the existing code base and are available as open source soft-
ware on the ALEVIN homepage. It should be noted in particular that, al-
though ALEVIN is used as an example, the concepts are generic and there-
fore applicable to all VNE simulators.
The application of the presented architecture is demonstrated in the fol-
lowing chapters. In particular with the exible scenario generation architec-
ture dened in this chapter, novel concepts of evaluation scenarios can be
investigated. An example for this is discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 puts
the entire architecture to the test, evaluating dierent VNE algorithms with
a variety of generated embedding scenarios.
5
G E N E R AT I N G S O L VA B L E E M B E D D I N G S C E N A R I O S
Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) algorithms aim to be generic. They are
supposed to provide solutions to the VNE problem not only in special cases,
but for a large set of problem instances. As is shown in Chapter 3, many
experimenters therefore turn to randomly generated scenarios to evaluate
VNE algorithms. It is, however, demonstrated in that chapter that it is dif-
cult to reliably create random scenarios which are solvable, but in which
resources are scarce. Indeed, many of the parameter values used in the VNE
literature lead to scenarios in which part of the Substrate Network (SN) is
noticably underutilized.
To remedy this situation, a new architecture for random scenario gener-
ation is necessary. Chapter 4 presents such an architecture. The concept of
a chain of scenario generation elements is introduced to facilitate more ex-
ible generation processes. That concept helps to build a toolset of specic
scenario generation elements with which scenario generation chains can be
dened that produce scenarios for which the experimenter has more control
over resource scarcity and solvability.
This chapter applies the scenario generation chain architecture and dis-
cusses how scenario generation elements can be devised to generate scenar-
ios with reliable resource scarcity and solvability. First, the problem is dis-
cussed in detail in Section 5.1, demonstrating the pitfalls of random scenario
generation.
To avoid the generation of scenarios that are unsolvable, ltering mecha-
nisms can be devised that prune a generated scenario of any Virtual Network
Requests (VNRs) that are obviously impossible to embed. This is discussed
in Section 5.2 and two possible lters are presented. Most interestingly, this
concept applies not only to scenario generation—it is possible to improve
VNE algorithms with such lters to avoid wasting time on obviously impos-
sible problems. One example is presented in this section, demonstrating an
immediate speedup of 14% for a given scenario.
Unfortunately, it is not easy to lter VNRs such that the resulting scenario
is guaranteed to be solvable without spending an excessive amount of time
during scenario generation—eectively solving the VNE problem in the gen-
eration process already. A dierent approach is needed to achieve that goal.
To this end, rst the concept of Perfectly Solvable Scenario (PSS) is dened
in Section 5.3. Based on this, three novel scenario generation elements are
presented in sections 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, each of which has particular features
useful for VNE experimentation. Each of these scenario generation elements
is then analysed and compared with a conventional approach to discuss ad-
vantages and shortcomings. Finally, Section 5.7 summarizes this chapter.
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5.1 the problem of unsolvable scenarios
This section is an extended version of Section III of “Generating Virtual Network
Problems with Guaranteed Solutions” by Fischer and De Meer [17]
	
In generation of random embedding scenarios for VNE algorithm evaluation
one should aim for scenarios that help to emphasize and highlight particular
qualities of the algorithm under investigation. Intuitively, there are “bad”
embedding scenarios: Some types of scenarios are clearly not helpful for
evaluation. For example, a scenario that is trivial to solve by any algorithm
will hardly help to shed insight onto the behavior of said algorithm. The
question then is: What constitutes a “good” scenario? In contrast to a trivial
scenario the solution should be dicult to nd.
This is challenging in particular for random generation processes. The ex-
perimenter has to set generation parameters such that the solution to a given
scenario is non-trivial for the algorithm. A typical approach is to set genera-
tion parameters such that the generated resources are, with high likelihood,
sparse in comparison to the generated demands.
Taking into consideration that substrate resources are limited, any VNE
algorithm has to deal at some point with a VNR which is impossible to be em-
bedded with the resources remaining in the SN (i. e., the Residual Network).
In such a case the VNR is typically rejected and embedding continues with
the next VNR. An alternative would be to delete an already embedded Vir-
tual Network (VN) instead. However, in practice this is often undesirable
and, consequently, most VNE algorithms discussed in the literature do not
consider that possibility.
There is a signicant dierence between a genuinely impossible scenario
and a scenario which is theoretically possible to solve, but for which a given
VNE algorithm does not nd the solution. VNE algorithms are typically
heuristics, due to the NP-hardness of the VNE problem. Any heuristic is
bound, however, to make mistakes and reject a VNR although further search
might have provided a solution. As such, there is some interest in under-
standing the underlying causes. Three separate cases have to be considered.
A VNE algorithm can fail to embed a VNR because:
1. the absolute number of substrate resources is too small;
2. substrate resources are too fragmented;
3. or the algorithm fails to nd an existing solution.
Appreciating the dierence between the three cases is important. It is easy
to detect the rst case before the start of the experiment. The sum of all
virtual demands can be computed a priori and compared with the sum of
all substrate resources. If the demands surpass the provided resources then,
obviously, the scenario can not be solved completely and at least one VNR
has to be rejected.
The second case, where resources are too fragmented, is somewhat more
subtle. Fig. 23 shows three examples for such situations. In all cases, one VNR
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Figure 23: Dierent types of unsolvable embedding scenarios and why they fail
is to be embedded into a SN. It is, however, in all three cases impossible to
embed the VNR, although the overall number of substrate resources exceeds
the virtual demands. In the rst case, a scenario is shown in which the VNR
can not be embedded because no substrate node can host the middle virtual
node (It is clear that a similar example could be set up with link resources, in-
stead). In the second case the combination of node and link resources causes
a problem for embedding. The distribution of node resources leaves only the
option to embed the virtual nodes on the outer nodes of the SN. However, it
is then impossible to also embed the virtual link, as its demand would exceed
the resources of the right substrate link.
The third conguration is specic to scenarios that are based on directed
graphs. In this case, the topology itself causes a problem. Assuming that each
substrate node will host at most one virtual node, it is impossible to embed
the virtual links. No matter how the virtual nodes are mapped, the last virtual
link would be forced onto a substrate link that points in the wrong direction.
It is worthwhile to note that in all three congurations the sum of all sub-
strate resources exceeds the sum of all virtual demands. It is, therefore, not
the lack of substrate resources that causes these problems. Instead, the frag-
mentation (i. e., the “unfortunate” distribution) of substrate resources causes
the rejection of the VNR. It is dicult in general to detect such problems a
priori—for the simulation environment as well as for the VNE algorithm.
The algorithm will likely have no other option than to try to perform the
(necessarily unsuccessful) embedding.
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Finally, the third case is the most dicult one. There are situations in
which a solution is possible, but the algorithm may still fail to nd it, reject-
ing a VNR that, actually, could be embedded. This brings up an interesting
observation: In the rst two cases it is the specic conguration of SN and
VNR that causes problems with the embedding. In the third case, however, it
is a property of the VNE algorithm whether embedding succeeds or not. It is
quite possible that some algorithms nd a solution where others fail. This is
highly relevant for VNE algorithm evaluation, as the quality of algorithms
will be judged by their ability to nd such possible embeddings.
It is, therefore, an important challenge to generate scenarios that fall into
this third category: It should be possible to solve the scenarios, but at the
same time nding the solution should be challenging for any given VNE al-
gorithm. To understand how these types of scenarios can be generated it is
rst necessary to take a more detailed look at the random scenario genera-
tion process. Two options appear to be possible: One can rst generate ran-
dom scenarios and try to lter scenarios that are impossible to solve. Those
scenarios can then be either modied or dropped. That raises the question:
Is it possible to identify VNRs that are impossible to embed in advance? On
the other hand, one may try to generate scenarios that have a guaranteed
solution that is known a priori. That raises the question: Is it possible to
generate such scenarios without letting them become trivial to solve? The
following sections aim to answer these questions.
5.2 using filters to avoid unsolvable embedding scenarios
One option to avoid embedding scenarios that are impossible to solve com-
pletely is to perform some preliminary checks for solvability for each gen-
erated scenario and remove or modify problematic scenarios. For example,
after the scenario is created, one can check for obvious cases of VNRs that are
impossible to embed. If any VNRs are identied, they can then be removed
from the scenario. While it is not guaranteed that this approach will result
in a solvable scenario, at least the likelihood increases that the generated
scenarios are, actually, solvable.
5.2.1 Requirements
Using the scenario generation chain concept introduced in Section 4.4, a l-
tering mechanism can be realized as the last scenario generation element
in a scenario generation chain. Any type of ltering mechanism is possible,
of course. However, to facilitate easy VNE algorithm evaluation and gener-
ate better evaluation scenarios, two requirements have to be met by such a
ltering mechanism:
• Execution of the lter has to be reasonably fast. In general, scenario
generation itself has to be fast in comparison to the following embed-
ding process. VNE algorithms—even those using heuristics—already
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take signicant time to complete. If scenario generation takes time
on the same order of magnitude, the parameter space that can be ex-
plored during experimentation is severely limited. Thus, any element
in a scenario generation chain—including a solvability lter—has to
execute within short time.
• The lter has to be conservative. It should only avoid genuinely un-
solvable embeddings. While more aggressive strategies could be de-
vised, there is the danger of deleting too many VNRs, thus making the
resulting scenario trivial to solve (cf. Inführ and Raidl [98]).
In particular the rst requirement indicates that the lter requires a heuris-
tic. If a lter were able to correctly identify all VNRs that are impossible to
embed, it would implicitly solve the VNE problem (i. e., indicate whether a
particular scenario is solvable or not). The problem being NP-hard, such a
perfect lter would likely require exponential runtime, making it infeasible
in practice.
Thus, the employed lters are necessarily imperfect. In order to keep
the scenario from becoming trivial, conservative approaches are followed.
Therefore, even after ltering, it is not guaranteed that the remaining sce-
nario is a solvable one, and unfortunate combinations of node and link re-
sources and demands may lead to unsolvable scenarios that remain unde-
tected by any lter.
5.2.2 Description of two ltering mechanisms
Multiple lters can be conceived, that can check quickly for unsolvable sce-
narios. Indeed, there are numerous checks that can be performed for any
given scenario. Filtering can work in two ways here:
1. Taking the entire scenario into account, trying to gure out whether
the set of all VNRs is impossible to embed, per se.
2. Taking each VNR one by one, trying to decide whether a particular
VNR is impossible to embed.
The rst strategy can, of course, also be applied to only a single VNR. Two
examples of such ltering mechanisms are discussed here. The rst one fo-
cuses on the sum of VNRs demands, trying to ensure that the Approximate
Resource Scarcity (ARS) remains in the solvable area (cf. Chapter 3, Sec-
tion 3.5). The second lter checks the individual elements—the nodes and
links of a VNR—for obvious embedding problems.
5.2.2.1 Ensuring satisability of summed up demands
A very straightforward check is to ensure that the approximate resource
scarcity (cf. Section 3.5) remains below one in both dimensions. In other
words, a lter can sum up and compare node and link resources and demands.
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If the sum of all node demands in all VNRs surpasses the sum of all node
resources in the SN, then obviously embedding has to fail for at least one of
the VNRs. The same is true for bandwidth, of course.
By going through the VNRs of the scenario one by one, the sum of de-
mands can be computed iteratively. Whenever adding the next VNR would
exceed the available resources (either node or link), the VNR is removed
from the scenario and the lter continues with the next VNR.
This is, of course, a very primitive check that only xes the most obviously
unsolvable scenarios. The advantage to this type of lter is its fast execution
time. Building the sum of all resources and demands can be done in linear
time (in relation to the number of resources and demands). However, by
checking a few more conditions, more elaborate lters for VNRs that are
impossible to embed can be devised.
5.2.2.2 Ensuring node and link candidates
Another way to lter VNRs that are impossible to embed is to check for each
VNR whether all of its nodes and links have a potential embedding candidate
in the SN. This encompasses in particular a series of checks, ensuring the
following conditions:
1. Each virtual node has at least one mapping candidate. This means
that for each virtual node there is at least one substrate node that has
enough resources to satisfy the demand of the virtual node.
2. Each virtual link has at least one mapping candidate. There has to be
at least one substrate link that has enough resources left to satisfy the
demands of the virtual link.
More formally, let (SN, (VNRi)i=1,...,n) be an embedding scenario with
SN = (V ,E,oSN,wSN) and ∀0 < i 6 n : VNRi = (Ui, Fi,oVNRi ,wVNRi).
Then, for the nodes it is required that:
∀0 < i 6 n : ∀u ∈ Ui : ∃v ∈ V : wVNRi(u) 6 wSN(v)
Likewise, for the links it is required that:
∀0 < i 6 n : ∀f ∈ Fi : ∃e ∈ E : wVNRi(f) 6 wSN(e)
Two more conditions can be checked here, taking the interaction between
node and link mapping into account:
1. Among all substrate links with sucient resources, is there at least one
that has an incident substrate node with enough resources to host the
(virtual) source node of the virtual link?
2. Likewise, among all such substrate links, is there at least one that has
an incident substrate node with enough resources to host the (virtual)
destination node of the virtual link?
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It should be noted that this does not have to be the same substrate link,
as a virtual link may be mapped to a path in the SN. However, there has
to be at least one link—either a single one accommodating both source and
destination, or two dierent links, one of which can host the source and one
the destination.
While these checks do not yet guarantee the scenario to be solvable, they
still serve to lter out the most obviously impossible VNRs: Once a VNR
violates one of the conditions, it is clear that the scenario is impossible to
solve completely, as is. The VNR should, therefore, be removed from the
scenario.
5.2.3 Using lters to improve algorithms
There is a highly interesting application of a mechanism ltering obviously
impossible elements from an embedding scenario: A VNE algorithm can use
such a ltering mechanism to decide how to handle a particular embedding
problem. This can help the algorithm to nd a solution more rapidly.
It should be noted that rapid execution of such a ltering mechanism is,
again, very important. An optimal lter would, due to the NP-hardness of
VNE, be impractical during scenario generation and completely misplaced as
a tool for algorithm speed-up. This is in particular true for a lter that is used
for each VNR individually: Before embedding the next VNR, an algorithm
may want to check whether it actually makes sense to even try to embed it
or whether the VNR could be rejected outright.
There is a semantic dierence between ltering by the scenario genera-
tion element and ltering by the algorithm. If the scenario generation ele-
ment lters obviously impossible VNRs, the goal is to provide scenarios that
are closer to the tipping point between solvable and unsolvable scenarios.
When, on the other hand, the ltering is performed by the algorithm, the
goal is rather to avoid wasting time on VNRs where a simple check can al-
ready indicate that embedding will fail. It could be quite possible that the
scenario as a whole was solvable in this situation. However, due to a previ-
ous suboptimal decision, the current VNR can not be embedded anymore.
It should be noted that the overall solution quality of the VNE algorithm
should not suer with such a lter. The lter should be conservative, such
that a VNR is only rejected when there is no chance for it to be embedded
anymore. In other words, it would have been rejected by the algorithm, any-
way. Thus, in this case the lter serves only to save time.
5.2.3.1 Example: Improving the runtime of an algorithm
There remains, of course, the question of whether a ltering mechanism
can actually work fast enough to provide a signicant speed-up for a VNE
algorithm. In order to demonstrate the applicability, one example is provided
here, using the vnmFlib algorithm by Lischka and Karl [115].
One interesting eect of failed embeddings for this algorithm can be seen
in Fig. 24. For this experiment, the algorithm tries to solve 1000 random sce-
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Figure 24: ASID runtime histogram (1000 random scenarios)
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narios. Each scenario consists of a SN with a 100 node Waxman topology
and ten VNRs, each with a 20 node Waxman topology. Node and link re-
sources are assigned randomly from the interval [1, 100], whereas demands
are assigned from the interval [1, 50]. The numbers were chosen such that
the scenario generation process produces a mixture of scenarios that are pos-
sible to solve completely and ones for which some VNRs have to be rejected.
The gure shows a histogram of the algorithm runtime, with the runtime
of individual runs on the X-axis and the frequency on the Y-axis. In 76 of the
1000 scenarios the algorithm succeeded to embed all VNRs (marked green in
the gure). In most cases, however, the algorithm failed to embed between
one and three VNRs (marked with increasing shades of purple).
The rst fact that is immediately obvious from that gure is, that runtime
does not follow a normal distribution. It appears rather to be multi-modal,
with runtimes approximately normally distributed when runs are grouped
by the number of rejected networks. Indeed, when these groups are sepa-
rated, the respective normal distributions come to light. This can be seen in
Fig. 24b. Here, the histogram scale is normalized such that the covered area
for each group sums up to one, and each group is compared to the Gauss
curve that is dened by its arithmetic mean and its standard error. One can
see that the results match closely for the successful embeddings and those
with one or two failed VNRs (for three failed VNRs, the results are too few
and too spread out to allow meaningful interpretation). It is clear that in
such a case, giving only the arithmetic mean for the runtime of all scenar-
ios, irrespective of successful or failed attempts (as commonly seen in VNE
literature), will omit important information about algorithm behavior.
The second interesting observation lies in the drastic increase in runtime
for scenarios with failed embedding attempts. The more VNRs there are re-
jected, the longer the algorithm takes, with a very signicant dierence be-
tween scenarios with a 100% acceptance ratio and all other scenarios. This
is a particular property of the employed algorithm, showing problems with
its backtracking behavior. It is clear in this case that the algorithm could
be improved by saving time on VNRs for which it is not going to nd an
embedding anyway.
Figure 25a gives an indication of the potential for improvement when
checking for solvability. The gure shows the same result as in Fig. 24, with
only a dierent coloring. Here, scenarios where the sum of all demands over
all VNRs exceeded the available resources in the SN are marked purple in the
histogram. Two observations can be made: First, more than half of the gen-
erated scenarios (566 of 1000 total) can be easily identied as unsolvable in
advance. In each of these scenarios, at least one of the VNRs must be dropped
to give the algorithm a chance for full embedding success. Second, recalling
that the longer runtimes for this algorithm corresponded to dropped VNRs,
one can infer that the algorithm wastes time on VNRs that are per se im-
possible to embed. A straightforward improvement could be made to this
algorithm by checking beforehand, whether there are still enough resources
left in the SN for the next VNR, before even trying to nd an embedding.
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Figure 25: Runtime histogram: Sucient vs. insucient CPU resources
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To improve the situation, the lter described in Section 5.2.2.1 is adapted
for this algorithm, checking for each VNR whether the sum of its demands
exceeds the sum of remaining resources in the Residual Network. In other
words, the algorithm is simply modied to immediately reject a VNR if the
sum of all demands in the next VNR that is to be embedded exceeds the sum
of all remaining resources in the SN.
Fig. 25b shows the eect of such a modication. The gure indicates that
a signicant number of scenarios with an insucient total sum of resources
could now be decided on in very short time. Indeed, the overall average time
spent on solving a scenario is reduced from 56 seconds to 48 seconds—a
speedup of 14%. More specically, the average time spent on solving the 566
scenarios where at least one of the VNRs was rejected is reduced from 59 sec-
onds to 51 seconds. Although the algorithm still leaves potential for further
improvement, it is clear that this lter could already reduce computation
time signicantly.
5.2.4 Filtering eects
While ltering can help to eliminate those scenarios which are obviously im-
possible to solve, in general the question remains whether a given scenario
can be solved or not. A lter that can identify and eliminate all unsolvable
scenarios would eectively answer the VNE problem and would, therefore,
likely require exponential runtime. The experimenter is thus left with lters
that are either too aggressive or too conservative.
Moreover, ltering may have unwanted side eects on the scenario itself.
Depending on the ltering algorithm, VNRs may be sorted after ltering.
This will, of course, skew the results compared to a scenario with intention-
ally unordered VNRs. Another problem is overly aggressive ltering. If the
lter is too aggressive, there may be only trivial VNRs remaining. Obviously,
this does not make a good basis for experimentation.
The situation seems dicult: When it is easy to predict whether a sce-
nario will be solvable or not, the scenario tends to be uninformative. When
the scenario is interesting, it is dicult to say in advance whether it can be
solved or not. It is clear, that this is an unsatisfactory state. The question
arises: Is it possible to generate scenarios that are guaranteed to be solvable
while at the same time being non-trivial? This is discussed in the following
sections.
5.3 perfectly solvable scenarios
This section is an extended version of Section V.A of “Generating Virtual Net-
work Problems with Guaranteed Solutions” by Fischer and De Meer [17]
	
It seems clear that for VNE evaluation scenarios that are neither trivial to
solve nor obviously unsolvable are the most interesting ones to investigate.
However, it is less clear where the exact turning point is, at which solvable
scenarios change to unsolvable scenarios. Nevertheless, it seems when gen-
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eration parameters are set such that scenarios in the vicinity of this point
are generated, the hardest scenarios are to be found. The turning point is
represented by scenarios that are just barely solvable. That is, scenarios in
which only optimal assignment of resources can lead to a successful em-
bedding. Generating such scenarios enables experimenters to put their VNE
algorithms under stress by giving them the most dicult problems to solve.
The optimality of a solution for a scenario can be dened by comparing
the respective values for revenue and cost. A solution should maximize rev-
enue and minimize cost. An optimal solution is then dened as:
Definition 30 (Optimal solution). Let S be an embedding solution for a
scenario. S is called optimal, if:
1. ∀S ′ 6= S : rev(S ′) 6 rev(S)
2. ∀S ′ 6= S : cost(S ′) < cost(S) =⇒ rev(S ′) < rev(S)
An optimal solution in that sense is not necessarily unique: Two or more
solutions can exist with the same resource consumption. It is important to
see that dierences in cost between embedding solutions are exclusively
caused by sub-optimal link embedding. While every virtual node will only
require its demanded resources once, namely from the substrate node it is
assigned to, a virtual link may consume resources on several substrate links—
depending on whether the virtual nodes it connects are assigned to adjacent
nodes in the substrate node, or not. This leads to the denition of a PSS:
Definition 31 (Perfectly solvable scenario). A PSS is a scenario that ful-
lls the following properties:
1. The optimal solution S for the scenario is complete (i. e., all VNRs are
embedded).
2. If N = (V ,E,o,w) is the SN of the scenario, then rev(S) = w(V) +
w(E) (i. e., the sum of all demands matches exactly the sum of all re-
sources).
The rst requirement species that the scenario is solvable in the rst
place. The second requirement ensures that the scenario is not trivial to solve.
An example of such a scenario is given in Fig. 26a. Although maybe not
immediately obvious at rst, it is possible to embed both VNRs (a possible
solution is shown below in Fig. 26b). After embedding, all resources of the
SN are spent. In such a case, the inequation presented in Section 3.1 becomes
an equation:
n∑
i=1
VNi = SN
While scenarios fullling these requirements can of course be devised
manually, it is both cumbersome and error-prone to do so. For experimenta-
tion, an algorithmic approach that supports random variations is far more
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(b) A possible embedding solution
Figure 26: A perfectly solvable scenario and its solution
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helpful. Only algorithmic generation allows experimenters to rapidly gen-
erate a suciently large number of evaluation scenarios. This is necessary
to enable experimenters to explore the various inuences of dierent VNE
parameters in sucient detail.
It has been shown by Sanchis [157] that for mostNP problems generators
that will generate problem instances with known solutions are necessarily
limited in that they can not eciently generate the full spectrum of possible
problems. This means that any ecient problem generator will always be
limited to generating only a particular type of problems. Properties of the
problem instances that are generated by such a generator thus have to be an-
alyzed. This applies, of course, also to scenario generation elements, which
generate VNE scenarios. This is further elaborated in the following sections
in which three examples of such scenario generation elements which can
generate PSS are discussed and analyzed.
5.4 substrate network replication
This section is an extended version of Section V.B of “Generating Virtual Net-
work Problems with Guaranteed Solutions” by Fischer and De Meer [17]
	
The scenario generation element discussed in this section represents a very
straightforward idea: Taking a given SN, the topology is duplicated and all
resources are replaced with demands. The resulting network is used as a
VNR. Eectively, this generates a scenario in which the VNE algorithm is
given the task to “embed a SN into itself”. It is obvious that the solution to
this problem is trivial. This is probably the reason why this simple concept
has not been applied in the literature, so far. Surprisingly, with a few small
extensions, this scenario generation element can become quite versatile and
pose unexpected diculties for some VNE algorithms.
5.4.1 Description of the scenario generation element
The scenario generation element presented here generates an arbitrary num-
ber of VNRs based on a previously generated SN. For each generated VNR
the topology is an exact copy of the SN topology. The demands of each VNR
are scaled proportionally to their respective SN resource, such that the total
demand of the VNR matches a specied fraction of the available substrate
resources. For example, generating ten VNRs with each demand consuming
5% of its respective resource, exactly 50% of each substrate resource will be
consumed in the optimal case.
An example is depicted in Fig. 27. Based on a SN two identical VNRs are
generated. Demands in this case are scaled to 50% of their respective sub-
strate resource for each VNR, such that the sum of all demands of both VNRs
matches exactly the sum of all resources in the SN. The embedding is obvious
for this scenario, and it is clear that any successful embedding of both VNRs
will use up all available SN resources. Although the solution does not have
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Figure 27: Replication of the substrate network with scaled demands
to be unique (in this case due to symmetry—the VNRs could be mirrored
horizontally or vertically), it is still clear that no better solution exists.
Algorithm 1: A scenario generation element for SN replication
Data: A scenario containing a pre-generated SN
Data: Number m of VNRs to generate
Data: Fraction f of SN resources to be demanded
Result: A set of m VNRs matching the SN in topology, such that at
least a fraction f of each SN resource will be required for a
successful embedding
while Not enough VNRs generated do
Copy topology of SN into new VNR;
for Each resource r in the SN do
Generate a respective demand d in the VNR such that
d = (r · f)/m
end
end
Pseudocode for this scenario generation element is shown here as Algo-
rithm 1. Based on a scenario containing a pregenerated SN, a number m of
VNRs is created by copying the topology from the SN and assigning node
and link demands in proportion to their respective substrate resources. De-
mands are further scaled with a factor f, such that each VNR is the result
of a scalar multiplication AVNR = f/m ·ASN (with AVNR and ASN denoting
the matrix representations of the VNR and the SN, respectively). In the case
m = f = 1, a single VNR is created as a perfect replication of the SN with
all resources converted to demands.
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This approach supports precise control by the experimenter in two dif-
ferent dimensions: First, what percentage of resources of the SN should be
spent in the ideal case? This is easily controlled by just scaling the virtual
demands appropriately. To illustrate: In order to generate a “load” of 20% for
the SN, f is set to 0.2, and thus each demand in each VNR is computed as
the value of the respective substrate resource times 0.2, divided by the total
number of VNRs. Tuning resource scarcity becomes easy by setting this pa-
rameter. Thus, it becomes possible to study the behavior of algorithms when
resources are scarce.
Second, over how many virtual elements should the combined demand be
split? This is controlled by increasing the number of VNRs and scaling their
respective demands accordingly. For example, to subdivide each resource
into demands for ten dierent virtual elements,m is set to 10, and thus each
resource will host ten elements in the optimal case. Thus, it becomes possible
to study the behavior of algorithms when the amount of the virtual elements
increases, irrespective of the combined demand they pose.
For VNRs that are topologically identical to the SN one has to take into
account that the internal data structures inadvertently give away the perfect
solution to the problem. A very naïve VNE algorithm that simply assigns
virtual node i to substrate node i and performs shortest path mapping for the
virtual links would achieve a perfect score in such scenarios unless further
measures are taken. Therefore, the order of virtual nodes in each VNR is
randomized before embedding takes place.
5.4.2 Properties of the scenario generator
It is straightforward to implement the scenario generation element in a VNE
simulator. Two control parameters are available: the numberm of VNRs, and
the fraction f of desired “load” on the SN. The most interesting property of
the scenario generation element is that both factors can be inuenced inde-
pendently from one another. Unlike with a conventional approach it is now
possible to investigate the inuence of resource scarcity without changing
the amount of virtual elements, and vice versa. This type of evaluation is
further described in Chapter 6.
The one obvious drawback of this scenario generation element is that the
topology of the generated VNRs is only a copy of the given SN. Although
a new type of evaluation is now possible, the investigated scenarios remain
articial and will be deemed unrealistic in many contexts. As a remedy, a sce-
nario generation element for generating scenarios with random VNR topolo-
gies is discussed in Section 5.5.
5.4.3 Possible extensions
There is one particular extension that allows the user to control behavior of
this scenario generation element even further: Being able to change the tar-
get resource occupation independently for nodes and links. Currently, the
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scaling parameter f applies to both node and link resources. Splitting this
into two parameters fnode and flink that apply to node and link resources, re-
spectively, allows the practitioner to independently investigate eects when
the problem is more constrained with regard to either the node or link re-
sources. The experimenter can then answer questions such as: “How does
the algorithm perform, when node resources are overprovisioned by twice
the requested amount, but link resources are scarce?”
5.5 iterative vnr subtraction
This section is an extended version of Section V.C of “Generating Virtual Net-
work Problems with Guaranteed Solutions” by Fischer and De Meer [17]
	
While the scenario generation element presented in Section 5.4 provides an
easy way to generate random PSSs, it is obviously limited regarding the
topologies of the generated VNRs. Scenarios in which all VNRs have the
same topology as the SN are hardly representative. But are there alternatives
to this? It turns out that there are more elaborate possibilities for scenario
generation elements that will produce PSSs, one of which is presented in
this section. The discussed scenario generation element produces PSSs with
VNRs of variable size. Here, the concept of the algorithm is described rst,
followed by an analysis of its properties. Finally, possible extensions are dis-
cussed.
5.5.1 Description of the scenario generation element
Generating scenarios with random VNR topologies is somewhat more in-
volved than simply replicating the SN topology. It is necessary to understand
how the combination of node and link demands makes this task challenging.
After giving a short overview of the concept for this scenario generation el-
ement, the problem of orphaned links and its solution are discussed. Once
this problem is understood, details of the scenario generation element along
with a pseudocode implementation are presented.
5.5.1.1 Overall concept
The scenario generation element presented here generates a set of VNRs
from a given SN by repeatedly removing a random subgraph from the SN.
All extracted subgraphs are converted to VNRs. This is repeated until the SN
is “empty”. In terms of matrix operations, the scenario generation element
will take the Network Weight Matrix (NWM) of the SNASN with entries ai,j
and repeatedly subtract a NWM AVNR with random entries 0 < a∗i,j 6 ai,j
until the remainder becomes the zero matrix. Each AVNR corresponds to a
new VNR in the scenario. Care is taken, that the generated VNRs are actually
connected networks.
Regarding nodes, random problem generation is similar to bin packing
problems (see the evaluation provided by Falkenauer and Delchambre [71]
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for an example with perfect solutions and Falkenauer [72] for an example
similar to conventional VNE scenario generation). However, the addition of
links makes the generation somewhat more complicated. In particular, a sce-
nario generation element has to take care to occupy substrate link resources
in line with the resources of the adjacent nodes.
5.5.1.2 Problem of orphaned links and its solution
Regarding nodes, the scenario generation process rst appears relatively
simple: For each new VNR a random subset of connected, non-empty nodes
is selected and a random fraction of the remaining node resources on each
node is subtracted as new demands. As long as demands and resources are
integral, this process is guaranteed to terminate at some point, occupying
all node resources of the SN.
The generation of virtual links, however, poses a problem for this ap-
proach. If all resources of a substrate node are occupied, but one of its ad-
jacent links has resources left, these resources can not be occupied without
creating a multi-hop virtual link. In general this can lead to scenarios for
which the generated a priori solution is valid, but not optimal.
An example for this situation is demonstrated in Fig. 28. Three VNRs are
generated iteratively by the scenario generation element, until the SN has
no more resources left. In step one, one of the substrate nodes is already
completely occupied. However, two of its incident links still have resources
left—they are “orphaned”. These links then cause in the second and third
step one hidden hop per generated VNR (depicted with a dot in the gure).
Although the scenario is a valid one, and all VNRs can be embedded in the
SN, there is actually a more optimal solution that leaves some of the SN
resources unused. This is shown in Fig. 29. A tighter packing of the VNRs
that avoids hidden hops during embedding leads to underutilization of the
two links on the left. It follows that he scenario is actually not a PSS.
This problem can be solved by the scenario generation element by making
sure that, if a node becomes completely occupied, all its incident links are
occupied, as well. One strategy to achieve this goal is to set the demand for
a virtual link as a function of the demand of its incident virtual nodes. First,
all nodes adjacent to a completely occupied node have to become part of the
current VNR if they still have resources left. For all substrate links which are
incident to nodes that host virtual nodes in the VNR, a virtual link is created.
Then, for every virtual link the percentage by which the two incident virtual
nodes saturate their respective substrate node is computed. This gives two
values: rsource and rdest, for source node and destination node, respectively.
The remaining resources on the substrate link are then occupied by multiply-
ing that value with the higher of those two values (max(rsource, rdest). This
ensures that no orphaned links remain, as any substrate link incident to a
completely occupied substrate node will in turn be occupied, as well.
As an interesting side observation, it should be noted that avoiding these
orphaned links is a good strategy for VNE algorithms, as well. If, during
embedding, two adjacent nodes are completely occupied, but some resources
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Figure 29: An optimal solution for the previous example
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remain on the link between those two nodes, those resources can afterwards
only be used for a multi-hop link, thus potentially increasing the embedding
cost of future VNRs.
5.5.1.3 Scenario generation details
The scenario generation element discussed here uses the approach discussed
above to avoid those orphaned links. Three main data structures are main-
tained for the creation of each VNR. First, a candidate list, C, containing all
substrate nodes adjacent to the currently created partial VNR. Second, an ur-
gent list, U, containing substrate nodes that are adjacent to a substrate node
that has already been fully occupied by the currently created partial VNR.
Finally, the scenario generation element keeps track of all previously cre-
ated virtual nodes by maintaining a mapping list, M, which contains tuples
indicating the mapping of virtual nodes to substrate nodes.
The scenario generation element is shown in pseudocode as Algorithm 2.
At rst a new VNR is created. This VNR is initialized by randomly selecting
any node in the SN that is not yet fully occupied. For that node, a correspond-
ing virtual node is created, consuming a random fraction of the remaining
resources of the substrate node. That virtual node is then added to the VNR.
The demand of the generated virtual node is marked as occupied on the sub-
strate node.
Next, the scenario generation element adds all nodes that are adjacent
to the selected substrate node to a node candidate list, provided they have
resources left. In general, the candidate list consists of all nodes that can
potentially be added in the next step as virtual nodes to the VNR—i. e., all
nodes with remaining resources that have not yet been used for the current
VNR but are directly connected to one of the nodes that have already been
used.
Assuming the urgent list is empty and the candidate list is not, the sce-
nario generation element then randomly selects a node from the candidate
list and generates a corresponding virtual node in the same way as discussed
above. For every substrate link connecting the current substrate node with
a previously used substrate node a corresponding virtual link is generated.
The demand for this link is set to the maximum of the demand ratios of the
source node and the destination node. This ensures that if a substrate node
is occupied by 100%, all adjacent substrate links are also fully occupied.
If a substrate node is occupied by 100%, taking the newly generated virtual
node into account, all adjacent nodes that have resources left and do not yet
have corresponding virtual nodes in the VNR are added to the urgent list
instead of the candidate list. These nodes are processed with higher priority,
as they now have to be part of the currently generated VNR. Otherwise,
those nodes are added to the candidate list (provided they are not already
part of it).
The scenario generation element continues with taking the next node
from the urgent list, if possible. If the urgent list is empty, a random node
is taken from the candidate list, and the same procedure ensues. Once the
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Algorithm 2: A scenario generator producing random VNRs
Data: A scenario containing a pre-generated SN
Result: A set of n VNRs of varying size, such that all resources in the
SN will be required for a successful embedding
while SN 6= ∅ do
Initialize new (empty) VNR;
M = ∅,U = ∅;
Initialize C with random node from SN;
while U 6= ∅ or C 6= ∅ do
if U 6= ∅ then
Pick SNode from U with resource res;
else
Pick random SNode from C with resource res;
end
Create new VNode with random demand dem 6 res;
Calculate SNode ratio rSNode = demres ;
M←M∪ {(SNode,VNode)};
Occupy dem on SNode;
Add VNode to VNR;
Initialize N: Set of all nodes adjacent to SNode;
while N 6= ∅ do
Pick neighbor SNeigh from N;
if SNeigh ∈M then
Set rmax = max(rSNode, rSNeigh);
Create new VLink with bandwidth
bwdem = bwres · rmax;
Add VLink to VNR;
Occupy bwdem on respective SLink;
else
if rSNode = 1 then
U← U∪ {SNeigh};
else
C← C∪ {SNeigh};
end
end
end
end
end
Reset SN;
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Figure 30: Virtual nodes per VNR as generated by iterative VNR subtraction
urgent list and the candidate list are both empty, the VNR is added to the
scenario, and generation continues with the next VNR.
The scenario generation element repeats this process until all nodes and
links in the SN are fully occupied. At this point, the list of all generated VNRs
is guaranteed to occupy the SN completely, and thus a solution is guaranteed
to exist (e. g., just by reversing the steps taken). As a nal step, all marked
occupations are removed from the SN, and the SN and the generated VNRs
are combined to form the new scenario.
5.5.2 Algorithm properties
It is clear that the scenario generation element described here will produce
scenarios that are very dierent to a conventional generation approach. In
particular, the generated VNRs now depend on the previously generated
SN, whereas in conventional approaches the VNRs were generated indepen-
dently of the SN. To show the dierences, here an analysis is conducted,
comparing generated scenarios for both types of approaches side by side.
For both approaches 1000 scenarios are generated. For the conventional
approach, a scenario generation chain is set up, using Waxman topologies
and random resources and demands, with values similar to those found in
the VNE literature (cf. Section 4.4 for a description of the elements):
WS(100, 0.5, 0.2) CPUS(1, 100) BWS(1, 100) . . .
. . . WV (10, 10, 0.5, 0.2, 20) CPUV (1, 50) BWV (1, 50)
For the iterative VNR subtraction approach the second part is replaced
with the scenario generation element described above. No further parame-
ters are needed.
A rst, interesting characteristic is the number of virtual nodes per VNR
that is generated by each generation approach. In the conventional approach,
the number is a parameter to be set by the experimenter. For the iterative
VNR subtraction, this number can vary wildly. In particular, due to the prob-
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subtraction and a conventional scenario generator
lem of orphaned links it is not easily possible to limit the number of nodes
that should be generated per VNR by the scenario generation element.
So, how are nodes distributed in the generated VNRs? Fig. 30 shows this
distribution1. It is striking that there is a large number of small to very small
networks—i. e., networks with only one or two nodes. Almost 40% of all
VNRs consist of only a single node. This is an eect that is triggered at
the end of the generation process, when there are only few resources left
in the SN and the scenario generation element fails to nd more potential
candidate nodes for newly generated VNRs.
It can be argued that the large number of trivial networks is a drawback
for the scenario generation element, and a possible remedy for that situation
is discussed later in this section. For now, however, it is interesting to have
a look at the distribution of node degrees and to compare them to the re-
sults of a conventional generation approach and to the initial distribution of
node degrees in the provided SN. This comparison is depicted in Fig. 31. It is
easy to identify the inclination of the iterative VNR subtraction element to
generate small VNRs by the higher probability to generate nodes of degree
zero. What is surprising, though, is the fact that the conventional generation
approach actually produces more nodes in comparison that are also isolated.
Almost 15% of all nodes (n. b.: “nodes”, not “VNRs” as before) have degree
zero. The main dierence here is, that the conventional generation approach
includes these nodes in its VNRs instead of making them a VNR of their
own. In other words: A signicant number of VNRs generated by a conven-
tional generation approach will be unconnected if no further measures are
taken! As such, the novel scenario generation element proposed here—in a
way—actually produces scenarios that are less trivial than those generated
by the conventional approach. Comparing to the SN, it can be seen that the
node degree distribution of the iterative VNR subtraction process matches
the original SN characteristics more closely than the conventional approach.
1 The distribution of links per VNR, though not shown here, displays a similar characteristic
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Figure 32: Comparison of demanded CPU cycles (node demands) for iterative VNR
subtraction and a conventional scenario generator
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Figure 33: Number of VNRs generated
In Fig. 32, another interesting dierence between a conventional genera-
tion approach and the iterative VNR subtraction process is depicted. Whereas
in the conventional approach node demands are randomly distributed be-
tween a specied minimum and maximum, the scenario generation element
discussed here shows the characteristics of an exponential fallo with a large
number of very small demands (almost one quarter of all demands are set to
a value of one) and a long tail of large demands2.
A nal interesting aspect lies in the number of VNRs that is generated
by each approach. Like with the number of virtual nodes per VNR, the to-
tal number of VNRs generated will vary for dierent scenarios when the
iterative VNR subtraction element is used. In contrast, the conventional ap-
proach lets the experimenter specify how many VNRs should be generated.
For the investigated experiment, the distribution of the number of VNRs is
shown in Fig. 33. The distribution approximately reects a normal distribu-
tion with an arithmetic mean of about 16.5 VNRs per scenario. This is in
2 Again, link resources, though not shown here, have similar characteristics
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comparison to the 20 VNRs set for the conventional approach. The iterative
VNR subtraction process generates VNRs with a signicantly higher number
of nodes, and therefore will generate less VNRs overall, even though isolated
nodes are considered to be a VNR of their own for this scenario generation
element.
In summary it can be concluded that, although the scenario generation
element discussed here certainly produces scenarios that are quite dierent
to those generated by a conventional approach, they have quite interesting
characteristics and can help to shed more light on the behavior of VNE al-
gorithms. The characteristics of the scenario generation element can be fur-
ther ne-tuned by modications to the generation process. Some of those
modications—i. e., extensions to the original concept—are discussed in the
following.
5.5.3 Extensions
A few modications to the scenario generation element discussed above can
make it more exible, allowing the user to ne tune scenario generation
behavior to a particular use case.
5.5.3.1 Preventing trivial VNRs
One issue that can raise concern for scenario generation is the generation
of small and trivial VNRs. In particular, a VNR that consists only of a single
node can hardly be considered to be a useful “network” and in many cases
it will be useful to get rid of that kind of VNRs. For the scenario generation
element discussed above there are two possible remedies for this situation:
Whenever the scenario generation element is about to generate a VNR with
only a single virtual node, the scenario generation element can instead either
change the SN and reduce the number of resources for a particular node, or
change a previously generated VNR and increase the number of demands
for a particular node.
In the rst case, the approach is straightforward. Once the scenario gen-
eration element detects the generation of a trivial network (this can be done,
for example, by checking for a minimum number of nodes to be part of the
VNR), it can, instead of generating the VNR, reduce the provided resources
in the SN by the same amount the VNR would have occupied. Of course, this
solution has the (potential) drawback that the SN is modied in the scenario
generation process. This may be undesirable for some use cases.
The second approach is a bit more involved. Provided that the scenario
generation element will always try to generate VNRs with at least two nodes,
and provided that the SN is reasonably large and connected, one can assume
that a previously generated VNR does already exist, and that it overlaps with
the VNR that is about to be generated at least in one node. If that is the case,
the VNR to be generated can instead be added to this previously generated
VNR. Virtual nodes that would be mapped to the same substrate node are
joined to form a single virtual node with a higher demand. Virtual links
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are handled likewise. In terms of matrix operations, the NWMs of the two
VNRs—the previously generated one and the trivial one—are added, and a
single VNR is generated out of the result. The advantage of this approach is
that the SN does not have to be modied during the generation process.
5.5.3.2 Modifying the distribution of generated demands
The demands generated by the scenario generation element follow an expo-
nential fallo curve, as shown in Fig. 32. In some cases this might be unde-
sirable. One possible remedy for this situation is to force the scenario gener-
ation element to create demands within a certain range, whenever possible.
This applies in particular to CPU (node) demands. The generation of links
remains unmodied to prevent problems with orphaned links. For nodes,
whenever the scenario generation element creates a new virtual node, in-
stead of creating a random demand between 1 and the maximum available
resources at the substrate node, the value is chosen randomly such that
it falls within a user-specied interval, whenever possible. Care has to be
taken not to accidentally overload a substrate node. So, if il, iu are the user-
specied lower and upper bounds of the target interval, and ar denotes
the available resources at the substrate node, the demand is chosen such
that: dem = rand(min(il,ar), min(iu,ar)). This ensures that, as long as
resources suce, the demand will be set to a value within the interval. If
there are insucient resources left, the demand will instead be set to use all
available resources, to come as close to the interval as possible.
5.5.3.3 Setting a target VNR size
One signicant dierence of the scenario generation element is that it does
not permit the user to specify a particular size of VNRs in terms of number
of nodes. Instead, VNRs are generated with random size in terms of nodes,
varying wildly between very small VNRs and VNRs that are almost as large
as the SN. While on the one hand this covers a larger set of potential VNRs,
on the other hand in some situations the experimenter might want to have
some inuence on the average number of nodes within a generated VNR.
One possibility to achieve such an inuence is to set a maximum size after
which the scenario generation element will stop to add further nodes from
the candidates list. Unfortunately, this does not provide precise control over
the VNR size. On the one hand, a VNR can get larger than the set maximum,
due to the orphaned links problem, which causes nodes in the urgent list
to be forced into the VNR. On the other hand, if the number of remaining
connected nodes is too small, the VNR can remain below the target size.
Still, such a modication gives the experimenter at least some inuence on
the expected size of a VNR.
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5.6 additive sn construction
The two novel scenario generation elements presented so far focused on
generating a set of VNRs from a given SN. With them, the experimenter has
complete control over the structure of the SN and can use the scenario gen-
eration elements to generate PSSs for algorithm evaluation. In some cases,
however, it may be preferable for a scenario generation element to work in
the opposite direction: Allowing the experimenter to specify a set of VNRs,
and from them generate a SN such that the result forms a PSS. An example
of such a scenario generation element is discussed here.
5.6.1 Description of the scenario generation element
In order to generate a SN from a given set of VNRs, substrate nodes and
links have to be created from their virtual counterparts and virtual demands
have to be combined and converted to substrate resources. A rst approach
would be to simply combine the n-th node of each VNR to become the n-
th substrate node. All virtual links between node i and j in the given VNRs
are likewise combined to form the substrate link between substrate nodes
i and j. In terms of matrix operations, this reects a simple addition of the
NWMs of all VNRs. If the VNRs dier in the number of nodes, each NWM
is extended appropriately, such that all NWMs match the size of the largest
VNR. Afterwards, the SN is just the sum of all VNR.
There are some drawbacks to this approach, however. In particular, with
this approach the size of the SN is limited to the size of the largest VNR.
With random network topologies and random demands, this can rapidly lead
to a fully connected SN with roughly equal weights on nodes and links—a
type of network that might not be that interesting, after all. Moreover, if the
VNRs are implicitly structured (e. g., if the VNRs have tree topologies), this
structure will be reected with high probability in the generated SN, as well.
In some situations one might explicitly look for such scenarios. However, in
general it would be nice to have some control over those aspects. Specically,
it would be good to have the possibility for more variation in the generated
SNs.
To overcome these shortcomings, two additional strategies are employed.
In order to blur implicit topological structures in the given VNRs, the node
order in each VNR is randomized before combining them. This ensures that
regular topologies are not involuntarily reected in the SN. To break the limit
of nodes in the generated SN, another approach is used: A random process
decides for each node in each VNR whether to combine it with an already
existing node, or whether to create a new substrate node for it. Pseudocode
for such a generation element is shown as Algorithm 3. The code iterates
through all VNRs, maintaining two particular data structures:
• A set of candidate nodes C from the SN that remain available for map-
ping.
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Algorithm 3: A scenario generation element for SN generation from
VNRs
Data: A scenario containing a set of pre-generated VNRs
Data: Probability Preuse
Result: A SN, such that the sum of all VNRs equals the SN
Initialize new (empty) SN;
for All VNRs do
M = ∅;
Initialize C: All SNodes in the SN;
for Each VNode in the current VNR do
Generate random value 0 <= r < 1;
if r <= Preuse and C 6= ∅ then
Take random SNode from C;
U← U \ {SNode};
else
Create new SNode and add to SN;
end
Let res be the resource of the SNode and dem be the demand
of the VNode;
res← res+ dem;
M←M∪ {(VNode, SNode)}
end
for Each VLink in the current VNR do
Let srcV and dstV be source and destination nodes of the
VLink;
Take srcS and dstS such that (srcV , srcS) ∈M and
(dstV ,dstS) ∈M;
Let dem be the demand of the VLink;
if There is a SLink from srcS to dstS then
Let res be the resource of the SLink;
res← res+ dem;
else
Create new substrate link from srcS to dstS with
res = dem;
end
end
end
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Figure 34: Variation in number of nodes and node degree
• A set M of pairs of virtual and substrate nodes, indicating their map-
ping. This set serves to later identify corresponding links in the VNR
and the SN.
The variable Preuse provides control over the size of the generated SN. Set-
ting it to zero will cause the algorithm to generate a new substrate node for
every virtual node it encounters. On the other hand, setting it to one causes
the algorithm to always use an already existing substrate node if available,
thereby limiting the size of the generated SN to the size of the largest VNR.
5.6.2 Properties of the scenario generator
Again, it is clear that this scenario generation element produces network
topologies that are quite dierent from the conventional approach. To in-
vestigate the dierences, a comparison of generated scenarios is presented
here. The setup for the conventional generation approach is the same as in
Section 5.5. For the additive SN construction element discussed here, only
the VNR part is used and extended by this additional scenario generation
element.
A rst interesting aspect of this scenario generation element to investi-
gate is the inuence of the control variable Preuse. This variable controls how
likely the scenario generation element will create a new substrate node in-
stead of reusing an existing one. This has a clear eect on the nal number
of substrate nodes and the average degree of each substrate node, depending
on the VNRs. The eect is shown in Fig. 34. For this gure, Preuse is varied
between zero and one in increments of 0.1. For each value, 30 random scenar-
ios are generated. The number of substrate nodes is shown as a line whereas
the average node degree is depicted as box plots. As can be expected, as the
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Figure 35: Distribution of node degrees
likelihood of reusing an existing substrate node increases, the total number
of substrate nodes decreases and the average node degree increases.
It is interesting here to have a look at the two corner cases: Preuse = 0 and
Preuse = 1. In the rst case, every virtual node will require a new substrate
node to be generated. The resulting substrate network will then simply be
the (disconnected) union of all VNRs.
In the second case, additional substrate nodes are only created when all
existing substrate nodes have already been used for the current VNR. The
SN is then limited to the size of the largest VNR. For this experiment this
results in exactly 10 substrate nodes that form, with high probability, a fully
connected mesh (having an average node degree of nine).
Apart from the corner cases, it is also interesting to note that the varia-
tion of node degrees seems to increase with increasing Preuse. This raises the
question of how the distribution of node degrees looks like. Fig. 35 shows
this distribution for Preuse = 0.5. Here, slightly more than 100 substrate
nodes are generated for each scenario – about the same number as would
be used in a conventional approach. For comparison, the node degree distri-
bution of a conventional Waxman topology with 100 nodes, and the degree
distribution of the generated VNRs are depicted, as well. Unsurprisingly, the
scenario generation element creates networks that are much more similar
in terms of node degrees to the VNRs than to a standard Waxman network.
Still, there is some probability for higher degree nodes that are not present
in the VNRs.
An interesting eect occurs for the distribution of the CPU cycles assigned
as node resources. This distribution is shown in Fig. 36. One can see that,
whereas in a conventional scenario generation approach, node resources
would be equally distributed between 1 and 100, in this approach the re-
sources are strongly inuenced by the distribution of node demands in the
VNRs, which are assigned between 1 and 50. For the generated SN there is
an increase of probability up to a resource count of 50, equal to the maxi-
mum resource assigned in the VNRs. After that a sharp drop occurs, with
likelihood of larger resource counts gradually falling o. The reason for the
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Figure 36: Distribution of assigned CPU cycles
sharp drop lies in the fact, that nodes with a resource count higher than 50
must be the result of a combination of two or more virtual nodes—which is
less likely than being produced by just a single node. It is also interesting to
see, that very high resource counts can occur—up to almost three times of
what would be encountered in a conventionally generated SN.
Again, the random process produces networks that are markedly dier-
ent to a conventional generation process. This is to be expected, however,
with networks depending strongly on the interplay between two dierent
random processes—the one generating the source networks and the one de-
ciding how to build the resulting network from them. The advantage lies in
the fact that from a given set of VNRs a random PSS can be built, providing
a valuable benchmark for VNE algorithm evaluation.
5.7 chapter summary
Generation of good random scenarios is a challenging task. While it is easy
to come up with just any random scenario, it is signicantly more dicult
to generate scenarios that can fulll certain properties. A scenario genera-
tion approach has to fulll two main properties. First, the generated scenar-
ios should cover a relevant part of the problem space. The problem space
is dened in this case as the domain of all scenario generation parameters.
Obviously, only a limited set of scenarios can be generated and evaluated
within a given time. This raises the question of how to generate the most
“interesting” scenarios in order to make the most of the available time for
experimentation.
It is when the number of virtual nodes and links and the sum of their de-
mands closely match their respective substrate counterparts that the prob-
lem becomes really dicult. To nd that particular tipping point, where a
scenario turns from being barely solvable to being barely unsolvable, and to
generate scenarios in the vicinity of that point, is an important objective for
scenario generators.
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In this chapter, two approaches to solvable scenarios are discussed. A sce-
nario generation process can either try to lter elements from unsolvable
scenarios or try to generate scenarios with a solution that is known a pri-
ori. Due to the NP-hardness of VNE perfect lters are likely infeasible for
experimentation. Filtering mechanisms, therefore, have to rely on heuristics.
While this limits their use to some extent for scenario generation, there is
another highly relevant application for ltering mechanisms: Provided the
heuristic works reasonably fast, it can be used to signicantly decrease run-
time of a VNE algorithm. One example is shown in this chapter, with a simple
heuristic improving the runtime of a well-known VNE algorithm by 14% in
a given experiment.
A priori generation of PSS, on the other hand, needs a generation ap-
proach in which the generation of VNRs and the SN depend on each other.
This requires a scenario generation architecture such as the architecture in-
troduced in Chapter 4. Based on that, appropriate scenario generation ele-
ments can be dened. Three examples for such elements are presented—two
of them with the VNRs depending on the SN and one vice versa. All of the
approaches can be used with arbitrary types of VNRs or SNs as input—they
are not limited to particular topologies.
The approach of replicating the SN is very straightforward. Surprisingly,
no similar experiments have been attempted before in the literature. Iter-
ative VNR subtraction represents a more complex approach that generates
random VNRs out of a given SN. This approach is complemented by the addi-
tive SN construction approach, which generates a random SN out of a given
set of VNRs. In all of the approaches, topological dependencies between the
SN and the VNRs remain clearly visible in the generated networks—though
somewhat blurred by the overlaid random process. The generated scenarios
dier from a more conventional generation process. It follows that, although
the conventional approach is not completely rendered invalid by this, exper-
imenters can now investigate new types of scenarios, with the signicant
advantage of knowing the perfect solution in advance. There is ample mate-
rial for further investigation of this topic in the future. Possible extensions
of the scenario generation elements are discussed and call for further inves-
tigation. Moreover, further types of scenario generation elements are likely
to exist, allowing experimenters to investigate a yet wider area of scenarios.
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the scenario generation ele-
ments, experiments have to be performed with them. This is the topic of
the next chapter in which the scenario generation elements are combined
with well known VNE algorithms to demonstrate the dierences to a conven-
tional experimental setup, highlighting in particular the additional insights
that can be gained by using PSSs for experimental VNE algorithm evalua-
tion.
6
D E M O N S T R AT I N G S T R U C T U R E D E VA L UAT I O N O F
V I R T UA L N E T W O R K E M B E D D I N G A L G O R I T H M S
The previous chapters outlined a novel approach to Virtual Network Embed-
ding (VNE) evaluation with an identication and categorization of relevant
scenario generation parameters, an architecture for VNE simulation, and
Perfectly Solvable Scenarios (PSSs) as a novel approach to random scenario
generation. In this chapter, the application of these concepts is demonstrated.
These concepts enable a structured approach to evaluating VNE algorithms.
This is demonstrated via two series of experiments which investigate par-
ticular characteristics of the VNE problem. The main focus here is not on
the particular outcomes of the experiments—though those are interesting,
as well—but rather on the methodology used to achieve these results and
the new insights that are now possible.
Two independent series of experiments are conducted here, focusing on
dierent aspects of the VNE problem. First, Section 6.1 describes the experi-
mental approach used for both experiments. The evaluation environment is
dened and the VNE algorithms under investigation are described.
In Section 6.2 the rst series of experiments is presented. In particular, the
eects of using dierent topologies for the Substrate Network (SN) are in-
vestigated. It is demonstrated how PSSs can help to avoid misinterpretation
of results. To this end, one of the scenario generation elements presented in
Chapter 5 is used to modify an experiment based on a conventional scenario
generation setup, such that more precise results can be obtained.
The second series of experiments is presented in Section 6.3. Here, the SN
replication scenario generation element described in Chapter 5 is used to in-
vestigate the isolated inuence of VNE scenario generation parameters. It is
shown that, although the generated scenarios appear to be trivial, two of the
three investigated VNE algorithms exhibit surprising diculties in nding
the solutions. Section 6.4 then concludes and summarizes this chapter.
6.1 overview of the experimental approach
In this section, the experimental approach common for both experimenta-
tion series is described. The experimentation strategy is outlined, the evalu-
ation environment that was set up for the experiments is specied, and the
VNE algorithms under investigation are described and characterized.
6.1.1 A strategy for conducting Virtual Network Embedding experiments
Conducting experiments with VNE algorithms encompasses several steps.
First, a hypothesis has to be formed by the experimenter. It may be accom-
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panied by a corresponding null hypothesis. The hypothesis guides how the
VNE experiment should be performed. It species the VNE algorithms that
should be employed, along with their particular settings. From the hypoth-
esis, the scenario generation parameters to be varied can be deduced. For
these parameters, a value range has to be specied by the experimenter. All
other parameters are set either to xed or to random values. The hypothesis
also helps the experimenter to identify which metrics are relevant for the
experiment.
Based on that information, the experimental setting can be dened. An ex-
periment specication le describes the entire experiment in machine read-
able form for the simulation environment. The VNE simulator then has to ex-
ecute the experiment, creating individual runs and collecting and exporting
the results. These results are then, again, used by the experimenter to val-
idate or disprove the hypothesis. Typically, this cycle will continue several
times, with the experimenter rening in each round the hypothesis and—
respectively—the experiment specication.
To support such a structured approach to evaluation of VNE algorithms,
the employed simulation environment has to be exible, lest it hinders the
rapid variation of experiments or limits the directions available for further
investigation. In this chapter, the concepts introduced in the preceding chap-
ters are brought together to demonstrate how they can facilitate easier and
more precise evaluation of VNE algorithms.
6.1.2 The evaluation environment
To perform the experiments described in this chapter, a dedicated evaluation
environment has been set up. The environment consists of a dedicated ma-
chine running ALEVIN with the architectural extensions described in Chap-
ter 4. The machine used is an AMD Opteron 4180 with 12 cores1 and 8 GB
of RAM running the Ubuntu Linux 14.04 operating system. The newly im-
plemented scenario generation chain approach is used to rapidly design and
change experimental settings. The experiments are specied via an assort-
ment of experiment specication les, as described in Section 4.5.
6.1.3 The VNE algorithms under evaluation
For the performed experiments, three dierent VNE algorithms have been
selected as a basis for comparison:
• The vnmFlib algorithm presented by Lischka and Karl [115]. The vnm-
Flib approach is based on subgraph isomorphism detection. In order to
embed a Virtual Network Request (VNR), the heuristic tries to identify
a subgraph in the SN that matches or closely resembles the topology
of the VNR.
1 Only one core has been used in the experiments, though, as ALEVIN does not yet support
full parallelization.
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• The D-ViNE algorithm presented by Chowdhury et al. [59]. The D-
ViNE algorithm uses a linear programming approach. An abstract lin-
ear program representing the embedding problem is formulated and
handed on to an external solver program (ALEVIN uses the open source
GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) library2 as solver). The com-
puted approximate solution of the linear program is then read and
translated again into an embedding.
• The RW-MM-SP algorithm presented by Cheng et al. [58]. This algo-
rithm adopts the well known Google PageRank concept [140] to com-
pute a NodeRank for both virtual and substrate nodes. For substrate
nodes, this indicates the available resources on the node itself as well
as on its adjacent links. Likewise, for virtual nodes the demands are in-
dicated. Node mapping then prefers to match nodes according to their
ranking. Link mapping uses a shortest path approach.
These algorithms are implemented in ALEVIN, with their implementa-
tion being well tested and used in multiple publications, already. The three
algorithms represent signicantly dierent heuristic approaches to the VNE
problem, thereby ensuring that any measured eects are unlikely to be due
to close algorithmic similarities between the algorithms. Therefore, these
three algorithms serve as a good basis for comparison.
6.2 the influence of topological differences in the substrate
network
The rst series of experiments shown here focuses on the comparison of
SN topologies. It is noteworthy that many authors either use a Waxman
topology or an Erdös-Rényi topology for the SN (cf. Chapter 3, Section 3.3).
Both types of topologies produce random, unstructured networks. Up to
now, there has been no in-depth investigation into whether the dierent
topologies cause signicant changes to results or not. In other words—are
the results computed by VNE algorithms sensitive to the topological dier-
ences between Waxman topologies and Erdös-Rényi topologies? One can
assume, indeed, that the results gained with both types of topologies are
similar, provided all other parameters remain the same. A dedicated experi-
ment can help to shed light on this question.
6.2.1 Experiment design
Here, the comparison of dierent topologies serves well as an example for a
structured evaluation of VNE algorithms. At rst, a hypothesis and its cor-
responding null hypothesis are formulated:
2 See http://www.gnu.org/software/glpk/
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hypothesis The quality of the embedding results, as computed by a VNE
algorithm, remains similar when using either Waxman or Erdös-Rényi
topologies as SNs.
null hypothesis There is a signicant dierence in the quality of the
embedding results, as computed by a VNE algorithm, between using
Waxman topologies and Erdös-Rényi topologies.
From this, the experiment design can be deduced. Two types of topolo-
gies have to be evaluated. In order to be sure that any eect noticed in the
results is not a property of a specic VNE algorithm, multiple algorithms
are used—each algorithm solving exactly the same set of problems. Relevant
here is then not the dierence between algorithms (i. e., whether algorithm
A performs better than algorithm B), but rather the dierence with regard
to the topologies. Regarding the size of the networks, the particular number
of nodes does not matter for this experiment, as long as the SN is of reason-
able size. The resource distribution is likely to be irrelevant, as well, for this
experiment—standard values can be used. The VNRs are also generated in a
standard manner. It seems reasonable to reuse the values by Chowdhury et
al. [59] (cf. Table 6), changing only the topologies for the SN.
For measuring the quality of the computed embeddings, the commonly
used acceptance ratio and the revenue/cost ratio serve well as metrics. A set
of 30 experimental runs per combination of algorithm and topology with
dierent random values will ensure that the values computed by the metrics
are representative.
6.2.2 Experiment results using a conventional scenario
Using the experimental setup described above, the VNE simulator can be
set to work and compute results for dierent VNE algorithms. Two scenario
generation chains are set up. The rst uses Erdös-Rényi topologies:
ERS(50, 0.5) CPUS(50, 100) BWS(50, 100) . . .
. . . ERV (2, 10, 0.5, 40) CPUV (0, 20) BWV (0, 50)
For the second scenario generation chain, the Erdös-Rényi substrate ele-
ment is replaced with a Waxman element: WS(50, 0.5, 0.2)
With these chains, 30 scenarios are generated and evaluated. The outcome
is shown in gures 37 and 38. Results gained with Erdös-Rényi topologies
are denoted with “ER”. Results gained with Waxman topologies are, likewise,
denoted with “WM”.
Fig. 37 shows the results regarding the acceptance ratio. It can be seen
that for Erdös-Rényi topologies, the algorithms are able to embed all VNRs
in almost all cases—with only the D-ViNE algorithm missing some embed-
dings. What is more striking, though, is the low acceptance ratio achieved
by all three algorithms when using Waxman topologies. Indeed, the dier-
ences between algorithms seem negligible, whereas the dierences between
topologies are quite noticeable.
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Figure 37: Dierence in acceptance ratio between using Erdös-Rényi topologies and
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Figure 38: Dierence in revenue/cost ratio between using Erdös-Rényi topologies
and Waxman topologie with a conventional VNR generation processs
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A similar eect is exhibited when looking at the revenue/cost ratio. This
is depicted in Fig. 38. Like with the acceptance ratio, all algorithms achieve
better results with Erdös-Rényi topologies. Again, the dierences between
algorithms are small, compared to the dierences between topologies.
These results are in direct contradiction to the hypothesis formulated
above. It seems at rst glance that the topology, after all, does make a sig-
nicant dierence for embedding results. However, in this case a closer look
at the experimental setup is appropriate, in order not to misinterpret the
results. In particular, when one computes the ratios between resources and
demands it is revealed that the Waxman experiment is far more constrained
compared to the Erdös-Rényi experiment. One can calculate the Approxi-
mate Resource Scarcity (ARS) (cf. Chapter 3) for all generated scenarios to
estimate the dierence in resource scarcity for both experiments. This re-
sults in an average ARS of (0.62, 0.20) for the Erdös-Rényi topologies and an
average ARS of (0.61, 0.88) for the Waxman topologies. In particular the dif-
ference in the second component (i. e., the demand/resource ratio for links) is
revealing: The Waxman experiment generates a higher relative demand for
links. Since neither the generated VNRs nor any other parameters changed,
the reason must lie in the fact that the Waxman topology generator gener-
ates a signicantly lower amount of substrate links for the same amount of
nodes as compared to a Erdös-Rényi generator.
6.2.3 Experiment results using a perfectly solvable scenario
It is arguable that, in this case, the generated scenarios are not really com-
parable. To focus solely on the topological dierences, one rather has to try
to generate scenarios such that the generated VNRs produce a similar ARS.
This could be attempted by tuning the VNR generation parameters manually
in such a way that the ARS in Waxman scenarios is likely to match the ARS
in Erdös-Rényi scenarios. However, it is unclear which particular parameter
should be changed—the number of generated VNRs, the number of nodes
per VNR, and the range of randomly assigned link demands all will inu-
ence the ARS to some extent. It would be dicult to tune those parameters
appropriately, and likely the parameter setting would be fragile and valid
only for a very specic type of scenario.
Another option that ensures comparability between scenarios is to use a
scenario generation element that produces PSSs. This approach is demon-
strated here. The scenario generation chain is changed accordingly as fol-
lows:
ERS(50, 0.5) CPUS(50, 100) BWS(50, 100) ItVNRSub
Here, ItVNRSub denotes the iterative VNR subtraction element described
in Section 5.5. Again, for the Waxman variant the substrate topology gener-
ator is replaced like in the previous experiment.
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Figure 39: Dierence in acceptance ratio between using Erdös-Rényi topologies and
Waxman topologies when generating VNRs with a PSS
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Figure 40: Dierence in acceptance ratio between using Erdös-Rényi topologies and
Waxman topologies when generating VNRs with a PSS
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The results of the modied experiment are shown in Figures 39 and 403.
For the acceptance ratio, results show only minor variation in all cases. The
vnmFlib algorithm seems to perform slightly worse than the RW-MM-SP
algorithm, but the dierence is small. Regarding the revenue/cost ratio, how-
ever, the algorithms seem to perform again slightly worse for Waxman topolo-
gies when compared to Erdös-Rényi topologies.
There is one noteworthy side eect highlighted in the results for the vnm-
Flib algorithm on a Waxman topology: While for some runs the acceptance
ratio is subpar, the revenue/cost ratio can achieve very good values in several
runs—including even one run with the optimal value of 1.0. Closer inspec-
tion of the experimental results reveals, that these values correlate—i. e., the
runs in which the revenue/cost ratio was better than average are exactly the
runs in which more VNRs than average were rejected. This demonstrates
the need to correlate those two metrics in VNE experimentation in order to
avoid misleading results (cf. Section 3.5).
6.2.4 Lessons learned
Summarizing, it seems that, while the original hypothesis is valid for the
acceptance ratio, there is still some dierence when looking at the revenue/-
cost ratio. In other words: The results of the revenue/cost metric do appear
to depend on the topological characteristics of the underlying SN. It diers
from the acceptance ratio metric in that regard.
In order to rule out inuences on the experiment stemming from the
amount of generated VNR demands it was necessary to employ a scenario
generation element producing PSSs for this experiment. Only by retaining
precise control over the ratio between resources and demands can the eects
of changing the SN topology be properly interpreted: Some inuence of the
SN topology is present in the results but it is notably less than indicated by
a conventional approach.
A positive side eect of using this scenario generation element is that
optimal values are known in all cases. For every single run, it is theoretically
possible to achieve a 100% acceptance ratio with a revenue/cost ratio of 1.0.
A similar guarantee can not be achieved when using conventional scenario
generation mechanisms.
6.3 the influence of embedding parameters with a repli-
cated substrate network
This section presents results already discussed in Section V of “Generating Vir-
tual Network Problemswith Guaranteed Solutions” by Fischer andDeMeer [17]
	
It is helpful for experimentation to understand which scenario generation
parameters inuence the VNE problem and in what ways. This allows ex-
3 The results of the D-ViNE algorithm have been omitted from these gures, as the algorithm
ran into excessive memory problems before nishing the embeddings.
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perimenters to tune their experiments to highlight particular aspects of their
algorithms. It also helps to distinguish eects caused by algorithms from ef-
fects caused by the internal structure of the generated scenarios.
To better understand the eects of VNE evaluation scenarios, it is, there-
fore, worthwhile to investigate in detail the inuence of scenario generation
parameters on VNE algorithm runtime and solution quality. A series of ex-
periments aiming to answer that question are demonstrated in this section,
using the SN replication approach presented in Section 5.4. Three dimen-
sions are investigated in individual experiments:
1. The fragmentation of demands, represented by the number of VNRs
that are generated;
2. The resource scarcity, represented by the ratio of all demands vs. all
resources;
3. The problem size, represented by the number of nodes with which the
underlying SN is generated.
The working hypothesis for the respective experiments is that these pa-
rameters change both the algorithm runtime and the solution quality, inde-
pendent of the algorithm. The corresponding null hypothesis is that no inu-
ence is visible. All experiments use a common scenario generation setup. The
scenario generation chain is started with with a Waxman substrate topology
and random resources and demands, and completed with the SN replication
scenario generation element:
WS(s, 0.5, 0.5) CPUS(100, 1000) BWS(100, 1000) SNRepl(m, f)
Values have been chosen higher than in experiments described in the lit-
erature in order to minimize rounding error problems when resources are
split. The particular values are not expected to play a role here, though, as
the focus is on the isolated inuence of the three varied parameters only.
The SNRepl element represents the scenario generation element described
in Chapter 5, Section 5.4. The three parameters varied in the following exper-
iments are s for the number of substrate nodes, m for the number of VNRs
to be generated, and f for the “load” factor4.
For the parameters that are varied in the experiments, 30 runs are con-
ducted per unique parameter setting. For each scenario the total algorithm
runtime is reported. Evaluation of solution quality is done by measuring the
acceptance ratio. All results depicted in the following gures are shown as
notched box plots with the common interpretation of a box plot indicating
the median with its 95% condence interval, the upper and lower quartiles,
and outliers of the data.
4 This corresponds directly to the ARS of the scenario
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6.3.1 Investigating the fragmentation of demands
For the rst experiment, the number of generated VNRs is varied from 5
VNRs up to 25 VNRs in increments of ve. The special case of only a sin-
gle VNR is included. In all cases, the generated scenarios are PSSs—i. e., the
demands match exactly the available resource.
The runtime taken by the three algorithms for these scenarios is indicated
in Fig. 41. The RW-MM-SP algorithm is the fastest of the three, whereas
the D-ViNE algorithm takes a signicant amount of time. The results of the
vnmFlib algorithm seem to vary most, with several outliers for the runs with
20 and 25 VNRs.
In general it appears that, irrespective of the particular algorithm, algo-
rithm runtime can be approximated as having a linear dependency on the
number of generated VNR. To verify, the experiment was repeated with a
demand / resource factor of 0.1 (i. e., the SN was overprovisioned by a factor
of ten). Runtime results, though not shown here, are similar.
For this experiment, acceptance ratio is not shown. With a demand / re-
source factor set to 0.1, all VNRs are embedded by all algorithms, as could
be expected. For the experiments with PSSs it should be noted that for the
special case of only a single VNR (i. e., the case in which “a VNR is embed-
ded into itself”) all algorithms were able to nd the correct solution. This is
likely due to the fact that in such a case the algorithm is left without much
choice—the topology of the two networks “imposes” the correct solution on
the algorithm. For the case of 25 VNRs results are more varied. Details are
discussed in the following experiment.
6.3.2 Investigating the resource scarcity
After clarifying the inuence of demand fragmentation, the next topic of in-
terest is resource scarcity: How do algorithm runtime and the quality of com-
puted solutions depend on the scarcity of resources? It seems logical that, if
resources are increasingly sparse in comparison to the demands posed by the
VNRs, algorithm runtime should increase, whereas solution quality should
decrease. This type of experiment is repeated many times in the VNE liter-
ature, varying dierent parameters to control the demand / resource ratio.
Here, it is interesting, in particular, to see how VNE algorithms cope with
resource scarcity when the underlying networks are all topologically identi-
cal.
To this end, the SN replication approach is used to generate scenarios with
a load factor f that varies between 0.1 (i. e., only ten percent of substrate
resources used) and 1.0 (i. e., a PSS) in steps of 0.1. The value of 1.1 (i. e.,
ten percent overbooking) is included as a special case to compare algorithm
performance for a case which is known to have no complete solution. All
scenarios are generated with 25 VNRs.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figures 42 and 43. It is inter-
esting to see that each of the three algorithms displays distinct behavior in
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Figure 41: Runtime dependency on demand fragmentation (f = 1.0)
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Figure 43: Acceptance ratio dependency on load parameter f (m = 25)
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this experiment. For the vnmFlib algorithm, the runtime rapidly increases,
evening out at a load factor of about f = 0.7, while the acceptance ratio
decreases proportionally. This shows the specic behavior of this algorithm
that has already been highlighted in Section 5.2.
The D-ViNE algorithm shows a similar behavior regarding the acceptance
ratio, but is not signicantly inuenced in its runtime, which stays at a nearly
constant value of about 250–300 seconds per scenario. The RW-MM-SP al-
gorithm, nally, is highly interesting regarding the fact that it can correctly
nd the optimal solution in almost all cases with the lowest runtime of all
three algorithms. It manages to nd the correct partial solution for the runs
with f = 1.1, nishing even slightly faster in that case. This likely reects the
fact that the algorithm uses a modied PageRank approach—an advantage
when the VNRs are topologically similar to the SN.
6.3.3 Investigating the Substrate Network size
For the previous two experiments, the size of the SN has remained constant.
As the SN denes how the scenarios are generated, the number of substrate
nodes controls the overall problem size. By increasing the number of sub-
strate nodes, the generated VNRs, being topologically identical to the SN,
also become larger. In order to investigate the inuence of this eect, sce-
narios are generated with the SN replication approach, varying the amount
of substrate nodes in the underlying SNs from 5 nodes up to 50 nodes in
increments of ve nodes.
Fig. 44 shows the runtime results of this experiment. It can be seen that
both the vnmFlib and the D-ViNE algorithm exhibit a non-linear increase in
runtime as the problem gets larger. For D-ViNE runs with 40 nodes or more
were excluded, as runtime became excessive with more than three hours per
scenario. The RW-MM-SP algorithm at rst shows an increase, as well, but
quickly levels o for 35 nodes or more. This is likely due to a cut-o eect
of the algorithm in which the search for a better node mapping candidate is
limited by a control parameter .
The corresponding results regarding the acceptance ratio are shown in
Fig. 45. For both vnmFlib and D-ViNE, the acceptance ratio has large varia-
tion for ve nodes, but for larger problem sizes remains at a value of about
20%-30%. The RW-MM-SP algorithm is again able to nd the optimal em-
bedding in most cases. Only for SN sizes of 40 nodes and more does the
acceptance rate start to drop noticeably—likely caused by the same cut-o
eect that limits the runtime in those cases.
6.3.4 Lessons learned
This section demonstrates how, with the help of a scenario generation el-
ement that generates PSSs, particular aspects of VNE algorithms can be
investigated. Although the employed scenario generation element appears
conceptually simple and creates seemingly trivial scenarios, closer investi-
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gation reveals very interesting facts. For the rst time it becomes possible to
separate the inuence of demand fragmentation and resource scarcity via in-
dependent control variables. This reveals that, whereas the resource scarcity
does not have a uniform inuence on algorithm runtime, for the fragmenta-
tion of demands in the form of number of VNRs algorithm runtime exhibits
a clear linear dependency.
All in all, the hypotheses formulated for these experiments remain valid
for the inuence on runtime in the rst and third experiments. Irrespective
of the applied heuristic, algorithm runtime appears to increase linearly with
demand fragmentation and polynomial with SN size5. For the other experi-
ments, it becomes clear that, although some inuence is clearly present, it
is not uniform across algorithms and demands further investigation when
experimenting with a particular VNE algorithm.
Finally, it is highly interesting to note that, despite the fact that all vir-
tual topologies are identical to the substrate topology, two out of three algo-
rithms under investigation were not able to recognize the seemingly trivial
solution. This points to substantial optimization potential for the respective
algorithms—something not easily visible with a conventional scenario gen-
eration approach.
6.4 chapter summary
Experimentation with VNE algorithms is a tricky business. Although there is
a decade worth of experiments described in the VNE literature, the inuence
of individual scenario generation parameters is still not entirely understood
in many situations, often leaving the experimenter to rely on either gut feel-
ing or tradition when designing experiments.
The concepts presented in this thesis aim to remedy this situation. In this
chapter, two series of experiments are presented to demonstrate the novel
possibilities for evaluation of VNE algorithms. In particular, it is shown that
the application of scenario generation elements for PSSs helps to get more
precise results and to avoid misinterpretations. The concept of a scenario
generator chain facilitates rapid experimentation, helping the experimenter
to design several experiments that dier only in a single specic aspect and
to quickly focus on the relevant parameters that exhibit notable inuence
on the results.
It should be noted that the conventional approach to scenario generation
with random and independent substrate and virtual networks is not rendered
invalid by these concepts. Rather, the methodological contributions of this
thesis provide a complementary way of evaluation, making it now possible
for the experimenter to investigate new aspects of VNE algorithms.
Of course, numerous further experiments can be designed with the sce-
nario generation element presented in Chapter 5—not all of which could be
discussed here. In particular, the inuences of dierent substrate topologies
merits further investigation, highlighting potential dierences to the rev-
5 This is, of course, not true for every heuristic
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enue/cost ratio. A similar experiment can be conducted for virtual topolo-
gies, using the additive SN construction scenario generation element. Inves-
tigation of these and other questions hopefully will lead to better under-
standing of the behavior of VNE algorithms and, thereby, to more reliable
experimental results.
7
C O N C L U S I O N S
Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) is an important problem in the domain
of network virtualization, and the evaluation of VNE algorithms is of high in-
terest. This thesis shows novel ways to perform evaluation, providing deeper
insight about algorithmic behavior. While not all issues on the evaluation of
VNE algorithms could be discussed, a major step is achieved. In this chap-
ter the results and the scientic impact of this thesis are discussed and an
outlook is provided.
7.1 outcomes and main results
In this thesis a structured approach to evaluation of VNE algorithms is pro-
posed. The conventional process of random scenario generation is identied
as a potential source for misinterpretation of results. It is argued in this thesis
that a more controlled scenario generation approach is necessary to obtain
tangible evaluation results.
To better understand the eects inherent in the evaluation process, a de-
tailed mathematical model of the VNE problem is formulated. The model
uses matrix operations to show how the VNE problem can be formulated as
an inequality between a network and a sum of networks. The model is de-
tailed enough to encompass concepts that are absent in comparable models
found in the VNE literature. In particular, the signature of VNE algorithms
and the structure of a solution to a given scenario are for the rst time de-
ned in this thesis.
An extensive survey of parameters for random scenario generation and
evaluation metrics helps to identify the type of scenarios typically investi-
gated in the literature. Based on this, several eects of conventional evalu-
ation approaches can be identied. It is shown that for many experiments
that are described in current VNE literature the resources to be assigned are
not as scarce as could be expected. It is argued in this thesis that a remedy
to this situation requires a novel approach to random scenario generation.
This is facilitated by a exible architecture for simulation of VNE algo-
rithms. A generic architecture is formulated in this thesis, dening the ma-
jor components necessary for a VNE simulator and the interfaces required
to oer ample exibility for the experimenter to extend the simulator with
experiment-specic code. A generic le format for experiment specication
serves to facilitate rapid experimentation as well as reproducibility of exper-
imental results.
The dened architecture encompasses, in particular, a novel highly exi-
ble approach to generation of random embedding scenarios. The approach
allows arbitrary concatenation of scenario generation elements, thereby en-
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abling the experimenter to exert far more control on the generation process
than possible with conventional approaches.
This novel approach to random scenario generation is used in this thesis
to produce scenarios which are known in advance to have a solution. A rst
approach to achieve this goal is to implement ltering mechanisms that mod-
ify the generated scenarios such that elements that are obviously impossible
to embed are eliminated. It is demonstrated that this concept can also help
to speed up existing VNE algorithms.
However, the resulting scenarios are still not guaranteed to be solvable. To
surpass this situation, the concept of Perfectly Solvable Scenarios (PSSs) is
introduced. Based on this concept, three scenario generation elements that
can generate PSSs are presented. Two of the proposed scenario generation
elements produce a PSS based on a pre-generated Substrate Network (SN),
whereas the third produces a PSS based on a pre-generated set of Virtual
Network Requests (VNRs). Two of the scenario generation elements produce
random scenarios. The resulting scenarios of those two scenario generation
elements are compared with the scenarios produced by a conventional ap-
proach and the dierences are highlighted.
The proposed scenario generation elements are used in two dierent se-
ries of experiments to demonstrate how new insights can be gained with
the use of PSSs in experiments. The rst experiment shows the impact of
using dierent SN topologies on the embedding results. It is shown that an
evaluation approach employing PSSs can provide more precise data, thereby
avoiding misinterpretation of results.
The second experiment focuses on the inuence of demand fragmentation,
resource scarcity, and SN size on results. It is shown that, whereas algorithm
runtime depends linearly on the demand fragmentation and polynomially on
the SN size for all employed algorithms, there is no generic dependency for
resource scarcity. Most interesting, however, is that the use of PSS makes
it possible to highlight signicant optimization potential for two of the em-
ployed VNE algorithms, which were unable to identify the solution for a
seemingly trivial scenario.
In summary, this thesis demonstrates how conventional approaches to
random scenario generation can lead to misinterpretation of results when
evaluating VNE algorithms. It shows how, with novel concepts for random
scenario generation, more tangible evaluation data can be obtained and a
better understanding of algorithm behavior can be gained.
7.2 scientific impact
The concepts proposed in this thesis provide a toolset for experimenters eval-
uating VNE algorithms to support and extend their experimental evaluation.
This remains to be relevant as new papers on VNE algorithms are still pub-
lished with high frequency.
The mathematical formulation of the VNE problem presented in Chapter 3
can serve as a formal basis for future work in the VNE community. It strives
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to be versatile and clear. However, it also makes several assumptions about
the VNE problem. For several of those assumptions a discussion on possi-
ble extensions is already provided. For some variants of the VNE problem a
dierent formulation may be required, however.
The evaluation architecture proposed in Chapter 4 has been implemented
in the ALEVIN VNE simulator and is available online as open source1. Exper-
imenters are free to use this VNE simulator for their own experiments. The
numerous interfaces allow them to extend the available functionality with
more special scenario generation elements, resource/demand pairs, evalua-
tion metrics, export mechanisms, and, of course, VNE algorithms. Indeed,
many examples for additional modules are already implemented and avail-
able online.
Nevertheless, ALEVIN cannot solve everything. Maybe, the most relevant
shortcoming is that online evaluation is not yet fully supported. Although it
is shown in Chapter 3 that online evaluation is not necessary in many cases,
there still are valid applications for an online evaluation of VNE algorithms.
Work has already started to extend ALEVIN in that direction. However, it is
not nished, yet.
Chapter 5 discusses ltering mechanisms to avoid the generation of obvi-
ously unsolvable scenarios. A highly relevant secondary application of such
lters is to use them as a sanity check within a VNE algorithm. It is shown
that application of even a very simple lter can speed up a well-known
VNE algorithm signicantly. This can help experimenters to further opti-
mize their algorithms. The presented lters are conceptually simple—more
elaborate ltering mechanisms may be devised in the future.
The three scenario generation elements presented in Chapter 5 provide
a benchmark for experimentation with VNE algorithms. The SN replication
approach is interesting in its simplicity. It is shown that not all algorithms
can correctly identify the seemingly trivial scenarios generated by this el-
ement. This can help experimenters to highlight optimization potential for
their algorithms.
The two other scenario generation elements serve to generate PSSs with
random topologies. They can generate a more diverse variety of scenarios,
while keeping the important property that the perfect solution is known in
advance to the experimenter. They can, therefore, also be used to benchmark
the solutions generated by algorithms. The drawback of those two scenario
generation elements, compared to the rst one, is that resource scarcity is
not easily controllable for them. If experimenters wish to generate random
scenarios with a specied resource scarcity, new scenario generation ele-
ments are necessary. Fortunately, the interfaces of ALEVINs make it easy to
incorporate new scenario generation elements in the future.
The survey on commonly used scenario generation parameters presented
in Chapter 3 not only serves as a reference for a “greatest common denom-
inator” for scenario generation, but also reveals parameter settings that are
poorly investigated, up to now. This shows new possible directions for fu-
1 See http://alevin.sf.net/
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ture experiments. While the inuence of some of those parameters is inves-
tigated in Chapter 6, an extensive evaluation of all possible parameters is
beyond the scope of this thesis. This leaves ample material for future work.
Such experiments are also interesting as a means to better understand the
VNE problem itself. There is in particular a dierence between the eects a
parameter has on a particular algorithm and the eects on the embedding
problem in general. On the one hand, experimental analysis of VNE algo-
rithms should—at least to some extent—allow to predict algorithm behavior
in dependence of the VNE parameters, even beyond the simulation settings.
On the other hand, understanding which parameters are aecting the VNE
problem itself can help to design better, more focused experiments for fur-
ther algorithm analysis.
7.3 outlook
While this thesis draws to an end, the topic of experimental evaluation of
VNE algorithms is not exhausted, yet. Whereas this thesis deals with eval-
uation in the context of the basic, abstract VNE problem, reality, as always,
proves to be far more complex. More and more intricate requirements set
by increasingly realistic VNE application domains call for a further develop-
ment of the basic model and of the respective evaluation methods.
New application areas for VNE become more and more interesting. For
example, the VNE problem has already been adapted to optimize the layout
of Network Function Virtualization (NFV) modules (see [133, 4, 151] for ex-
amples). The resilience of embeddings has also already been discussed in the
literature (cf. [87]. Furthermore, taking security considerations into account
has started to receive attention (see. [16]	 and [118, 119] for examples).
All these new directions subtly change the nature of the underlying prob-
lem. Additional restrictions and constraints apply. Nevertheless, the need for
experimental evaluation remains. Thus, the work on evaluation of VNE algo-
rithms is not nished, but continues, along with the new areas in which VNE
algorithms are applied. This thesis provides a foundation for structured eval-
uation. Adapting this foundation to emerging application domains promises
to remain a fascinating research topic.
A
X M L S C H E M A F O R V N E E X P E R I M E N T S P E C I F I C AT I O N
F I L E S
Listing 3 shows the full Extensible Markup Language (XML) Schema De-
nition (XSD) for an experimentation specication le, as described in Chap-
ter 4. It denes how an XML experiment specication le has to be parsed.
It can be used on the one hand to create graphical tools, supporting experi-
menters in the design of new VNE experiments. On the other hand, it can be
used for new VNE simulators as a generic interface for a batch processing
approach to VNE algorithm evaluation.
Listing 3: XML schema for VNE experiment specication les
<? xml v e r s i o n = " 1 . 0 " encod ing = " u t f −8 " ?>
< xs : s chema x m l n s : x s = " h t t p : / /www. w3 . org / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema "
xmlns= " h t t p : / / a l e v i n . s f . ne t "
t a rge tNamespace = " h t t p : / / a l e v i n . s f . ne t "
e l ementFormDefau l t = " q u a l i f i e d " >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " Exper iment " >
< xs : complexType >
< x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " G e n e r a t o r s " >
< xs : complexType >
< x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= "RNG" type = " RNGType " / >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " Genera to rE l ement " type = "
Genera to rE l ement Type " maxOccurs= " unbounded " / >
< / x s : s e q u e n c e >
< / xs : complexType >
< / x s : e l e m e n t >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " Algor i thm " type = " Algor i thmType "
maxOccurs= " unbounded " / >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " E v a l u a t i o n " >
< xs : complexType >
< x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " M e t r i c " type = " M e t r i c Type "
maxOccurs= " unbounded " / >
< / x s : s e q u e n c e >
< / xs : complexType >
< / x s : e l e m e n t >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " E x p o r t e r s " >
< xs : complexType >
< x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " E x p o r t e r " type = " Expor te rType "
maxOccurs= " unbounded " / >
< / x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : a t t r i b u t e name= " r e s u l t s D i r " type = " x s : s t r i n g " / >
< / xs : complexType >
< / x s : e l e m e n t >
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< / x s : s e q u e n c e >
< / xs : complexType >
< / x s : e l e m e n t >
< xs : complexType name= " RNGType " >
< x s : c h o i c e >
< x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " Seed " type = " x s : s t r i n g " minOccurs= " 1 "
maxOccurs= " unbounded " / >
< / x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " RandomSeeds " type = " x s : s t r i n g " / >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " OrderedSeeds " type = " x s : s t r i n g " / >
< / x s : c h o i c e >
< / xs : complexType >
< xs : complexType name= " Genera to rE l ement Type " >
< x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " Parameter " type = " ParamType " minOccurs=
" 0 " maxOccurs= " unbounded " / >
< / x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : a t t r i b u t e name= " name " type = " x s : s t r i n g " use = " r e q u i r e d "
/ >
< x s : a t t r i b u t e name= " count " type = " x s : i n t e g e r " / >
< / xs : complexType >
< xs : complexType name= " Algor i thmType " >
< x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " Parameter " type = " ParamType " minOccurs=
" 0 " maxOccurs= " unbounded " / >
< / x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : a t t r i b u t e name= " name " type = " x s : s t r i n g " use = " r e q u i r e d "
/ >
< / xs : complexType >
< xs : complexType name= " M e t r i c Type " >
< x s : a t t r i b u t e name= " name " type = " x s : s t r i n g " use = " r e q u i r e d "
/ >
< / xs : complexType >
< xs : complexType name= " ParamType " >
< x s : a t t r i b u t e name= " name " type = " x s : s t r i n g " use = " r e q u i r e d "
/ >
< x s : a t t r i b u t e name= " v a l u e " type = " x s : s t r i n g " use = " r e q u i r e d "
/ >
< / xs : complexType >
< xs : complexType name= " Expor te rType " >
< x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : e l e m e n t name= " Parameter " type = " ParamType " minOccurs=
" 0 " maxOccurs= " unbounded " / >
< / x s : s e q u e n c e >
< x s : a t t r i b u t e name= " name " type = " x s : s t r i n g " use = " r e q u i r e d "
/ >
< / xs : complexType >
< / xs : s chema > 
G L O S S A R Y
ALEVIN ALgorithms for Embedding of VIrtual
Networks. A VNE simulator. The author
is one of the main developers of that sim-
ulator. 5, 20, 69–71, 77–80, 87, 88, 91–93,
95, 96, 130, 131, 149
Approximate Resource Scarcity A two dimensional vector, indicating the
scarcity of resources in comparison to de-
mands. The two dimensions reect node
and link scarcity, respectively. xvii, 57, 58,
60, 61, 101, 134, 137
demand A requirement by a virtual node or link
for a particular amount of resources to be
consumed. 3, 14, 16, 17, 23–25, 32–34, 36,
46–48, 50, 52, 53, 55, 57, 58, 60–66, 70, 72,
73, 77–81, 83–86, 91–93, 95, 98, 99, 101,
102, 105, 107, 108, 110–114, 116, 118, 120–
123, 126, 127, 131, 134, 136–138, 153, 155
embedding Describes the process of calculating an op-
timized substrate resource assignment for
a Virtual Network Request. If the embed-
ding is successful, the respective Virtual
Network is instantiated. xvii, 1–5, 7, 9, 10,
13, 14, 16–24, 26–34, 36–42, 44–52, 54–57,
59, 61–67, 69–81, 83, 86–88, 90–93, 95–
103, 105, 107, 108, 110, 112, 114, 118, 121,
127–132, 136–138, 142, 145–151, 153–155
experiment A set of scenarios to be executed with
the same VNE algorithm, together with
a specied scenario generation parameter
set. 2–5, 7, 9, 22, 35–38, 40, 42, 44, 46–48,
51, 54, 59, 62–66, 69–76, 80, 82, 84, 85, 87–
93, 95, 96, 98, 103, 120, 126, 128–132, 134,
136–138, 142, 145–150, 154
mapping Describes the tentative assignment of one
virtual entity (node or link) to its sub-
strate counterpart (i. e., a substrate node
or a substrate path). If all elements can be
mapped, an embedding of the respective
Virtual Network Request is found. 14, 16,
17, 31, 64, 79, 123, 125
153
154 Glossary
Network Weight Matrix A matrix representing a network with
node and link weights. Can represent ei-
ther a Substrate Network or a Virtual Net-
work. xvii, 18, 26–28, 32, 66, 74, 113, 122,
123
Perfectly Solvable Scenario A scenario that has an optimal solution
which will consume all resources in the
Substrate Network. xvii, 5, 7, 97, 108, 110,
113, 114, 123, 127–129, 134, 136, 138, 142,
145, 148, 149
Residual Network The network containing the remaining re-
sources after a Virtual Network has been
embedded into a Substrate Network. 29,
30, 98, 107
resource A consumable property of a substrate
node or link. Often interpreted as CPU ca-
pacity for nodes and bandwidth capacity
for links. xi, 1, 3, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 21, 23,
24, 27, 29, 31, 33, 34, 36–40, 46–48, 50, 52,
53, 55, 57–67, 70–73, 77–81, 83–86, 91–93,
95, 97–99, 101, 102, 105, 107, 108, 110–114,
116, 118–123, 126, 127, 131, 136–138, 147,
153–155
run A single execution of a simulation with
a VNE algorithm trying to solve a partic-
ular scenario. Multiple runs make up an
experiment. 64, 72, 76, 90, 95, 96, 105, 130,
132, 136, 137, 142
scenario A given embedding problem with one
Substrate Network and a set of Virtual
Network Requests to be embedded into
the Substrate Network. 2–5, 7, 18, 20, 22,
32, 38–40, 42, 47, 49, 51, 54, 56–59, 61–67,
69–72, 74–76, 80–89, 91–93, 95–103, 105,
107, 108, 110–114, 118–121, 123, 125–129,
132, 134, 137, 138, 142, 147–149, 153, 154
scenario generation element A software module that modies and ex-
tends a given scenario based on a number
of input variables. 4, 5, 7, 21, 66, 82–87, 89,
91, 93, 95, 97, 100, 103, 110–114, 116, 118–
123, 125, 126, 128, 129, 134, 136, 137, 142,
145–149
Glossary 155
Substrate Network A network into which Virtual Networks
can be embedded. A physical network,
if recursive embedding is not considered.
xvii, 2, 3, 5, 7, 12–14, 16, 17, 20, 23–25, 27–
29, 32, 37–45, 47, 49, 51–55, 57, 58, 60, 61,
63, 64, 66, 71, 74, 78–81, 83–87, 89, 93, 97–
100, 102, 103, 105, 107, 108, 110–114, 116,
118, 119, 121–123, 125–132, 136–138, 142,
145, 146, 148, 149, 154, 155
Virtual Network A network consisting of virtual nodes
that are interconnected with virtual links.
Realized by embedding it into a Substrate
Network. xvii, 1, 2, 13, 14, 16, 23–25, 27–
29, 38, 40, 52, 81, 98, 153–155
Virtual Network Request A request from a client to instantiate
a particular Virtual Network, specifying
the desired topology and all demands.
xvii, 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, 23, 24,
27–31, 33, 36–55, 57–61, 63, 64, 66, 67, 71,
75, 77–81, 84–87, 93, 97–103, 105, 107, 108,
110–114, 116, 118–123, 125–128, 130, 132,
134, 136–138, 142, 145, 148, 153–155
VNE algorithm An algorithm that generates solutions for
embedding problems. It has to pair the
demands of a Virtual Network Requests
with the resources of the Substrate Net-
work such that the respective Virtual Net-
work can be instantiated. 2–5, 7, 9, 10, 16–
22, 29–31, 34, 36–42, 46, 49–52, 56, 63–66,
69–76, 78, 81, 83, 87, 88, 90, 92, 93, 95–100,
103, 108, 110, 112, 114, 121, 127–132, 137,
138, 142, 145–151, 153–155
VNE simulator A simulation environment that allows to
evaluate VNE algorithms. 18, 21, 39, 69–
74, 80, 81, 83, 88, 90, 91, 93, 95, 96, 112, 130,
132, 147, 149, 153
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